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A

Race' of Pigmies.

In his last letter from

Fgvpt

bune, LSayard Taylor give-an
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visit to the Khedive at hi.jialaee a'
1 airo.
in tliu course ol the conversation
tile Khedive spoke ol a race of pigmie
which had been discovered in tie- ver
heart ot Central Africa, beyond t.he law1
of tbe Nyam-Nyauis. and advised hi
i
Annj'icau vistor to look ut two native
the tribe which had recently reached tine
city. Mr. Taylor eagerly followed tin; advice, and fiiniislic.s the following intero-Ling sketch of these diminutive people
>n leaving the Palace of Abdeon, lh< i
tori', we drove immediately to the Paine
ol the Nile, near lioulak, where
tliey are
now kept. On
making inquiry, tin: soidiei
in the inner court
immediately pointed out
two small boys
(apparently), wearing the
tez, and dressed in jackets and trow -era
of while wool.
1 should have taken them
for children of some Ethiopian tribe al the
first glance, anil was not satisfied, until
altera close inspection, that one of them
a

Cheese.

Made

Home

ut' Vermont, furnishes the
winning direct ions lor making cheese—
A farmer who keeps six cows ought
be without cheese for his table,
never t,
and unless situated conveniently near a
fact, rv wlu re he can have it more cheaply
vide than at home, it should be made
there
Indeed, many farmers who earn
their milk to the factory during the season. may. at its close, make their own
supply of cheese with prolit A very good
article ot cheese may be made from onl^
n,
ws
e
and families win, keep but two
or three cow -. cannot make a more
profitable use ot milk, during the cool weather
a the tall, that
to convert it into cheese.
file milk should be set in the common
pans in as cool a place as mav be at rontuntil there is in accumulation of
-veral days' milk
l ie ohiect ot setting
m n to prevent the rising
the e.vuni
t
preserve the milk
:
make it an object
saved
ugh
work it uj
Uefi e the oldest milk begins ti turn, the whole lot is skimmed up
A clean,
and s, in a large, brass kettle
v w i-'i t if will eh iia< not been painted
e,
w
aid be preferable
A few
tii
: the lieua st milk are reserved and
,aus
tttles and pans ot hot water
ih stove, and. when heated, added to
mass j,
tiie kettle till the whole is
brought is the uniform temperature of
a;o 'tit
eighty-tivc degree- r a little below
me flood heat
i l■ it., n
1
weii-eutvd lvnnet. about
f tin e huge -s should be soaked
night in wa! m water, wnii h is jionred
f'o deterand mixed with the miik
lki».

s
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mine

f rennet to be used

the amount

list

tin-
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Growing and Fattoniug Hogs.
The hog is accustomed to a great variety
of loud, lie will eat animal and herbaceous food alike—there is nothing that
comes amiss to him, ami lie thrives upon
all. To select food for him, then, is not
the thing. Though you can fatten him on
one kind ol food, you cannot do it economically. Take what breed you like, and
it is economy in producing the greatest
result from a given amount ol food—that
is the point that gives the protit in
hog

Only

j

husbandry, t he cheapest food, then, is to
be sought, if it answers the purpose
H\
the cheapest we mean also that which ac-

cords with his nature, and which lie relishes and thrives
upon. Corn alone, though
the great hog feed—made a
specialty—is
not the most
The excepadvantageous.
tion to this i- in the West, where corn is
very cheap. 15m even here, other grain
ami feed added will produce a better
growth of nmsclc aud hit. All animals
require a variety of food, and the hog ino exception.
His appetite, then, will be
satisfied, and all the wants ot his system
supplied Crass in summer suits him ; lie
revels in a clover field. Milk suits him all
the year round, and assists a rapid growth.
.Milk contains a great variety of elements
in solution, and is ail aid to the digestion
of the more solid food,
lie likes vegetables—they stimulate his appetite, not only
for the vegetables, but for the more concentrated and richer food.
Though a
"hog." he is governed by the same physi-

difficult tilings in the
curd should ••come"
if it
in forty-live minutes
less rennet
.nnes
soon, tlw tirst timt
If il is loo
liust b, Usi-I.l the next time
as other animals, and
;
st be used
Where ological principles
is. therefore, liable to disease- to many
icesi maki
it e ei -day l usiness,
ailment-: but most ol these are caused by
a difl'eivnt
proi't’s- : preparing the rennet abuses in
liianagemert Where lie is well
is la:
1.■
is
bur
the
cheese
where
pretera
to. aud supplied with a variety
run up'
idv occasionally, there is no attended
uf good food, lie seldom suffers from
other way than n prepare the rennet for
disease.
the occasion
.■
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or two iinnei

gently raising
splits, it is ready to

uni ami
r
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ii

linger

-I. mid lif .lone with a long,
kiiiie. iaitting the whole eurd
ttom, into squares of about
After ii has stood in this eon-

a

In-.

fifteen minutes, the curd may
usefully broken up with the hands,
big taken not to squeeze it. In a
time -say ten or fifteen minutes—
a.
I am. wliev will have become suffi...
that a portion of the
ntiy separated.
whey may tie dipped at) and heated in the
milk was in the bean
g
iHiring this process of dipping
fi tic
wiiev the curd may be- gently
pioken up int lumps nliout the size of
■hestnuts.
This tone, the heated wliev may lie
kvailualH returned to the tub till the mass
.of a temperature of ninety-six to one
.. .ndred
degrees, or at blood heat." The
lieat must be raised somewhat slowly, the
curds :n rl
nearitime being stirred and
sen
1
eu'T may now be left “to
'k
: n.rtv
>>ry minutes, when it
-h. let
!iga,t. stirred and broken until
.' ‘la-atirn
r.sistency When on taking
■
h'ti, ife.
i' curds and squeezing them
firmly ih.y drop apart on relaxing the
hold, they are ready to be removed from
the whey.
A cloth strainer is then thrown
•ver them and as much of the whey dipped off as is convenient, after which the
strainer i- -proud over a basket or a low
sided 1. e with a bottom of narrow slats,
and tin cm is are put into it to drain,
'd lien
thoroughly drained and aired they
may be salted with four or five ounces of
salt to ten pounds of eurd.
The whole
sh >uld lie thoroughly and intimately mixed and broken r.p, when it will be readv
for the press.
Formerly ii was supposed to be necessary to press the cheese to get the whey
out
such, In wevei. is not the case with
well made chee-e.
The object in pressing
is chiefly to ause the particles to adhere
a
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.Milk, then, to begin with. Sweet milk
first: then sour or skim milk with a little
meal, (corn and oats ground,) or some
other grain. We have found all of them
good, and find the advantage to consist
principally in selecting as a main feed tin:
cheapest, whether that be corn, barley,
rye. or some other grain. In addition to
the milk and meal, a little potatoes or
roots of some kind afford an agreeable
dessert. Occasionally a handful of hard,
dry grain will be relished. This pelting
exactly suits the hog’s nature. Though
a “hog," he will thrive best when. !:.
is
treated delicately, changing his food to
suit his appetite, lie will now want grass
in the season in lieu of roots and potatoes.
You cannot give him too great a variety,
lie is especially fond of lettuce.
In this way he is not “forced" in his
growth, but takes it on naturally, healthfully, pleasurably. There will be better
pork, also a better hog throughout. 11c
has thus far been growing.
His fattening
is yet to come, it will be thought,
lint
this is a mistake. It is the great mistake,
or one of them in the treatment ot our
hogs. The diet which has been begun
and thus fat carried out, must be continued.
You must grow and fatten your hog as
you go along, from his pighood up; grow
him all he will healthily grow, so that
when fall comes he will lie in condition
for the knife—to be put in better condition
by increased proportion of grain—corn
principally, and old corn at that—in his
diet. Do not, however, omit the other
aids entirely ; it is not only the proportion
that should be changed. The health, the
vigor, the strength, the appetite, will then
be continued. You have the sweetest

pork throughout, nothing rank, providing
always there is a clean pen and pure atmosphere, a point that is too much overlooked where quality is a consideration
The animal will also breathe better and
more in clean quarters,

enjoy himself

"••>>;<
lt>
(K]iPf*ih 1 1y -‘-hon Pool nrwl xvifli
mu make a homogeneous mass.
pure water in summer, lly nature the liog
not “dirty.” He will wallow—so will
File size and form of the cheese is a
matter oi taste.
Perhaps as good a size 1 a fowl—but it is not because he relishes
: hoop as any other for the small
family mire he seeks to be cooled, and water
cheeses is ten inches in diameter. The will do it. The fattening, then, is to begin
.1 i rni of flat cheese- is
when the growing does—at birth—to be

generally preferred foi larm dairies to the high form
ulopted in factories They do not need
>audaging they should be turned in the

press after three o :• four hours, after which
few hours', or at most a day's pressure
will be sufficient.
Fhe_ style of press b be used for these
little he<—
of no importance whatever—a bit oi scantling ora rail
may bo
made :■ do a I the service needed, placing the chee-e near one end of the lever,
laying short stick ot timber across
the other end.
Chicken

Cholera.

nigh" when the
hens and tin- rearing of young
hir-kons i.- 1: order, 1 will, for the benefit
ot those who may lie so u fortunate as to
be troubled with the chicken cholera the
■rning season, give my experience of the
remedy for the most fatal of chicken
diseases. 1 agree with C. R. .M in saying
that it is not due to exclusive corn feed,
imy chickens were fed corn, wheat, and
ad the fruit they wished, sueli as
apples,
pear-. &c ie., which they picked up
from under the trees; but in spite of this
v ariety ot feed, out of about one hundred
old fowls and twice is many young, 1
have left about twenty-live in all. As I
was troubled
never
with the chicken
kolei
ti ast summer, I was not awaro
of its presence until about half of my
hiokon- had died. I then inquired for a
remedy which 1 applied, but without efI then took the matter into my own
fect.
hand-ami began to try remedies on the
fowls which were known to be beneficial
among human beings afflicted with disuses ot
-imilai nature. My reasoning
was correct, as my
remedy was successful,
and it is this A soon as the fowl refuses
its food, it is a sign that it lias
caught the
the 'inn

A-

-draweth
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■

disease

it then must be

cooped separately,

and fed again with corn or any grain that
is convenient; water must be rain water,
with about four drops of camphor to the
pint of water ; hard water is injurious, and
must not be given to them.
If the fowl
-till refuses its food, (and they will so
mug as they have the disease, and I

honestly believe they actually starve
themselves to death,) bread soaked in
two parts whiskey, one
part water, must
be forced down its throat. This, then, is
the remedy—whiskey and camphor given

as

above

All my fowls that this

given lived, although

remedy

some, of them
half dead as it were, and as some
said to me, that chicken is too far gone
-burnt brandy won't save itbut even
in these desperate cases my remedy was
a success.
If any of your readers try it.
i would be glad to hear with what success.
[Country Gentleman.
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Sunshine.

Sleepless persons should court the sun.
IT1 very worst
sporific is laudanum, and

•he very

best, sunshine. Therefore it is
'.cry plain that poor sleepers should pass
a-many'hours as possible in the sunshine,
and as few as possible in the shade.
Many
women are martyrs, and
yet they do no't
know it
How shut the sunshine out of
their houses and their hearts; they wear
veils; they carry parasols and everything
possible to keep off the most potent
is intended to give them
ence which
strength and beauty and cheerfulness. Is
it not, time to change all this and so get
color and roses on our pale cheeks,
strength in our weak backs, and courage
in our timid souls ? The women of America
are pale and delicate, but with the aid ol
sunlight they may be blooming and strong.
To Cuke Pawixg Horses. To break
horse of pawing in the stable, a correspondent of the Farmer’s Union says:
Take a piece of trace-chain two feet long,
fasten it to the leg that he paws with, just
above the knee, with a hame strap, and
let the chain hang at the side of the leg;
he will soon be glad to keep it still
a

only
Only
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dream—a vision of air:
dream—but oh. how fair:
Flowers and sunshine, music and song,
Fill the measure the whole day long:
Youth isi it- springtime—beautiful youth:
Filled with freshness, warmth and truth ;
Flower-decked earth, and murmuring stream
Tell me, my soul, was it only a dream!
a
a

dream—pair of soft eyes,
lllue as the depth of Heaven's own skie-:

Only

a

gasped.

“But where is Martin l”’ asked her niece
—“and Lute ?”
"I left them running up and down the
beach to get up their eirculatio.11.”
“Very well,” said St. Maurice; we
prefer running up down the scale. Each
to his taste.
Shall we repeat that andante ?’’ And they sang till dinner was
served—a ceremony which Mrs. Doldrum
strictly observed ; and it was not till they
were about leaving the dining-hall that
Martin strode in with Lute on his arm. as
bright as a bubble with the sun in it, with
dimples breaking up the perlect oval of
her cheek, and smiles eorruscating about
the rosy mouth.
“It's all Mr Petersham's fault," disclaimed Lute
“We've had no end of a

:

inly a dream. Where the poplars wave.
Near yon old < Inireli, there’s a little green grave':
-Moldering in dust, my beloved is there,—
Death's lingers have braided her clustering hair.
Plucked from her checks the fresh roses awav :
The lovely is dead—my idol was clay.
Shadows of sunset are elimming life'- beam
Yeinth, jetv anil love, ye are only a dream!
No

••

Robbery,

Thee met at the North llamptou station,
and got into the coach lor liye together.
The first couple were Martin Petersham
and Xoralt Phler, who wore going on to
the Farragut. Xorah’s aunt having invited
her to bring her lover and spend the rest
of the summer.
The other couple were
Maurice St. Maurice and Lucia Channing,
who were to he dropped at Terrace Hall,

Xorah, that he vowed revenge!"
“I'm afraid that he revenged himself
upon you." quoth Norah
"(Mi, 1 liked it'" cried the candid girl.
“Perhaps that’s what, they mean when
is sweet
haven’t been idle, either, dm
ing your absence,” said St. Maurice.
No. indeed," protested Petersham.
ome mischief still for idle
■Satan lind
hands to do. Xorah, seems to me you're

they say revenge
■•And

■

too."
“Are you going to live. Lute," asked
Xorah behind Iter blushes.
“No: we are going to stop with Ange-

Little Boar’s Head; but we shall
be only two miles apart.
What’s that to
“heart's that love?’ We'll see each other
every day
Yes. It's :t perfect age since we met,
and You've pr veil a wretched correspondent.
And you'll come over to all the
at

■

hops?”
■

•alien

uiiks:

aiaunee uuesn
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I shall have to do the
the light fantastic
(iernian with your—with Mr. Petersham
“And what shall / do?" laughed Xorah.

galv-

■You can dispense the favors," -aid Si.
.Maurice, coming to her aid.
“I should fancy that I was going to dis-

pense with them."
They drove oil. chatting eozilv about
their school-days, when tiiex had been

room-mates

together.

"Here we are at Terrace Hall, and au
revoir.'" cried Lucia. “See you to-morrow. luavourncen. or live a blighted being:" and the two girls exchanged a kBaud

parted.

we

looking pale

“That's the proper color for it forsaken
damsel," said Aunt Judith.
1 hope
■|'m sure 1 don’t loci forsaken.
I'm capable of the sacrifice of lending
Martin for a feu hours, if any one wants
to borrow," laughed Norah.

“Especially when -you

luna;

a

hostage

■■

•lu.i

i-ott.\ as a primrose,"
“Isn't she just lovely?" said Xorah,
when tl>o,. tmi'uuiyi no.mug.
“She laughs too much." returned Peter- I

■
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beginning
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long

the mother wait until the child of her hope
is placed in her arms and under the sight
of her eyes. She remembereth no more
the anguish for joy that a man is born into
the world.
Who can read, or, if he saw. could utter
the thoughts of a mother during all the
days and nights in which she broods the
helpless thing. Every true mother takes
home the full meaning oi the angel'sword, that holy thing which shall bo born
of thee shall be called the Son of (ind.
The mother does not even whisper what
she thinks, and the whole air is full of
gentle pictures, every one on the background of the blue heavens.
The child grows; grows in favor ot hod
and man—and every admiring look east
upon it, even by a stranger's heart.
Wonderful child! The sun is brighter for
it! The whole earth is blessed by its
presence! Sorrows, pains, weariness,
self-denials, ior it- sake are eagerly sought
and delighted in.
Hut the days come when the little feel
are weary; when night brings no rest;
when the cheek is scarlet, the eyes
changed, and the smile no longer knows
how to shine. All day, all night, it is the
mother's watch, ller very sleep is but a
veiled waking. Joy; the child is coming
hack to health! Woe; it is driftirg out
again, away from consciousness, from life
liero, toward the shores beyond, where
sickness and pain are never more known.
It is far, far out, toward twilight—toward
darkness. It disappears!
The mother’s heart was like a heaven
while it lived; now it has ascended to
11 id’s heaven and the mothers heart is as
the gloom ot midnight. Wild words of
self-reproach at length break out, as when
a frozen
torrent is set loose by spring
days She that lias lavished her liie-torce
upon the child turns upon herself with
fierce charges of carelessness, of unskill,
of thoughtlessness. She sees a hundred
ways in which the child would have lived
but for her! All love is turned into selfcrimination. Tears come at length to
quench the fire of purgatory. Hut grief
takes new shapes every hour, till the
nerve has lost its sensibility, and then she
coldiy hates her unnatural and inhuman
heart that will not feel!
A child dying, dies but once: but the
mother dies a hundred times. When the
sharpness is over, and the dulness of an
overspent brain is passed, and she must
take up the shuttle again and weave the
web of daily file,
pity her not that she
must work, must
join again the discordant
voices, and be forced to duties irksome
and hateiul. These all are
kindly medicines. A new thought is
slowly preparing.
It is that immovable constancy and
strength
which sorrow gives when it has
wrought
intent.
the divine
11. “Row no
chastening for the
seemeth to be joyous, but grievous;
nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are
IIeb.

ixii.

present

exercised thereby.*’
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Miss

N'nrahv,looking

r" Won't -In- be over to-day. think."
No, she will not he over here to-day.
i believe I", step out on the piazza while
you read is" lint she had read it before

he

the window, ami had
dropped it at Mrs. P'ddrum's feet.and hail
left them and locked herselt into her own
Mrroom
D-ddrum picked it up and
read it, and passed it. to St. Maurice.

|
!

I

Petersham.

■

■

ilu il together. hi'
proposed
the baud struck up a Strauss
waltz, they found themselves floating oil
the delicious waves of
melody as if to the
music ot the enchanted fiddle of the
story
hooks, which made even the lame and halt
dance in spite ol every thing.
I thought von couldn't datuv
said
X irah.
"I.ute savs I can't
She- doesn't mean it ?"
ire she say-. I don t keep stop or
time,
Shall we walk out on the
piazza
and keep cool iJ"
Petersham had not appeared at breakfast tin- foliowing morning when Xorah
and Mis. 1 hildrtmi had finished that
repast
and had taken a turn on the piazza and
had retired to their parlor.
■Martin must have been out late,'' .Mrs.
Doidrum was saying, just as St. Main ice
cantered up the drive on horseback, dismounted. and knocked at their door
'•You're an early bird," said Aunt
Judith. “Our hou-o-iuartLii hasn't put in
an appearance yet.
1 suppose you've
route to arrange about your tishiug ex:

■

yellow sands,"

“You'll follow the sea. Miss
said she
•Tlou we made folks gape
Channing? It's tip-top bathing; ’twould ■We asked the way of every soul we met,
make a perfect Aphrodite of you, if you just to hear the odd directions they’d give :
it was always, ‘Straight down the crooked
needed perfecting."
“Thanks. It's quite a luxury to go in lane, and all around the square.’ We
with one so strong. It gives such a sense seared the horses with our melody run
of security, in ease anything should hap- wild, and the wayfarers stopped to gaze
pen, you know. 1 never feel quite confi- after us with open mouth
dent with St. Maurice, because lie isn't so
“You'll be tlie town talk, cried Mrs.
tall as I am : and then he laughs at me, A n geli nc d isappro v i n gly.
too!”
“Don’t you think we had better go
“loo cruel: Aren t you bound ior the home now T asked Norali, timidly, comblue billow ?” asked Petersham, feeling ing forward, after Lute's adventure had
every one of Ids extra inches, and turning been rehearsed, “Aunt Judith will be ~:tto Maurice, who was adjusting Norah’s ting up for us,
you know."
“Oh, Norali, is that you ;r" he answered
camp-stool on tiie bench, which her lover
had relinquished.
“I didn't think you'd wait forme
Yes, i
No; I'll stay here, thank you, and suppose we must.’"
watch the crowd with MissUhler;” and j
“Let's all ride over together in the hay
then lie sat down at Xorah’s feet, and cart,” cried Lute, clapping her hands
drew caricatures on the leaves of his mem- "Come, Angeliue, do condescend to be
orandum-book of the groups on the sand, rural for once, that's an angel!"’
and here and there a crested breaker with
“You're a perfect madcap,"' said -Mrs.
Lute’s face laughing out of the spray, or Angeliue, putting dignity into her pocket,
a
dimpled hand beckoning through the and allowing Maurice to help her into the
surf, or “a tress of golden hair” tangled cart.
among the seaweed.
They had been over to the Shoals one
Aren't we rather exhausting this kind day and Lute had sat in the lover’s seat,
of excitement ?” said lie at last, throwing and a great wave had come up and touchdown his pencil. “Aren't you somewhat ed her feet, and Petersham had
dragged
tired of seeing the buff suit with blue her away and scolded her, and Norali hail
rivers promenading with that piratical looked on and listened, with a
perplexed
mustache and bamboo cane?”
wrinkle growing in her white forehead,
“Yes, indeed ; the sun on the sea makes Maurice thought, but when they returned
Hut it vexes Martin to Rye, Petersham said,
mv head ache, too
iff don't wait; he says it doesn’t look well
“You must sing to us to-night. Norali.
to see me straggling off to the hotel I'm so miserable that
nothing else will
alone.”
answer.”
'Have you
“I'm afraid he’s something of a martia
go! misery a! your heart.,
net.
Let’s straggle off together, and then ; like Bridget;'”
he can’t complain.”
“No; M'm only tired ot rowing,’ as the
“Well, misery loves company—I mean ! song says; M can struggle no longer, no
—you know—” blundered N'orah.
longer,"’ he hummed. '“Come, Maurice,
“Yes, 1 understand,” said Maurice, re- you shall sing with Xorali, and make the
assuring her with his laughing eyes. “You charm complete.”
mean that we are companions in solitude.
And as he had not made the request for
Xow, it we could only have ‘a sing’ to- weeks, Xorali rose gayly and opened the
gether—"
piano, and broke into a charming little
“And why can't we ? Singing is my aria like the ripple of rivulets in the sun.
forte. Martin’s crazy over it. Sometimes Then the two drifted from
English ballads
I’m afraid it was my singing that—”
to snatches front the operas and
fragments
him
?”
from the oratorios, till, after singing stead“Captivated
“I beg pardon.
I’m saying such queer ily for an hour, Xorali threw a
glance
tilings to you before 1 know it. You over her shoulder, and discovered that
mustn't remember them, that's all.
Yes, Aunt Judith, sound asleep in her chair,
Martin throws himself into an arm-chair was the only occupant of the room beside
in Aunt Judith’s parlor, and I don’t hear themselves. She
got up and closed the,
another syllable from him till it’s bed- piano without a word, and walked to the
time, and I’m hoarse as a crow!”
verandah, St. Maurice following.
“1 should like to hear you myself.”
“They have stepped out to enjoy the
“Very well,” said she, ushering him in- night and the music together,” lie said,
to Mrs. Doldrum's parlor, and opening tlnj kindly. And presently they came into
piano. “It will while away the time tor sight round the curve of file verandah,
you, and make Martin sorry that he wasn't with the moonlight on Bute's upturned
here.”
face.
“1 was so restless,” she
“So you like to make Martin sorry.”
apologized, “1
“In revenge; and it’s good for him,you couldn’t sit still to save me. 1 was obliged
know. I never sing for him except at to drag Martin out to promenade here,
night. Perhaps you know some of my poor martyr! Fatigue always makes me
songs. Here’s the Danube River. I always restless. But we’ve been drinking in every
feel as it I were there mysedt in the hap- note, Xorali; we’re intoxicated with it.
piest of weather; there’s a romantic some- \ou dont know how splendidly your
voices sound out here 1”
thing about it.'1

explana-

again

ning

j

patience, what burden and suffering does

I lien let

“I came over with a
Xorah—Lute lett it."
"Oh., from I.ute said

was,
no end to the intercourse be•»

an

cursion A

there

and St. Maurice wore at Rye. or Marj tin and Noraii were over at Little Hoar s
sham, indifferently.
Head. There were long drives together
“But it's vastly becoming, Martin."
j and horseback riding lor miles away, when
“Oil is it?"
1 believe you j they would olten get into an amiable snarl
“Don't you know it is ?
increased as the killing period draws near,
When
she
show those about the roads: and Petersham would
born
blind.
men
are
but only sufficiently so to reach the desired
be certain to agree with Lute, and >t.
of
hers—"
white
teeth
degree of fatness. This with some breeds,
T don't like a woman to show her teeth Maurice would suggest that each should
notably the Berkshire, can be done with
follow his own sweet will, and sec who
but little extra feeding, l'or good, healthy at me 1"
<>u one such orea -eni,
“Don't interupt. She's an heiress, too." readied home first.
pork, you must avoid over-fattening. An
Martin Lute were pursuing their
••Oh," (with more animation), “is she? while
over-fat hog is a suffering hog, remember;
own whim, which led them through a
and its carcass, which suffers, cannot St. Maurice is doing a line thing, then, wood full of
shadows. Lute
have the excellence which a healthy hog with his high-flown name. Wonder if lie horse took the twilight
opportunity of shying at a
furnishes. Strain at nothing; use regu- selected it out of a French novel 1"
what an' idea! He looks blasted tree fallen across the path, and
larity and care in feeding, and there will the“Oh, Martin,
succeeded in throwing her over his head,
Fin sure."
ol
as
well
perfection.
in
pink
be no difficulty
securing profit
She was in a faint, to he, sure, when .Marj
Isn't
she
mean.
“The
coxcomb,
you
as a fine article for the table. [Live Stock
tin reached her, but he brought some wahim?"
Peterabove
head
and
shoulders
Journal.
ter in his hat from a little stream that
sham was six leet in his stockings.
He trickled among the arrowheads hv the way.
“L don't know—not intellectually.
A Mother's Sorrow,
writes for the Xortli American. Lute told and he called help from a farm-house at
BY IIEXRY WARD BEEC HER.
hand; but as she, was pretty thoroughly
me so while you were settling the next
As the waters roll in on the shore with election.”
frightened, and refused to mount the horse
incessant throbs, night and day, and alThe next morning Lute and St. .Maurice again, it was late in the evening when
ways, not alone when storms prevail, but ! presented themselves at Rye. They found they drove up to Terrace Hall in a hay
in calms as well, so is it with a mother’s Mrs Doldrum and Petersham just setting cart drawn by their two saddle-horses, the
heart bereaved ot her children. There is out for a bath, the latter laden with camp- only conveyance the, farmer had been able
no
grief like unto it—Rachel weeping for stool and umbrella tor Xorah. who never to offer them. And when the hay-cart
drove up. Lute's laughter rang out like a
her children and refusing to bo comforted went into the surf
because thev arc not! With what
cried peal of bells
“Come unto these

demanding

■

in their tastes."
“What a pity !" sighed Norali.
a

of

Nothing."

gayly

cnee

After such

wav

■

in

the shape ot Mr St. Maurice." said Petersham.
“Ami cvehange is no robbery,
sugWill you pass me the
gested l.ute,
You
ehowchow. Mr. -Martin, please?
see. we've made an agreement this morning, Maurice, to call call each other by
our Christian names: it'- so much less
trouble, and 1 never leel acquainted with
a person while t mister him!"
“Seems to me you’re getting on tolerably fast with Mr Petersham,” remarked
St. Maurice.
“Oh. 1 was alraid you'd think Lute tun
lively : you're so fastidious." said the allies- Norali, on the way home.
“You are
always quoting Hyrmi's liues almut a suit
voice in woman."
“I rather fancied that .Mrs Angelino
was annoyed when l.ute, and I walked
down on the rocks to make out that
strange light," chuckled Martin, still possessed by his own thoughts, and deal to
hers.
“Perhaps Maurice didn't like it
either."
“Yes." said Norali. adapting herself.
■1 remember that he said the rocks were
damp as death: and Mrs. Angeiine reminded Lute that she had slippers on her
| feet."
“And I took pains to observe that her
I
.-hoes were not slippers—and thick at that !"
“Mr. St. Maurice i- an indolent sort of
!o\ er. 1 think."
“He's a nice sort of fellow in his way
i hut tic match for a girl like MissChan| iiing," said Martin, -till busy with hi- own
j fancies. “There is no sort of correspond-

“Isn't heperleetly stunning?" said Lucia
Angelina, who appeared as the
coach waltzed off, and St. Maurice tossed
little Rose in his arms at the other end of
the veranda. “Whatever could he have
soon in Xorah filler!
She's like champagne with the head off: lie's utterly thrown
away on her !"
“And who is/it '.'"questioned Mrs. Angeline. “And who is Xorah filler?"
“Who is Xorah filler?" answered si.
Maurice, coming forward in time to hear
the quen with little Rose astride his
She is the niece of Mrs. j
shoulders.
Doldrum, stopping at the farragut House,
to Mrs.

-.glit. by

tion.
“And ha\ e 1 e\ or contradicted nivself?"
a -ked this lord of creation.
•A on seemed to prefer Lute's nonsense,
after all,” continued the foolish girl.
“And this i what
you call friendship,
is it? demanded his
high-and-mightiness.
“And is this what you call love?” returned Xorali, with more spirit than she
hud ever shown in her life.
■1 never gave you credit. Xorali, for
bill your abilities," returned Petersham,
with the <tn</-froi'! of a Shah.
You Intel
better go to bed."
And lie lighted Ids
cigar and walked awav.
'■oyali eyes were very hollow next
morning, but Petersham ignored eventiling. lie asked her to bathe and to bowl,
to join in eroipiet ; lie gave her his arm
on the
piazza, and behaved exaetlv as if
tin re had been no word-" betweeiuhem ;
and Xorali I ryot and forgave, a
many a
girl does.
1 here wa to be a Imp that
night at the
I arragut, but toward
evening Petersham
avowed his intention of walking over to
Boar s Head to see Maurice.
“Are you going to lo ,■ the
Imp asked
M I- Doldrum.
“I don't feel ijuite right tor
dancing.''
'■aid lie.
“You can lake Xorali down:
Maurice
will
come
over."
perhaps
Xorali was just seated from the Lancers
when St. .Maurice came forward. “I've
been looking lor you and Mr. Petersham,
but. I don't see him anywhere." said lie.
“Oil, Martin walked over to Terrace
Hal! to call on you and firing uni over
here.
\\ by lUrtn't you bring Lute
“slw complained of headache, and
want' d (piict.
I must have mis-cd Mr
Peter-l ain on the way. Sum."
“What are you going to do y
•■■
Nothing. What are i/on going

walk; but he was so out up at your leaving1 the sands before we were safely ashore.

Little Boar's Head, where Lucia's eldest
sister was holding court.. Of eour-e a
grand recognition scene followed.
‘Xorah Ciller, it 1 live! Where ever
did you come from :J"
Why, Lute Channing! 1 can't believe'
lm eyes nor my luck!"
Then there was
an
embrrassing pause of half a minute,
ami Xorah added, “Lute, this is Mr. Petersham
You may have heard—"
Hi. yes.
Happy to meet you Mr
Petersham," laughed Lute. “And thi- iMr. St. Maurice.
You may have heard

line

“Distance, lends enchantment,' laughed
Xorali, almost sardonically.
“What a line thing that chorus, ‘All \vc
like sheep,' is!” persisted Lute; “the
music wanders about descriptively.
They
■go astray" through so many liars it makes
one lose breath to follow."
“1 thought it was the purpose of bars to
prevent straying,” said l’etershani.
“Hush, heretic !" sighed Lute, dropping
Ins arm and
taking Maurice's. “I believe
vo ought to go home:
Angeline will
scold."
“I adopt your creed
echoed Maurice.
“You said that you liked to hear me
s-iig, said Xorali. as they passed out, of

■

Dimples and roses and clusters ol hair:
Maidenhood's sweetest and loveliest air:
hove with its transports that never could cloy
Visions of glory. and worlds ol joy;
Garde ns of flowers with incense that teem
Tell me. ye shades, was it only a dream!
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“I'm sadly out of practice,” averred
Maurice, after a few lines.
"Oil, don't stop to parley or dissemble!’’
cried Xorah. “It’s splendid.”
“V e might practice mornings, and surprise Mr. Petersham and Lute some evening—it you'd like it.”
"Oh, immensely!” And just then Aunt
Doldrum bustled in.
< )h, Xorah dear,
you are such a goose,
dear; the surl was perfection!" she

Dream.

•

;

was

half-way

to

•'Ill'll; Noam"—it •ran—“1
"V/ help it:
love him a tli-monid times Iu-11<• i- than you do.
f ail you -a .Mauri •: and exriuingt1 i- no
rubbery. When you art tjija | -.hail h,
l-i*
PirnuasHAM."
•■What ii"i- tin: hussey mean:1—1 bug
pardon," said Mrs. Doidrum—"but she
I
I

writes all in a snarl, just as site talks
"She means that site cluped with Mr.
Petersham ia-l night."
‘‘And she has left you for Xorah, eh i1
Obliging! llowevr. .Martin was never a
favorite of mine, and lm wouldn't have
thought of Xorah—between u>—if he I tail
not supposed she was mentioned in
my
1 think X,.rail's in
will, which she isn't
luck. I wish them jm ui each other, but
I'm sorry for you, Mr. St. Maurice."
"Thank you,' he returned
•■If 1 can
he of any service to you. or .Mis- Xorah.
please command me.
Mrs. Doidrum and her uieee lefl live
that afternoon, at the X nth Hampton
station they met St Maurice.
■•I thought 1 would change the .vne,"
-'.Mr-. Angelina thinks I m the
sum lie.
greatest sinner of the throe."
Heaecompanied them till the way home ;
he sat beside Xorah. and made the hours
:ts brief as might be : he looked alter the
baggage and the coutteeiioris. He was
invaluable.
"1 shall eotne to set1 yam," he said, as
he put her into a. carriage, at the last station
Anti lie kept his word
One day, while they paused in their
singing, lie said, "By-the-wav. Xorah,
isn't it high time that you should come in
possession of your legacy ?"
"What legacy 7" she asked
1 leave you St. Maurice,'he
‘•Lute's.
quoted. "Presuming that 1 am executor
it that testament, will yon take me Xorah.
for better or worse ?”
'■Oh, Maurice!" she cried, hiding bet
lace in her hands ; "don't—don't ask me!”
He took tip his hat.
"Why need volt go
away ?” she asked. "Why can't, we go on
as usual ?
I can't bear to have you saying sui'h things because latte was so

silly

"And supposing that
Supposing 1 love von ?'

knot the

reason

7

"Oh,

in that case- -”
"You will accept your legacy 7"
I've just heard the drollest
thing,”
i said Mrs. l'oldrum, coming in presently.
“Oh, you here, Maurice? Well, I've
heard that if Miss ('banning had married
you she would have heired a fortune from
her uncle, old Croesus, who made a will to
that effect, because you were his ward,
and he had once loved your mother. And
they do say that Mr. Petersham understood
that she ‘had means,’ w ithout knowing the
conditions, poor singed moth !”
“And l know a thing worth two of that,"
answered Maurice. “Xorah is going to
marry me !”
•Lute’s leavings,’laughed Mrs. 1 loldrum.
•■Yes, Lute’s leavings.”
“\\ ell it is curious how
things do work.
There’s a Providence in them. I’m glad
you’ve pleased yourself, children—and exchange is no robbery!"
a
lIui'Y Home.
Some discouraged
wives fancy they do nothing worthy when
they only make a good and happy home.

For such we

quote

the

following paragraph

from an exchange : “it takes it good deal
of brains to keep house, to make a home,
even il you don't do the manual labor.
The woman who makes a perfect one, puts
into the work probably enough talent to
have made a fortune. But if she prefers
the latter result, she had best not marry.
She may be able to do other things better,
more profitably, but very few of us in this
world get into just the work wo want,
There is no tonic better than the consciousness that one amounts to something.
But we are sorry for the woman who
thinks she does not because she only keeps
house."

An

A Money Lender Outwitted.
Cemetery.
J.’lie scientists of Clarksville, Tenn.,
.Says a Lexington (Ky.) Gazette: A
have been thrown into a great stale of ex- farmer—we call him Smith for shot-1—
citement by the report that the recent high lives in Madison county, and would be
water hail washed up the bones of some known, at least
by reputation, to many of
long-departed race, at a spot near what is our readers were his right name given.
called Seven Mile Ferry (about seven But the incident we now relate,
though
Ancient

miles above Clarksville), where it has
been known that there is an Indian
graveyard. So soon as the news became
known, Dr. Daniel F. Wright, an eminent
physician, a former professor in the Shelby Medical College at Nashville, formed
a
party to investigate an affair which presented such an excellent field for research.
They found, on reaching the spot, that
several complete Indian skeletons had
been exhumed, together with a great number of detached hones and fragments ot
bones. Among them were some •infant
skeletons, in which, however, the bones
of the head were very imperfect, as is
necessarily the case from the incomplete
development of these bones in young children. The party brought home with them
three ot the adult skulls, Dr. Wright retaining one in his possession, winch, speaking scientifically, he classed as strongly
marked specimens of the dolirhn-ccp/uilic
prognathvs type, but tor the information
of general readers they will be described
as follows:
The heads are long when
measured from the eyebrows to the hack
of the head, with very
receding foreheads,
and the bones of the face forming the
and
nose are very prominent,
jaws
projecting from under the brain-pan so as to convert the nose into a snout and the jaws
into a jowl, giving a thoroughly brutal
configuration to their features. It' may be
said incidentally that the type phrenological and physiognomical. is generally associated with savages of a ferocious, bloodthirsty character.
tireat numbers of Hint weapons have
been found near the graves, and some interesting specimens of pottery, marked
on the exterior in a
pattern closely resembling the fine corrugations on the bark of
the beech. The graves are carefully and
substantially constructed, each separate
one being inclosed above, below, and on
all sides, by slabs of the slate stone, common in the neighborhood.
In one instance
four or five skeleton-, were found with
their heads all close together, and their
lent radiating towards all points of the

to ns in a reliable way, was
known to few outside of his neighborhood.
Farmer Smith living in a quiet way, and
was supposed to have accumulated some- i was a
full-grown man.
Dr. Sehweini'urth -aw -ome natives of
thing ahead, besides having a pretty good
farm. After his second son had been mar- the tribe
among the Xvam-Nyams. but did
ried about a year, lie concluded to settle | not reach their
be
country, which lie
near the old man's, if he could rent a
yond tliuL of the latter, and therefore
south of the Equator—probably from
place.
Hearing of this. Mr. Thompson—again to boo miles west ol the centitil jiart ■
we withhold the true
name—thought that Albert Xvanza Hut after Schweinfurth's
there might be a chance to sell a certain return the veteran Italian traveller Miani.
place on pretty fair terms. Mr. Thompson whose name, carved upon a tree near
was a money loaner, and
nothing suited Fatiko. will be ret>i"tnl.>ered In all r.-ui
him so well as good interest, backed by ers of Speke's and linkers narratives
good security : and lie was moreover gen- started on a new journey of p\-ploi\itio
erally considered a pretty shrewd trader. from which lie was destined never to reHe rode over to «ee old Smith, but the turn. (>n the lith ot November last -ome
farmer said he did not feel able to buy— boats reached Khartoum with the journalhe might buy on credit if the price was and collections ol Miani, who died in
low enough and the interest was not too country called Monbootoo.
t hese were
high, llis son ■■di.key," In said, would taken by the (iovcniorof Khartoum, and
have to pay for the farm himself it the three pigmies, who were -aipiiosed I
trade was made, but his son was a good be slaves, were
temporarily imprisoned
farmer, and lie thought it would be all W hen tin' intelligence reached ( airo. the
-at
least
be
the laud would
thorn, Kiledive ordered Miani's paper- and eollei
right
and would be good for what remained un- lions to lie given to the Italian ( mi ni and
paid il his son should fail. What seemed the pigmies to be .sent to him One ol
to startle the old fellow w:e twelve
the
per them, a woman, died on tin- way
cent, interest that I'liompsnn wanted.
other two reached here a lew week :r
Finally, however, alter a great deal ot Fliey are the Iirst of their r u-e vv liieh 11a v
talk, the price was agreed on at
i.oihi, ever been seen outside ot Ventral Ali i
one tilth cash, and note- at one, two, three
The Khedive, who gave me tlic-e p.m:
and four years, with twelve per cent in- lars, seemed much intcreste I in the p
terest train date, for the remainder.
The pie, and probably intends to n-,- then
!
I contract was drawn, and lhe\ were about they sun ive. as a medium ot futm
to sign, when the farmer
suggested that course with their tribe.
if he should at am time get am more
1 lie soldiers brought the pign.o
than
was due on the notes lie wantwill'd torour inspection.
they calm li
money
be
ed to
allowed to pay it, and count oil willingly, half with an air of deiiam
the twelve per cent. The proposition of pi'ote-t against the superior a a
seemed reasonable enough t.. Thompson, which surrounded them
A tall I'mi
and he could not object to its insertion in from the White Nile, blacker than ehai
the contract and so the contract was coal, who accompanied them, wa me m
signed in duplicate. The deed w as to be j Miani's men lie spoke a little .'-.r ib:
ready, the notes drawn, and the tirst pay- and I was thus able to get a littl- a-.d
ment, made on the
If a
tional information through him
following Saturdm
\\ hen the time arrived both w ere punc- sured me that the pigmies Were -all. a
tually on hand, tie* Tu's( sU.Oon was paid, A: that their country wa- a rai a
and the notes were ready for signature. of a y ear anil a half troni Khartoum (pr■‘Mr
compass.
Thompson.' said .Mr Smith, I've ably the time oeeupiiid by a tradiag e\p.
t lie most mlcrcstmg relic obtained is a i been thinking about that interest, md it dition in
going thithei and retutaiiii"
|
leaden bullet, which was iound impacted seemed skeery, so 1 thought I'd gather and that the place from which tin-;, aim
|
j
I he taller
among the shoulder bones ot one of the in some little money I had out. and pay had the name ot 'lakkatikat,
skeletons. It had been flattened and is part ot it. and—pulling from his breast ] ot tile two pigmies. I nbbul by nam
wa
densely covered with closely adherent j pocket a roll of motley—"jist count that. ~ii Veal'S old: the younger. Kara! on!',
The money
was counted,
and with I in or
bony matter: a circumstance which goes
to prove to the satisfaction of any surgeon twelve pel cent, oil', the first note wathe little Udluvvs looked iii me v. in
that the man survived his wound and lived pa iu.
bright, questioning. steady eye-, wild' I
lor a long time—probably for years—with
When 1 hump-mi hail pocketed tin examined and measured them
l id b
the ball m hi.s shoulder. The pottery was money, again Smith-aid: ••I've got a son was Hi inches in height, the legs being
found in a large cavity filled with charliving in Missouri. Mr. Thompson, ami as inches, and the body with the lie.d
coal. ashes and lragment.s of bark more * soon as lie heard 1 was buying a farm for I which is a somewhat better proport:
or less burnt.
In this cavity was also dis- .lakey, in* sent lm* a little money''—pull- than is usual in savage tribes
Head an.!
covered lumps of clay partiv baked, show- ing a roll from his right side breeehes anils were quite symmetrical, bu' tining conclusively that it was the spot on pocket—"and so whatever it is, well spine curved in remarkablv I is in the
which formerly stood their ovens for link- credit it on the next note, if you have no j shoulders to the hip-joint, throwing 01.1
tile abdomen, which was alrcadv nun i:
ing their vessels. Among the flint weapon- objections."
found were many in an untinished condiAgain the money waseoimted, and with distended, probably from their diet
tion, accompanied by the scales and frag- the twenty-four pm- .cut nil', just paid the I beans and bananas. Vet the le ad vv
ments chipped off in manufacturing. The
note to a cent
erect, the shoulders on the line ••!' gr ivit
doctor draws from what he saw the follow"Well that*s lurk** resumed the old man ; and there was no stoop in the posture <■'.
! "and now Mr Thompson, the old woman ; the body, .e in tin- 'south Atr: all bud
ing deduction:
That this is the burial jilaee attached u j lias been selling right smart n| butter and j me i. Tubbul measured
im In
a permanent settlement of Indians,
flu j aigs. and some chickens now and then, 'the breast and g.s around the abdomen :
numbers alone of the graves precluding when they come round the count n a Imv- j his hands and tent w-ir eoar-ely finned.
the idea ot a few corpses being buried | mg. and she told me tlii- morning that 1 1 but not large, only the knee-joints bed:,
while on a hunting expedition, and tin better take what she had, and may be it disproportionately thick and clumsy 1 h
*
\ roll was pro- facial angle wus fillly up to the avt rage
j only other supposition oil which the us.-n- ; would not come ami1 ciation of numbers can be accounted lot
duced from the ielt ,-ide breeches pocket, : there was a good development d
is that they have been the victims ot
tin:
and when counted, just paid the third I line intelligent ey es, and a in.note idler the thirty six per c ut was de- i teued that, in looking down the fir !r-:id
j great battle. But this hypothesis is
j eluded by many considerations. For in- I ducted, and Thompson -aid not a word. | from above, one saw only the lips pr
a-t
The nostril- w.
stance, the elaborate, substantia! ebaraetvi Smith seemed to be considering for some I iug beyond it.
minutes, and then, raising his head, -aid, I ishingly wide and siiuaiv.t.the
j of the graves and their systematic arrange
j —the vicinity ot factories for pottery am "You kliowed my darter Sal, didn't'ye
I he boy Kami was j:: inchrLeastwise you’ve seen her. "-al v. a- a line I tin- >ame general
flint implements.
a
pr->j>• i-t!•
lhc mode of burial after battles may
i
gal. About live y ears ago at hog killing woolly hair, cut short in If at, but "
tune one of my hands tuck sick, and w hat
t the mounds not
lie witnessed in some
u
ing the crown with a circular ,ij.
:-p
dm*- Sal d > but turn in and help ns; and I little rolls.
tar from this site, where skeletons an
1
Tubbtil's age -!i- wed it
|
1 tell you, she could -ling a hog across on nearer examination, in hi- h.it.d-.
found in promiscuous piles without ordet
|
man
her
shoulder,
to
on
the
or
and
no
!
any
eipial
lb did.
arrangement,
protection except
and joint', as well as his fat e
Well, you know. >al married beard, bill was
i the earth piled above them. This, then. : ground.
evidently ot vlrid y.
I
before
her
la-l.
and
husband
llibbie
I lilted him from the ground, and -n i.
| must be the burial place once attached b year
a permanent Indian village, though at i—you know limbic—is doing, they tell
not estimate his weight at more :U in
: what
1‘lie soldiers stated that neitlim
period it is difficult to conjecture I me, as good a grocery business a- any
i Tiie celebrated Daniel Boone once passed man in Kirk-ville, .laek.y welitoiei* to [i.ninds
a tlie two had learned more than a few
: a winter in this
neighborhood, and did not see Sal and llibble the other day and they words of the Arabs but that they t.
was talking about thi- here interest, busisee an Indian here during the whole of tin
j a great deal to each other in the r
time, and was afterwards informed that ness, uad s.d says to llibble, say- she"— [language
However, when nrden
"Never mind what they -aid, Mr.
there were no permanent Indian settle- !
speak Tubbul turned and walked w
ments hereabouts—the country only being Smith," broke in Thompson, “just hand A soldier seized and drew him
used by various tribes at certain seas,er- over the money you were going to say whereupon lie stood still and sii!v:i
as limiting grounds.
If we could only get
they sent you." And sure enough the | his tormer place At a recent in et
rid of the bone-encased bullet before al- old man produced still another roll from of the
Kgyptian Institute it wa -in !
|
a secret
luded to we would trace this village am
pocket, which, when counted, that the language of these pigmit Im
1
proved to In* the exact amount necessary | resemblance to that of an, itlnw
j its now forgotten denizens to the pre-his- to
toric ages ot the Western continent, when
pay oft' tim last note when forty-eight j tral Africa.
! the red man alone occupied it all. What percent, had been duly taken off
The country ot Xaam, or fakkat:
Thompson pocketed tlu* limuey. w ent "r whatever
stray Caucasian could have planted thimay be its eorrert luilin
tcll-taie Indict in the shoulder blade of thi- straight to the ( ..ml II mse, a knowledg- 1
an equatorial laid.
I
reported to i
indian now exlmmed;' It must have been ed the deed, and handed >t .oer with only eiivcred
with low. dense thickets, m wh,. 1
this
"You
ar.* the T.
old
remark
-t
the
Ilobertsons
or
before
Donelsoiilong
I tlie pigmies hide. Idle Khedive t.
in.
established the white race in Tennessee, rascal 1 ever saw !"
I hat they a re quite u ar- ike. and o,
The "old rascal" got hi. son -u farm
or
the Boones in Kentucky. Perhaps it
means dispicabi" foes to their large] i,.
was sent
bv the hand of some straggler ! for sUb.L’OO by paying twelve per cent, m
neighbors Since tiny are active a- in
in
lOrest
advance.
from the French settlements on the Northand ilitlietilt to tin.I among tie .- n:
ern lakes or the English settlements in
Hr. Nchwinfiirth «npp.
II n
juugies
The Telegraph in Australia.
Virginia or from the Spanish forts in
to Ire the pigmies mentioned by Hen d. n,.
Florida. We can come to no historical
lue Darwinians will hardly lind a-,
1'lie Australian overland telegraph exconclusion beyond the rather vague <-hta ■tends lor I’.mi i miles across the great terinediale race liet ween man and tu n!.
this
shot
was
tired
inference
that
tiological
in them. Their curious phy.-i -.d pr.-ull
wastes ol Australia, from Adelaide on the
subsequent to the appearance ot the white south to Port Darwin on the
north. The ities, especially the curvature of tin--q in
race on the American continent, hut long
stations aiv i.-w and tar apart, and tlie the wide mouth with fat but- di-tu,
prior to their permanent settlement in the line is
marked lips and the squarein--s
eon.se>piently greatly exposed to j
of
the
Mississippi.
valley
attacks trom ihe natives, who pull the breadth of the nostrils are not of a -uni
wire down and cut away great ouantities character. In fact, they look le-s tit... tin
Washington's .Stkengtu.
than several ol the ii i -in.I
(leneral of it. tor the
purpose of arming the points chimpanzee
Wilson relates an account of a conversa- ot their
athletic negro tribe--.
also
smash
the
spears
They
por.:.
I—
tion with Mr. Custis, from which he ob- celain insulators and use the
When 1 was on the \\ diiti Nilsharp edged the
tained some interesting personal reminiswere spoken ol by the
X'yam-Xyams
to
blades
their
into
pieces
scrape
shape.
cences of Washington.
During a visit, Each station is a small fori in itself, at jieople as a frightful rare of cannibal
at Arlington House, Virginia, in ISo-f, the
with tails.
No one had ever seen ...
which six men reside.
writer asked Mr. Custis if Washington
Barrow creek is I:.mu miles from Ad- the very name was a terror to the nativ.
could, like Marshal Saxe, break a horse- elaide and 700 miles from Port Darwin, ot Sodidati and an obstacle to the travidei
shoe, and received tor reply that lie had while it is in the midst of a district thick- Ki .v their country has been reaelie.l ano doubt lie could had lie tried, for his
ially explored, and specimen ol tin
ly peopled with blacks. On the evening par
hands were the largest and most powerful
race have ventured even as far
Klim
.of Sunday. Feb, i'J, all the men of the
Idle pigmies prov e to be tar in
he had ever seen. Air. Custis then gave station were
out of doors, smoking, toum.
lying
'ban they from an etlinid..gii -i
several instances of the tieneral’s strength, when they were suddenh attacked trom interest,
ot which 1 recall the following:
ot vti sr, and we shall certainly
When the eastern corner of the
point
a
building by
Washington was a young man, lie was large body of natives who speared Mr. learn more ot them 1 am not aware that
present on one occasion, as looker-on at Stapleton, the master. As the Englishmen any account of the race has vet '.. pub
wrestling games, then the fashion in Vir- bad left their arms inside, they made a lisiied in Kurope or America
:
ginia. Tired of the sport, lie had retired rush tor the entrance, but they were drivto the shade of a tree, where lie sat
en back by a shower of spears, which
T HI. 1‘OOIi IN IIl.A\ EN.
1 >|- T'ulm.i; v
perusing a pamphlet, till challenged to a wounded two of them. Finding their re- in a
recent scmou, thus eneoiiragingh
bout by tlie hero of the day and the treat cut
off, they ran around the buildspeaks to the poor: "Here comes a grea
strongest wrestler in the State. Washing- ing in the hope that the natives would column
of the Christian poor. Thee alwai
ton declined, till taunted with the remark follow
them, ami so be drawn away trom walked on earth. The
only ride they c
that he ieared to try conclusions with the the
doorway. Happily lor them the na- had was in the hearse that lock then i
gladiator, calmly came forward, and tives gave chase; and thus when the 1’otters‘s Field. 1'ltev went
day hy day
without removing his coat, grappled with
poor fellows came round again to the front
poorly elad, and meanly fed. and iusutli
his antagonist. There was a fierce ^nig- of the house,
found
the
door
they
unguard- eiently sheltered They were jostled mil
gle for a brief space ol time, when the ed. Otto, however, was fatally wounded of
houses whose rent ihev could not pa',,
champion was hurled to the ground with as he ran. They at once seized their rides and out of churches where their
presenei
such tremendous force as to jar the very and soon drove the natives off
They was an offence. Considering the insigniii
Another instance then
marrow in his bones.
to Adelaide news of what cant
telegraphed
manv
of
‘hese
went
out
of tinway
of his prodigious power was his throwing had
happened, and Dr. Fosse did all that world. the poor doctoring and the coarse
tlie stone across the Rappahannock at a
could do by prescription and shroud and the haste of the
surgeon
obseipiises,
Fredericksburg—a feat that it is quite safe advice for patients who were 1200 miles
you might have expected for them a tame
to say has never been performed since. awav. Poor Mr.
Stapleton was beyond reception on the other side: but a shining
Later in life a number of young gentlemen
cure, but he and his wife, who were liv- retinue was
waiting beyond the river Ibr
were contending at Mount Vernon in tlie
ing at Adelaide, 1200 miles away, were their departing spirits, and a> they passed
exercise ot throwing tlie bar. Washing- able to
a few
words.
exchange
parting
a celestial escort confronted them, and
ton, alter looking on for some time, Dr. Fosse had to insist that the wounded
snow-white chargers of heaven were
walked forward, saying, ‘Allow me to men should be
all
awake
kept
night, for brought in, and the conquerors mounted :
try,' and grasping the bar sent the iron fear their flesh might have been poisoned and
here they pass in the throng of the
flying through the air twenty feet beyond by the spears. Three days later Mr. Flint
exchanged tor palace,
victor—poor-house
its former limits. Still later in his career tlie wounded
operator, sent the following rags for imperial attire, weary walking
was
like
a lusty
whose
Washington,
‘age
message: “At 1 r m. natives attempted for seats on the white horses trorn the
winter, frosty, yet kindly,’ observed three to surround station. Three shots tired kilKing’s stable. Hide on, ye victors !
of his workmen at Alount Vernon vainly
ling one native. Fires all round station.
a
to
raise
large stone, when, Expect another attack. Strict guard kept.
endeavoring
tired of witnessing their unsuccessful at- Please
Kelics. Workmen on anew Virginia
hurry relief” Happily relief was
tempts, he put them aside and, taking it near at hand, lor five teamsters and their railroad, about a mile from Weldon, toin his iron-like grasp, lifted it to its place,
superintendent were within a few hours ward flarrysburg, have dug from the
remounted his horse and rode on."
of Barrow’s Creek. Moreover, Mr. Tucker river's bank a vast heap of skeletons,
the station master at another creek, packed closely together, tier on tier. n:.d
southward intermingled with the human bones, a lot
As two children were playing together, little “who h:u! been travelling
Jane got angry and pouted. Johnny said to her, along the line, yesterday .attached his of sharp stone arrows, rude mortars, and
"Look out. Jiine, or I’ll take a seat up there ou pocket instrument to the wire at Dixon’s pipe-bowls
The skulls were nearly an
your lips.” “Then,” replied Jane quite cured
Creek, and spoke Mr. food, the superin- inch in thickness, the teeth were as large
other pouts, “I’ll laugh, and you’ll fall oft."
tendent at Adelaide.” Mr. Tucker and as those of a horse, and tiled sharp like
the. live men who were with him were those of cannibals, and the leg-bones inA gentleman in Pottsville, l’eun., has named ordered to proceed with all despatch to dicated that the stature of those remnants
his dog Penny, because it was one cent to him Barrow’s Creek, where they relieved the of a "lost and forgotten race" must have
little garrison.
and lias had ten mills with tlie eat.
been as great as eight or nine feet.
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The

Question

That

Mnst

From the .V V. 1 ime.s

be

.Tone.'of Nevada, has obtained
President <Jrant’s consent to publish the
views recently expressed by the latter in
O'inver-ation with the Senator on the subjeot ot tinauce. The following is a meatrandom thereof made at the time by the
;

Mr. Eaton, the newly elected Seiimor
of Connecticut, recently delivered an address to his fellow-eitizens. in which he
referred in a general way to hi- political
opinions. These opinions are altogether
te.crably well known to evervbod\ who
has followed the course of
polities with
any attention, and it does not seem very
probable that Mr. Eaton will make any
change in them lie declared that he is
now,
and always has been, and always
would be, a State rights Democrat ot tiie
old Jeffersonian school." He said also.
■•First, first, first the State of Connecticut,
and then the Federal I'nion," which, of
course, is essentially the position formerly
taken by men like General Fee.
“I shall
try," added Mr. Eaton, “to take awav the
Federal bayonets from our brothers in the
South, so that every State in this land
shall have the same right of local
governmerit and the same exercise of it as our
■

own

The President and the Finances.

Met.

May 11..

State."

;
;
;

i 'it 'ident:—
I believe/' said the President, "it a
high and plain duty to return to a specie
basis at the earliest practicable day. not

only in compliance with legislative and
parly pledges, but as a step indispensable
to lasting national
prosperity. 1 believe,
further, that the time has come when this
can ln> done, or at least
begun, with less

embarrassment to every branch ol industry than at any future time, after resort
has been made to unstable and temporary
expedients to stimulate unreal prosperity
and speculation on a basis other than coin
as the recognized medium of exchange
throughout the commercial world. The
particular mode selected to bring about a
restoration of the specie standard is not of
so much
consequence as that some adequate plan be devised, the time fixed when
•urrency shall be exchangeable for coin at
par and the plan adopted rigidly adhered
to.
It is not probable that any legislation
suggested by me would prove acceptable
tn both branches ot
Congress, and, indeed,
■i full discussion
might shake my own faith
in the details of any plan 1
might propose,
i will, however, venture to state the general features of action which seems to me
advisable. fin financial platform on which
I would stand, and any departure from
which would be in a spirit of concession
and harmonv in deference to confiding

The “regulation"
way ot answering all
this is to stick a label on Mr. Eaton's back
certifying that he is a Bourbon and a copperhead, and to call attention to the fact
that he was by no means “sound" on
national issues during the war. But even
alter all ti-.is was done, there would still
remain a question in the background which
" ill have to bp met
fairly in the face some
day or other. The extreme length to
to which State
rights theories were pushed
m lsoo and 18G1
brought about a reaction,
and that reaction has led
many people to
think that State rights
belong to the deadand-gone class of questions,'and that anv
man who talks about State
rights is sutli- opinions. is:
First: 1 would like to see the legal teneicntly answered when he is called a
•Bourbon.”
der clause, so-called, repealed so as to take
It is unnecessary to
say to any intelligent efteet at a iuture time, say July 1st, 1877).
>'• ailer that this view is a
miserably shallow Hus would cause all contracts made after
“i'.o. and that in
reality tie- rights’of States j that date for Wages, sales, etc., to be estii
govern themselves i> as dear to the ; mated in coin.
It would correct our notions of values,
I*oi lo as ever it was. And it ought to be S
d>ar to them, for when
in dollar would be the only dollar
they abandon it flic
tii.-v will have
utterly lorsakeu the system known as the measure of equivalents,
established under the when drills afterwards contracted will be
g'O'-niineu!
F’-deial Constitution.
They may set up paid in currency instead of calling the
mi.ailing else in its place which mav lie paper dollar a dollar and quoting gold at
'■ailed by any name that may please the so much premium, we should think and
persons then living; but it will not he the i speak ot paper as at so much discount.
government designated by the founders of This alone would aid greatly in bringing
the ( ..institution
it mav be a civil policy the two commercial valuestdgethor at par.
/it:
1 would like to see a provision that
based upon parliamentary rule, or it mav
be a
monarchy or despotism; but it wiil :U a fixed day. iv July 1st, 1870, currency
U"
longer be a constitutional republic such issued by the I nited States should be rea- we have seen here for nearly a hundred
deemed in coin on presentation to any asyears.
sistant treasurer, and that all the currency
\V<- say then, that when Mr. Eaton talks
redeemed should lie cancelled and never
’!
the necessity of maintaining State reissued,
i'u elVect this it would be necestight', anil of giving the citizens of .South sary to authorize the issue of bonds, payv
<
irolina the same ireedom which the citi- able in go.d, bearing such interest as
zens of Connecticut
enjoy, it is not enough would command par. the gold to he put
to allege that he is a
out ly, the T reasury only in such sums as
copperhead and t
ding at him the missiles which darkened should from time to time he needed for
the air between 1801 and 1805. If the citi- the pur]'' so <>( redemption.
zens of the South arc
Such legislation would ensure a return
living in a state of
'Pprossion, Mr. Eaton is right in calling to S-.and iinaiieial principles in two years*
attention to their situation; if thev are and would, in my judgment, work les^
'Uttering from injustice, the nation ut'iarge hardship to tiie debtor interest than is like*
will never tolerate its continuation, and. ]y to come from putting off the day of
therefore, the sooner the injustice is re- reckoning. It must be borne in mind
dressed the better. All such questions as that tiie creditor interest had its day of
these should be dealt with frankly.
disadvantage also when our present finanIt i- very bad policy on the
part of the cial system was brought into being by the
Kepublicun party totrv to stuff them away supreme m ods of the nation at the time.
into corners and cover them with the 1 would further provide that after the date
••battle-flag" or with any other parapher- fixed f r re 1. nipt ion, no bills, whether ot
nalia. The people will not consent t" see banks r the United states, returned to
either a Poland or an Ireland created on the Uva-urr t be exchanged for new
tins soil.
hon'd be replaced by bills of less
It is not impossible to redress I bills
mistakes when they arc discovered: but I denominations than §10, and that in one
to persist in those mistakes after discovcrv
year alter resumption all bills of less than
and to pretend that religion and moialitv §•3 should lie withdrawn irom circulation,
requires us to persist in them—this is a and in two years all bills of less than §10
course which we
certainly shall not take should be withdrawn. The advantage of
the responsibility of
recommending to the this would be the strength given to the
He ublican or any other partv.
country against a time of depression reThe Southern States are not living under sulting front war, failure of crops, or any
iairor a free Government—so Mr. Eaton other cause, by keeping always in the
and many others allege. Well, is the as- hand cm the people a large supply of the
sertion true5 Took at South Carolina. precious metals.
1 he facts in reference to that State seems
\\ nil all small transactions conducted
to be about as well established as
any his- in coin, many millions of it would be kept
torical facts can be, and they amount to in constant use and of course prevented
this—the negroes, assisted by rascally from leaving the country. Undoubtedly
whites, have held a sort of grand orgic in a poorer curieney will always drive the
the State for several years past, have better out of circulation. With paper and
swallowed up among them pretty nearly legal tender at a discount, gold and silall the private property in the State, have ver become articles of merchandise as
ruined what may be called the native citi- much as wheat and cotton, and the surplus
zens even more
thoroughly than the war will find :he best market it can. With
had done, had robbed and harried like so small lulls in circulation there is no use
many highwaymen, and have reduced the for coin e : ept to keep it in the vaults of
to
redeem circulation.
State to a condition which must shock bank
During
periods of great si)e.vji!atin>)1/ml. irtrmiT
ITieTeTy'Cjdvthuior'iS if finer." ’l
lattire is a gang of thieves,
is this a ••re- and then it will How out to market where
publican government” such as the Consti- it can be made to earn something^vhieh
tution guarantees to all the States? We it cannot do while lying idle.
field like anything else when not need,
venture to say that it is not—that, on the
contrary, it is a government ot which the ed become- a surplus, and like every other
republic has every reason to be ashamed •surplus it seeks a market when it can find
No doubt the system introduced as a one by giving active employment to coin.
However, its presence can. it seems, lie
war measmo” into the South after the
war—chiefly upon the advice of Senator I secured and the panics and d'pressions
Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens—was ex- which have occurred periodically in times
perimental: but can we wonder that peo- of specie payment- if they cannot be
pie everywhere begin to ask how long the wholly prevented, can at least be greatly
experiment is to last1.’ There should at mitigated. Indeed, .1 question whether it
least be some signs of improvement visi- would have been found necessary to depart
ble as time goes on. Nine years have from the standard of specie in the trying
passed since the close of the war, and is flat which gai i1 birth to tiie present fegal
South Carolina better governed than she tender act had the country taken the
She clearly is not so well gov- ground of no-mail bills.
was then ?
Again, 1 would
erned as she was under a purely militarv j provide an excess of revenue over current
The same must be said, rnntatl- expeditmes. 1 would do this by rigid
rule.
mutandis, of Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas economy and by taxation where taxation
can be
best borne. Increased revenue
and Arkansas.
Now it i- lolly to suppose that tin- Re- would w irk a constant reduction ot interpublican party, as an organization, will est and would provide coin to meet the
continue much longer to look on with sat- demands in the treasury for the redempisfaction at this great failure. The lead- tion ot its notes, thereby diminishing the
er- of the present moment
may not pay amount ot bonds needed for that purpose.
inv attention to the subject, but if
they do Ail taxes after redemption begins should
be paid in coin or U. S. notes. This would
not other leaders will arise who will see
that justice is done.
Last week we all force redemption on the national banks.
witnessed the United States Senate en- H i.'li measures like these, or measures
gaged for about twenty-four hours at a which would work out such results, I see
stretch in passing a bill for the benefit of no danger in authorizing free banking
die negro merely nut of a sentimental sort
without limit.
of deference to the wishes of a deceased
Senator. Respect for the dead is incumReciprocity With Canada.
bent on us all. but legislation should be
I: is reported that a
based on a earetul and wise regard for the
proposition fora
welfare of the living, not upon “mandates" reciprocity treaty between this country
real or fictitious of the dead. The negro :u;d Canada, is before the United States
has had a very fair amount of protection.
Senate, the features of which are as folIt is important before going any further
lows :
to find out what use he has made of the
First, the abandonment on the part of
freedom given to him: in what wav lie
has exercised the vast political powers Cn at Britain and of Canada of all claims
with which he has been endowed ; what for compensation on account of the eonsort of a government he has helped to set cession of the United States by the treaty
up in States where lie is most powerful: at Washington ot the privilege ot the
whether, in short, he at this moment “in-shore fisheries.”
stands in need of protection from the white
Second, the free admission to interchange
of all the United States and the British
man or the white man stands in need of
Provinces.
protection from him.
if Mr. Eaton intends to raise these quesThird, the reciprocal tree admission of
tions, depend upon it he will obtain an the manufactured products of the two
audience, and ho cannot be suppressed by countries, specifically enumerative.
howls and groans, and we for our part
Fourth, the Welland & St. Lawrence
-.hall not join in any such attempts at sup-, canal to be built by the Dominion.
F'iith, Conghnawaga canal to be built
pression. We should like to see the questions taken up by Republicans.
.Mr. Car- by the Domi; ion.
Sixtli, American and Canadian built
penter made a great beginning in referSuch a work would \ t-sxels may carry cargoes and passengers
ence to Louisiana,
be lar more conducive to the prosperity from any point on the great lakes and
of the party aijwlt© the cause ol good gov- river St. Lawrence to any other such port.
ernment noirsna hereafter than the headSeventh, all canals on either side of the
long passage of sentimental bills in favor boundary to be open tinder the same condition to the citizens ot the two countries.
of the negro
Eighth, Lake Michigan to be open to
Insensible Miss Nellie. The Wash- Canadians as the St. Lawrence has been to
ington correspondent of the Louisville Americans.
Courier-Journal says: “Miss Nellie Grant
Ninth, Canadians may purchase Amerimust have been born under the most can vessels and register them as
Canadian;
benignant influences. Even her disposition Americans may purchase and register
is favorable to her lot in life. A warm- Canadian built vessels in like manner.
hearted, affectionate, sensitive, excitable
Tenth, Joint commission to regulate
nature could not have preserved the calm, navigation of the St. Clair Lake and river.
frame
of
mind that Nellie
even, cheery
Eleventh, Joint commission for the
Grant did when leaving such a home, such propagation of fish.
friends, and with so lavish an expenditure
'twelfth, Joint commission for the regufor gifts and trousseau. She did not ex- lation and maintenance of light houses.
hibit the least emotion or excitement.
Thirteenth, Joint commission for reguShe seemed to teel as little vanity or ela- lating the
interchange of traffic at custom
tion in her bridal dress as she did in one houses on the line.
F ourtcenth, the treaty to continue twenof ordinary wear. She left the guests and
put on tier travelling dress, chatting with ty-one years.
her bridesmaids as freely if she had not
just uttered vows that changed her from
Mr.
Mussel', a well-to-do widower,
an American citizen to a British
subject.
Not a tear glistened in her eye as she left of Decatur county Illinois, had two grownup sons. Mrs. Davis,a well-to-do widow of
t he threshold and stepped into the
carriage
Illinois had two grown-up
which bore her away, lor who can say how Decatur county
daughters. The Mussers have just wiped
long, orthro’ what vicissitudes she may pass out
the entire Davis family at one tell
before she again, il ever, returns to those
who have done so much for her happiness. swoop, the old man marrying the old ladv,
and the two young men marrying the two
Smilingly she bowed to friends upon reachand they were all six abroad the
from
the
and
accounts
the
given girls,
depot
ing
other day on a grand, consolidated bridal
she
as
York
was
the
New
lightpapers
by
it is seldom that the demon of
hearted and happy when the iinal adieus tour,
is wont to be on ordinary matrimony sweeps oft whole families in
she
as
were spoken
that way. [Courier Journal
Her chances lor
occasions.
■

|

happiness

If she

through life are all in her lavor.
has no capacity for suffering, she can defy
fate, and such a disposition is to be envied."

A Cincinnati young lady has committed suicide because a cruel critic said ttiat her musical
execution was not perfect.
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confidence or official position,—and yet,
within twice twelve months, while the
specifications which it made against that
candidate exist in redoubled force, sit
dumb as an oyster, while all the wrong
and corruption that it decried are power-
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not do

I’d.

union.

to main-

\V ken

we

the administration organ, tinarticle must be regarded as insignificant.
The policy of the republican part) toas

The

He stood in the way of a true and
to wit—Hon. Ehonezer Ivtiowl-

mail,

to

so,

why

ar.d nothing else. We trust that
the Age will not do itself injustice by

wandering

off

district. If tin1 charges
Mr Hale are not trite, it

is

open secret that this matsubjects touched upon

interview between the Presi-

measure

spoon

This suit is

Blake,

some

strong antipathy to the educational feaparticular.
Putting all these things together, and
them

considering

more

in

connection

it is offered. If he does he will

inevitably

Those

men

are

wise

as

well

as

to be

envied, who having wealth which they
intend shall benefit the public, enjoy the

pleasure of placing it during their lives.
Of this class is James Lick, of San Francisco. Worth over two millions, he gives
§10,000 to the Society lor the Protection
of Animals, $10,000 to the Mechanics’
Library, $25,000 to the Ladies’ Relief Society, $100,000 to the Old Ladies' Home,
$150,000 to public baths, §420,000 for
public monuments. $25,000 to an orphan
asylum in San F'rancisco and $25,000 to
another in San Jose, §150,000 for a monument to the author of the

“Star-spangled

Banner," $500,000 lor the endowment
of a school of mechanic arts, and $700,000 for the construction of the best telescope in the world. Such benevolence as
thisis

Mr. Lick
evidently believes that money was made
to be enjoyed, and means to have the
pleasure of seeing his doing its errands
more

than twice blesse I.

of good instead of leaving that luxury to
his executors. And what a world of satisfaction the good man will have. We

wish his example would infeet. some citizen of Bellast, and we have
plenty who
can afford an expenditure for similar ob-

to cut oil’
a

debate, forced his resolution

to

i he Vermont member's conduct

vote,
a

fear of the truth and

a

disposition

to suppress it that he would lie ashamed of
it he were anything else than a bigoted par-

diver

disappeared.

it- value

<

hapi.uin

silver ware in Portlai d, and
presumed that the chaplain is a
man.
1 he trial it still
going on
we

will let

rightful

He ami the

discovery

ilar

our

read-

owner

of the

iti

in Louisiana 1
was

elected in the other state!1 Mr. Poland
and all the Republicans in the house know
that there is not a republican government
in Louisiana—that the one in power there,
with

carpet-bagger

a

ar

its head,

is the

product, of a conspiracy and fraud. But,
notwithstanding this, they have for eighmonths permitted the people of
Louisiana to be the victims of the conspiracy, and retused to listen to their petiteen

tions for relief.
What the Poland committee will discover in Arkansas, and what
they will do
about it, we cannot yet define. If they go
deep enough into the subject they will dis-

cover

than will be agreeable to
The situation in Arkansas is one

more

them.

of the President's making, and if they do
not like it they will have to i|uarrel with
him for making it.
The

Unity Case.

We have information that at the

repent

law term of'the Supreme Court, at Augusta,
adeeision was rendered in the suit brought
the Belfast and Moosehead

Railroad

against the town of Unity, to recover
*.T1,000, the amount ot its subscription to

Co.

the stock of the read.
Court held that
the

plaintiff's

We have not

seen

decision, but learn that the
a

fatal defect existed in
The town voted,

ease.

by

two thirds of all who attended the meet-

ing, to take that amount of stock. At a
subsequent meeting, held before the acceptance of the proceedings by the company, and before the final location of the
road, a majority of those present voted to
rescind the former vote. The court held,
we understand, that a majority can reverse
an act to the validity of which the law
declares

an

necessary.
o.

allirmatiye vote of two thirds
This result

was

Tb.»

pamnanv

.....

not

expected

a,--

-.]

that the directors had consulted had assur-

ed them that by no possibility could the
scale beam by which the town affairs were
tested be so adjusted as that a vote east on
one
on

side should weigh one third more than
the other. But it seems the law is

otherwise,

and

they

New

of

course

Postal

A new law for the

submit.

Law.

regulation

ot news-

provisions—
re-

Ii provides that oil all newspapers and periodicals mailed from a known office of publication or news agency, and addressed to regular
subscribers or news agents, the postage shall be
on newspapers, etc., issued weekly or more
than once a week, which includes duties of 1 1-2
cents for each pound or fraction thereof and on
renewed assurance that inflation and kite tiiose issued less frequently than once a week,
•'i cents a pound or fraction thereof: on their
dying in the tinanees of the countrv will receipt at the mailing office they are to be
be no longer sanctioned by the executive, weighed ill bulk and the postage paid by a
special adhesive stamp to be affixed to Hie sack
and that, so lar as the Presidential power containing them. Single copies to subscribers
within the county where printed are to go
can go. it will be everted in lavor of a
free, but not to be delivered by letter carriers
speedy return to the safe and sure basis of unless the postage is paid. Kxchange newsand magazines are also to go free in
specie, the currency of the commercial papers
single copies. Publishers and news agents are
to make affidavits that they will not send
world.
the mails any copies of their public;,
In a party sense, or as between himself through
tious except to regular subscribers or news
or
as an exchange, without prepayment
and the republican majority in
agents
Congress, of
postage at tile rate of I cent for each two
the vantage ground of the President is ounces
or fractional part thereof; refusal to
very strong. The pledges 01 the govern- make such affidavit is to be deemed a misdemeanor punishable by a line not exceeding one
ment have been
given in favor of an oarlv thousand dollars tor each refusal. The wilful
return to Specie payments, and the resolu- mailing of any matter without prepayment is
also to lie deemed a misdemeanor punishable
tions of party conventions look to the same 1>v a tine of not less than one hundred
dollars
desired end. They did not dare to go be- or more than one thousand dollars, or imprisonment three vears, or both. Mailable matters of
fore the people in 187v’ with a
platform the third class, such as bonds, etc., are to be
which did not exclude and eond '11111 inlla- limited to l'our-pound packages, and are to pay
1 cent for each two ounces or fraction thereof.
tion. It is the party in
Congress which
The postage on a weekly paper of the

cently expressed to Senator .Jones, and
which are published with the Presidential
consent, are as sound as a golden eagle.
They give t.• the country and the world

i

I
j

has ignored its solemn
pledges. If a trial
ot strength takes place on this issue, the
President, will l.e sustained.

of our readers will remember the
Exploring Expedition ol Com.
Wilke's, and the antarctic continent that lie
claimed to have discovered
It, made at,
the time a great sensation in the scientific
world. If the report of Lieut, llvnes of
the English ship < hv’lenger be correct,

Many

American

the Commodore made a greater mistake
about the continent than he did in capturing Mason and Slidell, 'flic Challenger
made an
South Polo, and

recently

exploration

toward the
sailed right over the
location of Wilkes’ continent. It will be

size of the Journal is

now

twenty

passed.

ot January i‘d a tire broke out in a
large two story wooden building situated
on Main street where the stores now occupied by Mesrs. Albert C. Burgess and
Blodgett and Co stand; the Iirst story
was occupied by 1 .add and Morrill, traders,
and two of the chambers by Unfits 11.
Allvne, F.sq. Attorney at Law, and Kvlvanus Gallison, tailor; Ibis
building and

cents

in the United States.

per year, anywhere
Under the proposed law it will go free to
all subscribers in the county, while the

publisher will have

to pay about

eight

cents per year for each subscriber outside
the county, and i lie subscribers will receive

it free,
A Republican”sends us a note, saving
that the secret, of the remarkable silence of the Age in regard to Hale, after
its tempest of denunciation, maybe found
*•

in the fact that Halo has caused the editorial palm to be anointed with greenbacks
from several sources. Perhaps it is so.
It reminds us of the fellow’s religious appeal, when in a sailboat and in peril from

affection and

gratitude, and send it down
posterity redolent with blessings.

lion. Asa Redington died at Lewiston
on the 4th inst.
He was widely known
as an able and scholarly man—eminent as

lawyer and financier.
large benevolence, and
a

He

was a man

of

gave liberally to
educational and benevolent institutions.
He had filled the offices of Judge of the

that had turned over, and brought,
up the mud from the bottom. England
seems to have been the stumbling block
of the Commodore, both in peace and

icebergs

war.

who tried, at
Concord, N. II., to walk 100 miles in 2d
hours, broke down and tailed in the twen—Goo. 1

Avery, the

man

iip a rmiirihiition
The J ortland Press administers a rebuke

transit of Venus,
has sailed for the Pacific. The expedition
is very complete, and is expected to give

onters

to

observe the

first class results.
—The Rockland Globe records the hapon Grace street.
That, we supangels and ministers
pose, is where the
of Grace” reside.

penings

honchmeh” ot Hamlin, who
tlie

arc

state in

advocacy of his
claims to be re-elected, and drawing fat
salaries at the same time. It gently intimates that there are

tieth hour.

_

was wont to confess that he had become
“foolish and ignorant and verv forgetful.”

learned to pray and can’t exhort,

pervading

other candidates,

■

The Ohio I>emoeialu Mute (oil vent ion will
held August 2»ith instead of July Utli.

!

be

|

on

ak at Pembroke. Md..

Andy Johnson will

;

July.
Telegraph gives

tlie Ith ot

The

j'ale of ihe iate'"
ashington.

us a

'i.-'tor

long account of the
Minmei*> wines at

i W

I

While tearing out the iii'ide of south t ‘ollege.
Colby rm\ci\'ir\\ tlie w orkmen eame aero** an
ancient befl tongue.
I Ion. John
1 ranklin.

We-r an old and prominent citizen
fell dead in hi> .'on-iu-Iaw’s 'hip
He wa- 7* years of age.
: yurd. Monday.
oi

A mad dog w:i.''h«»t
; iiiter biting >«*\eral per>

in New burgh. X. J..
in eluding tin* fit \

Marshal.
i lie

new

(,ut!i

toil bridge at Norridgewock, i' the
erected at that place. Freshet'
to bring,-' there six times.

one

proved fatal

hive

.Charles A.. B'.ake f Sullivan, and« buries K
Cordon of Franklin, have been arrested for
I breaking into lb:
store at Deer I Me and have
nl ssed.

j

i
WF isset logs an
killed nineteen she p in the 'Uhitrbs. one du\
last week.
'Hie d >r' me- a violem death soon
alter.

Tiioimi' A. Pike, of Portland. wiio wa> convicted of manslaughter lor ktiling his wife, ha-*
i been released on sg.aflO bail pending the deeFons on questions of law.
\ efini nt's maple 'Ugsr
rop F a Uundsorm
item in her products. It is estimated that it
reached l.'i.000,000 pounds the p-ast season, and
wa
worth SI.auO.oOb.

1

|!
!

The reports of tin
rop, 'how that I.:>F,7'C.
ha\ been sowat in win at thi' year

liior-1 acre-

than ia>t. and the present crop F
iug ior a lull average production.

verv

prorn.-

Mr. JJe.aF, iv<*nily a e.uuluctor on the Maine
entral. has puivhused the entire liv.-ry stock
Shaw of the Bangor House, and will
I run it in eonne. ri«>u with the house.
{

of crren

1

\ 'ingu!arl\ tatsd hor-c di-eii'.prevails near
(lalena, Illinois. The animals are seized with

■

a

colie and die within an hour.
bathed tin- 'tirgeon' thus far.

sfvere

dF-

h

ase

The

i*,

Hue F Oii'tantlv rolling on and
producing
ioo°' itions, but in Missouri, after a lapse ol
Mxtv >i ai-'. tie- old familiar potato ma'lier i'till woinanF favorii, weapon when a famih
.iar oci-urs.
L'*inl«»n letter- Mention the extraordinary
l»\ the police t•»
prevent the
ui
L'.m-ia fr>in being a as-mated whit*
there by t uiri! i N
Rde-.
No attempt wamade, bow, \ »*r.

precaution.- taken
( /ar

—

I he supreme « nun «.f M line
ha-decided that
ten hour- e.institute a legal da\\- work in a
-1'i't mill, w her.' tin* laborer i- hired
per diem,
payable weekly, il not being m aeriot turn

employment
-'•phia

imr a

monthly hiring.

of >t. Louis tried so hard
\eritV her name that -be was arrested aitwan*
The handsome voting drug clerk- ot
Louis are re oieing over lier failure to en.-naiv tie in
matrimonially.
l.ettennan

to

Sonetime- in hot weather e\ervbod\ about
.liiily newspaper otliee wishes that lie wa- a
beloved pastor of a rich congregation, that he
might have two or three months1 vacation w jth
salary running along all the -ante.
a

/aeh 'handler’s return to the Senate 4>
His term expirewith this < ongress. A convention of a i the
elements in opposition to him and the llcpu' !iean party ha- been called for
Aug. u.

hotly contested, it is -aid.

-mnni--iei! from \V’a-hingtoti. consisting
Captain- Mi (.own and Kvan-, is at Castim-.
taking e\ idenee in reference to the recent eolA

"f

li'i

'ii

cutter

in that harbor betv.. ,-n tin- l s. Revenue
.1. (
Hohciu an-i the schooner .June

Woodbury

lie Now
Mt
ay that whi
Kltgeti VV uh
aldobor.f, wa- returning from Boston.
due-day. her child w a- Taken •.. ith tir n< ui
Newea-tle. and died in her arm- about tin* time
she reached tltf* .Mcd«*maU Hon-.
rm- hi
was nine mouths old.
I

"t
\\

W

tell of a In n that Ik-ated down^he ragof Mill River, in a barrel,
setting on
nineteen egg-, sjn* anmided -trietlv to business
during tin Hood, dually brought up in a
triendly harbor, ami -nice left he; barrel with
nineteen chicken- ;n her heel-.

They
ing tide

-V Wiscm-iu exchaug*- -tale- that Rm du
Lae husband- lia\e organized ,i crusade, and
go
ahout praying with milliners,
begging them not
to deal .mt to their w ive- and daughter- the intoxicating spring bonnet and the ravishin*
pork-pie hat with ribbons on a -ide-diMi.

Mindly < mil \ ppropriatiou hill, reported
th*' JIuik ontains the following items
T or biiildinc
lighthouse and fog signal statiou
at Averse lh»ek. Mu* hiaBay. Me.. $10,000;
and
lit
lighthouse
-ijual at F.gg Rock, Frenehman's
Me.,
>d'-.oOn:
Bay.
j
keeper’s dwelling on
Monhegaii light station, $5000: lighthouse it
Portland hp akw
r
-Mono.
the

to

<

marked !d.mdi\ to the
Speaker Blaine
House the idlier day. that 1 w
.f the hills passed
<>n Monday had been pa--ed
.nee before this
and
were now pending in the Senate.
seg-iMn.
W it!i loud gutlaws the honor-aide members voted
.«.

'h<>

*

pllllged

I■

.t

*i.

h’om

business

was

*

> ■

>

•>

*

)•

the record, ,i
then re-untod.

*11

lit

l> >•*»« 1,

I the

hi

course

v-

ol

I lie Bangor \\ big -av-liiat a
lady who tv**entl\ died in a neighboring town
expressed
mreat fear, before her death, that her
bod\
Would be exhumed and dissected by the
doctor-, and-In- t»•!t -i\t\ dollars to
pa\ a mau
n>r watching In r gram
\er\ night fora month
atier -he wa- buried.
11. provisions of bet
I•• 1111* t Were carped out, an.;
r\ night the
faithful watchman rna\ l.e -e,-n :u },,,
—

..

An enterprising upei inteiident ..f one of the
Minda\
liool-at M. Alban-. \ t..w:iengaged,
la-t >uiida>, in eatehi/ing tin elmhtr-.
varying
tin* usual ft»nu by beginning at the end of th
eateehi-m. After asking what were the prerequisites of the holy communion and confirmation. and receiving -ati-faetory
replies, he
a-ke«l:
v11• 1 ipw.
tell me what mil-!
precede baptism:'" Whereupon a livelv urchin
shouted out.
V ha!>v. si;."
••

*•

inrii

wiei wciv
>o}0e
engaged on Fritlav in
repairing the Hern r«»ad. in Hudson, N. H..
unearthed the skeleton of a man. It was in u
p>od -late iti preservation, and the fact that the
'kull w as broken leads to the suspicion ot foul
l‘lay. The road has been built more than a
hundred rears, and so far a- the
knowledge of
the oldest iesident
.extends, there has heen no
burial by the roadside,
There were no indie e
t imi- of a eotlin.

(•Lot ri.sn i:, dune
Frank lireeuleat and
and Michael Melding, two ot the crew of the
schooner F. W. Homans, w ho were lost on the
Bank- in a fog while
attending their trawl-,
arrived home Yesterday in the schooner Sarah
F. \> re-, basing been picked
up on the 20th
ul!.. after being in their dorr forty-eight hours.
They fell in with an abandoned'Swedish brig
next day after being separated from their
-ebooner. and succeeded in getting a supply ot
w ater and provisions, but w ere obliged m leave
her a- the brig w a- fast -inking.

Terrible
A

VII.I. V. I

Tornado,

1'OTAI.l.V

nrsTKUYI I

Tampico, HI., June 7 A terrible tornado passed over this village last ni^lit,
making a complete wreck of it. Xo lives
lost althougli a number of
persons
injured, several seriously. Twentvdwelling houses w ere totally destroy

were
were
one

ed and every house more or less

damaged.

Two elevators, one
containing about 1200
T.
Aldrich has
bushels were demolished,
very charming jfniiiit he depot ot’
stor> telling, ;;s exhibited lir>t in a series «>f the Chicago, Burlington A Quincy railroad was badly damaged.
Pales. .Marjoie Daw and others, and now in a
The most serious casualties were Mr ,1.
hook entitled Prudence Palfrey, which appeared
<
dates, leg broken in two places: Maria
as a serial in the Atlantic .Monthly and is now
published in a beautiful and att mo tive volume Barnes, jaw broken and dangerously inon tie' head, recovery doubtful; Mrs
by James II. Osgood and Co. The scene of the jured
a dwelling house adjoining, were
entirely story i laid in what the author calls the town I’earsoll, badly injured Mr-. dale, should
consumed. A wooden building standing
or broken : dranville, Connor,
badly hurt
four feet easterly from the one in which of‘•Rivermouth." which no other than Ports- about the head Ale d i. dates, bruised
of
the
Mr.
Now
birthplace
Hampshire,
the tire began was saved by suspending mouth.
A
number
of
others wore
dangerously.
for a romance.
sails from the roof anil
injured, but not erioush
keeping them Aldrich and his favorite locality
drenched with water carried up on ladders, It is -aid that in this as in his former prose
The amount of damage done cannot he
in pails. The (lazette of the 1th in giv- 1 sketches, many of theJeharaeterare drawn osthuuted wt.
the people are busily ening an account of the event attributed the from life, and will he readily recognized b\ the gaged in gathering up the remnants. The
limited extent of the conflagration to the oldest inhabitants of this quaint old town.
tornado strut 1. the village at TO minute
exemplary alacrity with which the citiin this more length) and elaborate til tempt
past eleven and wa accompanied by rain
zens assembled” and to the fact, that
the In tin* line of fiction. Air. Aldrich ha
been thunder and lightning and lasted but a
town pump was in good order"
The
few minute
A peeial train furnished t y
-Tub The book i bright, fa
cYtremcly m
"town pump” wat on the westwardly ide
< i.iatiic
brought physicianand spicy, and will add to tin* railroad authontioriginal
of High street in front, of the building
from Mendofa
laurel* already achieved in the fields of poetry
now occupied by the Belfast Livery Comby this clever and brilliant author.
pany. A double line was formed from the
Tin- Bowdinii tMilent have nearly
pump to the scene of the lire for the pur
Tin* republican paper-- have been try- all returned and ire drilling with full
pose ot passing water and re-passing
to get a little comfort out of the Ore- ranks
empty buckets. That was the dav when ing
“woman’s rights'' were recognized;
A do
among gon election, but it comes hard.
I’lie Kcpuldn in Congressional Conthem the right to take her place in the line
patch from Oregon to Congressman NY
and pass the empty buckets; and nobly
vention for the Tilth District will be held
mith states that (It over is elected (iovern |
did she exercise the right, on that cold,
at Kllswortli, June
.tli
(I. A. I.. Dow to Congress, and tin* j
or,
bleak night in January ; and no man scofAn astronomer out in lloeliester has dis
fed at her. Before the close of the year whole Democratic ticket is chosen.
covered a omet several billions of mileLadd and Morrill had covered the burned
Since the man was dCcoveivd mendistrict with a two story brick block conin the region of
away
It carries
space
lia
taining three stores; it was the first brick Cortland with three wives, a jeweler
and
i-;
bright
headlight,
ruining along at
building erected in town; the brick block committed forgen and run away, ami a a
rale, with port tacks aboard,
on Main street with granite front now
spanking
man
shoemaker has eloped witli another
the manat the wheel
covers the same ground.
having an e\il eye
Natural Seaport h» sa\
The good people of the village accepted wife--all at the
on our
chance consists
liurnnlv
planet
the tire as a “Providential intimation of nothing of Neal Dow’s "[toon suit.
in the fact that the stranger's steering apthe duty they owed to themselves.” and
—The Portland Industrial exhibition
took immediate measures to give effect to
paratus is defective, as lie is reported to
the intimation by forming a Fire Club and opened on Tuesday evening, in presence have “a tail only about half a degree in
providing ways and means for the pur- ot a large crowd, lion. \V. \Y. Thomas length.”
chase^!'an engine, (ire-hooks, ladders Arc.
presided. An inaugural address was deAn engine was purchased at the cost of
1 lie total earnini’"A t ioiu* Sin»avini:
livered I»\ Hon.C. 1‘. Kimball, (Joy. Ding$500 and an engine company organized;
ot the Maine * 'entral railroad for the tirst
and
ether
the same engine was afterwards called the ley
distinguished guests were three months ot the current year were
"Vigilance.” It dill good duty in its day present. City Hall is tilled with choice $492,89(’>.05. I lie net proceeds for the
but was at last thrown aside to make room
alter paying
operating exspecimens of the manufactures of the city, same time
for others of greater power and improved
interest. and rent ot leased roads
and presents a sight well worth seeing. penses,
mechanism. After its place was thus supwere $70,394.54, being $82,958.20
larger
plied it was used for several years for “wa- The exhibition will remain open for ten than the net result for the corresponding
in
vesselsit
in
the
1S74.
was burned
great day
taring
period
It.

:i

for

>

among whom are ,1. If, Drummond and
Israel Washburn Jr. of that city. There is
■going to be a lively time over this matter,
and lots of fun.
—Thu crew of the steamer Cambridge of Sanford's Independent Line, lying yesterday afternoon at Foster's wharf, were exercised in steamboat drill, according to requirement of United
States law. The crew, under command of first
officer Ingraham and second mate Thomas, got
their boats into the water in live minutes from
signal, and rowed from the wharf to the Navy
Yard and hack in fifty-seven minutes. In the
fire drill, water was got through the hose in one
minute and thirty seconds from word of command, the crew being in the forecastle when
ummoned. [Boston Herald, nth.

twenty-six.

..

but,” said he, removing his hat, “/’// trd.r

t<> “the

Court of Common Pleas, Reporter of De—The bill abolishing the State Police in
cisions, and Treasurer of State. One of Massachusetts was passed over the Govhis daughters was the wife of Hon. Isaac ernor’s veto by the Senate, and they are
Reed, of Waldoboro. He was 8it years of now trying to compromise matters.
age.
—The frigate Swatara, with the astron—In its remarks concerning the relations between this paper and the Dem.
County Committee, the Prog. Age shows
a malice that is
exceedingly impotent.
Both that paper and its informant remind
us of the old
gentleman who in his dotage

never

was

■

jects here. An elegant public schoolhouse; a building for city purposes to
contain rooms for a museum and lectures; remembered that Sir James Hoss, of the
British navy, many years ago asserted a storm. All on board
a sum to frtund and maintain a public liexpressed the debrary. Either of these would render the that he had done Ihe same thing, and that sire tor some exercises in the nature of
One chap arose and said “I
name of the donor a household word of Wilkes discovered nothing more than some prayer.
to

■ >*

■

night

Generaities.

ever

*“

paper postage lias passed the House and
gone to the Senate. The following arc its

President’s Views
(Irani

Repuultean majority

to find that Brooks

me

ot the

The

himself before the whole South in
attitude which he now holds toward the people of Arkansas. His decision in the matter will lie awaited with
all the interest due to its extraordinary
and social significance.

to recover

The views which President

same

political

.,

spoons, in the estimation of the Court.

place
the

General

••

When it is through,
ers know who i- the

purpose to radically modify his policy toward tin- South, it seems logical to infer
that lie will eagerly embrace this oppor-

inquiry, Mr. Poland
peremptorily refused to accept the amendment. and, moving the previous question

the text of the

whose business ii

t rut hi ill

with

as soon as

John-

it is to be

recent manifestations of a

tunity of another popular veto

which

in

case

is

was to invoke
Divine lavor and assistance upon these
etlorts. testifies that he afterward.- saw

Southerner, the
his disapprobain general and bis

being republican

South Carolina in the

reputa- by

denounce and op-

to

time hi- family

same

ture of it in

Grant's

true, it

own

of Ceil. Mow the forces visited this plan-

distinguished
president had expressed
tion of the

are

Tima with Mr.
son'* Spoons.

..

a

they

a

whoso chief offence was that he owned
silver spoons, pitchers, \e. By direction

thirds vote of both houses to make the
civil rights bill a law.” This same gentleman further said that, in a recent inter-

in form: Louisiana
and South Carolina are in the same category. Both these states are in a more dismal condition than Arkansas. Vet, when
Mr. Lldridge of Wisconsin moved to include

against

to him

that the rebellion should be suppressed it'
it took every *pooir in the state. At Palenquemine lived Bradish Johnson, a planter,

dent and (len. Toombs, and shortly after
that interview the leading representative
of the ex-confederate element in Congress was heard to express himself as

view with

owes

was
elected defendant, is
being heard in Portland, before Judge
Clifford
It will be recollected that Gen.
Dow held a command in Louisiana under
Butler, ami became thoroughly imbued
with the determination of his uperior,

ter was one of the
recent

but

Dow

-Neal

part of his new policy of conciliation toward the ex-confederate element of the
an

Stirring
That

much

promise

If

made

t

and to it

tion that it continue
pose him.

to his Southern conservative friends, and
that the fulfilment of such a

subjects,

squarely answer these square questions.
They are important to the voters of this

A

as

other

to

applied to the foolish civil rights bill now
pending before the House, should it get
It is asserted in
through that body.
quarters not generally supposed to lack
promised

or

right

eration

public apology.
due to the public

in the

oil'

7

nick-names.
If the conjectures in respect to the Presidential determination are correct, there
is reason to believe that the veto may be

It is

to tun

These are interrogatories, it will be
seen, that touch the matter under consid-

for that has gone past. Reason must now
take the place of shallow and unmeaning

South.

attempted

Has Mr. TIale

disposition

and it

complaints

of not

It they want
lawfully elected
governor in Arkansas, why are they tinwilling to liml that McF.nery was lawfully

It has

to tin1 nomination Ilian he had in 1872 7

these matters, that lie who
litters them is a copperhead.
The time

lie has

Southern state

nomination.

•'>d. Has Mr. Male any better claims to
the nomination to Congress now than lie
had in 1872 7 and if so. win 7
1th. Has Mr Knowlton any less claim

concerning

authority, that

only

H I T I. !•'. II

owned in Belfast, or which
( UAPTiii: xv.
lie ever saw. A house l'or the hearse and
(_is-_*0-l.)
On the eOtli ot September, l.sv(i, died engine was built: its dimensions •‘•Jo l.v
John Iluse. 1,sij.. aged forty-nine. Mr. 1J feet on the ground, 8 feet high, shingIluse came here to reside in 180:.’ or
lie led on the outside, with a plank floor." It
now covered
was by trade a
by
huuse-earpcnter. Soon was erected on ground
after coming lien- he was appointed a Jolinsou's Block, stood there many years
to
Franklin
street
deputy under Thomas Phillips. Ksp.. until it was removed
Sheriff of the county; and it is as deputy near the southwesterly corner of the lot
sheriff and landlord for many rears of the now owned bv thed'nited States: it was
public house at the intersection of Main demolished about the time the < ustom
and High streets—long known a> the i House was built.
The Fiit^l lub. styled the lleltasl lire
“Huso Tavern"—that he i> especially remembered. He was a man of command- ( ln!i, was ofigiualh composed ot twenty
ing presenee. of rather brush manner, ot liuir of the most prominent residents in
quick wit, and a general favorite. Many tiie village. Col. Daniel Bane was itsl’resamusing anecdotes might be told of him'; ident. (ieorgc Watson. Ksq.. \ ice Fresident. lion. John S. Kimball. Treasurer.
a few must suffice.
Shortly after his appointment as a deputy Col. Fhillip Alorril 1. Clerk: Col. Lane,
sheriff" a writ was placed in his hands with who died in 187b. was the last surviving
orders to attach property of a debtor re- member, its Constitution provided that
siding in Greene Plantation who was as “every citizen of Belfast who shall furnish
destitute ot legally attachable property as himself with two good substantial leather
a Nova Scotia crow, it was a hard ride in
buckets, ij inches in length and 8 inches
those days from the Beach to the residence in diameter, marked with his name, and a
substantial bag, 4 feet in length and
of the debtor. On
arriving there II. in- good
lee: b inches in breadth, marked with
formed him what his orders were. "Now."
said he. "turn out your property.
"lint his name, may become a member of the
1 haven't got any," said the debtor. -How Club on subscribing to its rules and reguin-then" was the reply, "can i serve lations and paying twenty-live cents." it
the writ ?" Don't you see what the orders is very apparent that the founders ,.f the
J
are, "Attach property
If I can't attach Club did not intend there should be nuv
property I can't serve the writ. Haven't shirking of obligations assumed: for its
you got some oats'.’ ••'Well—yes—" said regulations required “the Frcsident and
irik in visit earn member ot the
the debtor. "I've got a few bushels,"
tub
“Very well." replied 11.; “I would just quarterly and examine the situation ot his
as soon have oats as
money lor my tees; buckets and bag and report the condition
put a bagfull on my horse and I'll serve of them to the next meeting." They also
the writ." The proposition seemed fair required "every member of the Club to
enougn; me nag was tilled, put on tin' constantly keep his buckets in some conhorse’s back anil the writ, served.
The in- spicuous and accessible part of bis house,
habitants ot “(Jreene Plantation" have with his bag in one of them, where he
learned a good deal since then : they know may lay liis hand upon them as well by
better now than to pay an otlieer in ad- night as by day." Provision was also
made for the expulsion of any member
vance for serving a writ on them. ••Landlord," said a pert, pompous young man, who should be negligent in tile pcrlomiwith his boots well blanked and his hair ancr ofhis duty It was tin' almost miilorm
••pomatumed." as lie drove up to the door custom ot the members to keep their
of the Hose Tavern, "it'you've got any buckets suspended in the front hall of
tiling decent give my horse a baiting; 1 their houses, near the front door; one or
haven't seen a tiling tit for a horse to eat more of them may yet be found occasionsince 1 left Poston." "Perkins!" said 11
ally in the lumber-room of some ot our
calling to his son, "Perkins ! take this old mansions. An improved organization
gentleman's horse round to the stable and of our lire department was regarded as
give him a pint ot beech-nuts and as mans rendering the continuance ot the Club unseed eowcumbers as he will cat; we don't necessary and after awhile it ceased to
give nice (bed like that to common peo- exist. I: was a uselul and ell'eetive organple's horses, Sir." A long, lank customer ization in its day: a similar one might
from the interior sold him a quarter of render essential service in these day-:
iamb one day: price fifty cents: remark- especially in the event of an extensive
ing as an inducement to the trade that he eontlagration like that of 1*7:1.
March '_M C.corge Watson Ks,|.. .-herilfol
would dine at the house. When the dinner-bell rang he was on hand in advance the county, being of the Federal persuasion
of the regular hoarders, and by the time politically, was removed from office and
they arrived he had pretty effectually Leonard Jarvis Esq of Ellsworth appointcleared one end of the table.
Having ed; the deputies under .Sheriff Jarvis itt
finished his dinner he went to the office— this place were Nathan Swan, William
bar-room it was then—and handed a dol- Salmond and Stephen Longfellow.
On the -’dtii of March a store exclusivelar to II. with the remark that he wanted
to pay tor his dinner.
II. quietly put the ly for the sale of cabinet furniture was
dollar in his pocket and went about his opened in a wooden building on Mam St.,
business. ••! guess, Mr. Huso", said the which stood about on the site of Dodge's
guest, alter waiting for awhile, "you've Saloon; it was the first store of that deforgot to give me my change." "What scription in the place. Sinklcr (Samuel)
change?" asked Iluse. "Why l gave you and Varney (Coring) "having removed
from 1’ortiand," were the proprietor*.
a dollar", was the reply : "you only charge
a man
twenty-live cents for a dinner, do They wore followed in May by Bridgham
yon?" •■\ii", said H. "that's all; twenty- (Derrick) and Howard (Daniel,) "late of
Hallowell," who opened a Furniture Store
eents for a man—dollar for a hog!"
The funeral services of Mr. Iluse were at t lie "head of Main street nearly opposite
the new meeting-house." The locality
at the "new meeting-home" on Sunday,
the day after his decease. 'The sermon on “nearly opposite the new meeting-house"
the occasion was preached by Hew Silas is the same on which the brick store
Warren, of Jackson ; the choir sang that now occupied by 11. 11. Forbes stands:
well known hymn by Hr Watts, o lull there was no building then to obstruct the
of comfort anil consolation to surviving view from the front door of one to the front
door id the other, except the house now
friends, commencing with.
occupied by Kdwin Salmond They offered
•Hark from the fomhs a dolc-lul ■umd.;
tor sale, among other articles," a complete
The remains of the deceased were fol- assortment of
elegant gilt and t- irtoise-'hell
lowed to the grave by the Brethren of chairs ; some of those chairs, now more
Belfast Lodge of which he was a member, than half a
century old, are till in existand by a large concourse of people from
ence, the “gilt" terribly tarnished and tinthis and neighboring towns
“tortoise shell" scarcely distinguishable
In the fall ot' this year an evenl occurin form and color from a dilapidated clamred which may be remembered by many shell.
.Ur Bridgham died young; Air.
now living, certainly by one ot our oldest
Howard at his residenc e on Miller -treet
inhabitants, himself the sole survivor of in lSGli, aged sixty-live.
twenty-one passengers who left this place
Among the additions to our business
tor Boston on board the schooner Superb,
this year were Shaw and Sawcommunity
McFarland master, on the :?7th of Novemyer, saddle, harness anil trunk makers,
ber. Most of those passengers belonged Heard Milliken, baker, (lershom 1. Cox.
here and were heads of families. The dealer in
drugs, paints and dyestuffs, and
schooner was not heard from tor seven- .James
Kangworthy. Mr. Cox's was the
the families of the missing first store established in the
teen days;
place eveh?
ones were in a state of great anxiety and
lively tor the sale of the merchandise
»•
-*-iv
nuim
the sympathies of their tollow-to"--■
;itKW»
X'.iws (-inn* al
lust he became a
wdru tln,-n>lv
of considerable empreacher
nl her arrival m rrovmcetown.
Mu- w.t
'm.-nee in the Methodist denomination; Isbeen blown otf. compelled to lay to for five
is still living but by reason ot physical
da\ s, lost her deekload and boats, and on
has ceased to labor in his prothe tenth dav after leaving here succeeded inlirmity
fession. Mr. Kangworthy, who upon coin
in getting into l’rovineetown, the nearest
iug here announced himself as “recent
port she could make For live days they ly from Portland," commenced trade in
were without water
except a small quan- the brick block on Main street erected
tity of rain they wore fortunate enough to that year.
He afterwards erected the
catch, and for the larger part of the time brick
building on Church street opposite
without food. When they readied l’rov- the
Court House and for some time kept a
incetown many of the passengers were so store m the basement
occupying the upper
exhausted tliai they could not walk from
portion as a dwelling. Jle died Nov.
the landing to tin* nearest house
Their
Mr. Milliken
186:!, aged seventy-five.
tongues were badly swollen and their vital carried on the business of baker for some
so reduced that
energy
the}’ were not perHis biscuit,
mitted to take any nourishment lor some years quite extensively.
with his initials. -Tl M ", somestamped
days, except of the simplest and most times translated ■■His Majesty." became
easily digestible kind. It was a narrow quite a celebrity. He removed from this
escape they had from actual starvation,
and died about two
aside from tin* perils of the sea. (Lvat place many years ago
at Hast Bridgwater, Mass
years
ago
was the joy ot their triends and
neighbors
There was no public celebration of
when news came ot their safety. The sole
Independence day in the place thisyoar
survivor above referred to is our venerabut Manasseh Sleeper Ksq.. having taken
ble friend and fellow citizen Mr. William
posspsssion of the old “lluse i'avern" raisL'nimbv.
ed his sign on that day, bearing upon it
During the winter of lSz'O-l tho weather the t 'oat of Arms of the new State : it was
up to the early part of February was ex- saluted with “three times three" and was
cessively severe; at one time the Bay was thenceforth designated the “Maine Hotel."
frozen entirely across to C’astine; which There was a large gathering at Searsmont
afforded occasion at the time for the very on the same day, at which many of our
sage remark that “had such a severe frost people were present, “for the purpose of
happened while the enemy was in posses- taking into consideration the subject of a
sion of C’astine during the'late war, great new county on the westerly side of Penobfacilities would have been allbrdod for his scot Bay and river and southerly of the
dislodgemer.t from that maritime strong- county ot Penobscot." This was the enterbold of the State;” for
dislodgoment" ing wedge which littallv split the old
substitute “smuggling" and the remark county ot Hancock.
At the annual Kail meeting the whole
quoted would la* a sensible one: one
which, probably, would have been practi- number ot ballots thrown was 1GU. Doctor
Kbenezer Poor ot this place was elected
cally illustrated.
lliis year, IS:H, Belfast hail her first Senator dames MeCrillis, Representative
notable experience in the matter of inn- At the annual meeting in the spring
MeCrillis ami Natlagration; it was quite a matter for the John Merriam, .James
elected Selectmen, Benday but was the merest ••sprinkling'’ com. than Swan wereTown
Clerk. The whole
pared with the •■baptism id' lire" through iamin Whittier,
of deaths in town during the year
which she has since then
On the number

and there is good reason to believe that it
would not have thought proper to inquire
into it if the Radicals of Arkansas had
not been defeated and the Conservatives
placed in power by the President's decision.
Arkansas is not the

A N (I 1.1)

lift' ot 187b : a charred fragment of one of
its brakes is in
possession of the compilin',
the only tangible memento ot the first tin

engine

of disorder in a Southern state that the
House has thought proper to inquire into,

the house evidently desire to discover some
pretext for revising the decision id the
President and placing Brooks at the head
of the Arkansas government.
But why
should they shrink from the fear of a sim-

ofliees been abolished 7

ought to consign to eternal infamy
the party whose policy made possible her
shocking condition. And, as the Times
to the

I! f

into the
Arkansas, and report
whether that state has a republican form
of government or not, says the Missouri

inquire

recent disorders in

tisan.

his friends shown
the wrong to Waldo County. n| which the Age complained
in 1872 !J
2d. Have those needless and corrupt

to hate those who oppress
condition ot South Carolina

no answer

committee to

AVNAL8 OF BELFAST FIB HALF \ C3MLTBT

the

by

.Now what we ask in behalf of the ptibIit■ i< that tlio Age shall deline its position
as clearly as it
did two years ago in respect to the claims of Mr. Hale, who is
now conceded to be a candidate tor re-

1st.

alone

Says, it is

house for

resolution

a

ton.

am

wards the South has been, as the Times
truthfully says, a great failure. Instead
of having so many sovereign and equal
states, self-respecting, ambitious and prosperous, we have a collection of states held
together and governed by force, fraud and
the bayonet—Irelands or Polands, with
reason

ot'

adoption

showed

other tracks, ami talked about wlrat
<
'engross is going to do. and what the editor of thispaper want ed to do. ail of which
have no bearing on the matter. What the
public really wants is an answer to each
of tlie following questions

policy toward the south, and remember
the fact that the Times has long been re-

every
them.

was

Waldo (_ount\
the representative.
creating useless offices for

wronging

to

on

reflect upon the intimations that have been publicly thrown out
of a probable change in the Presidential

garded

He

fid.

good

We commend to our readers a careful
perusal of the article that is copied from
the columns of the New York Times. It

obligation

was

right

corrupt purposes,

?

ot the states in the federal

He

l«t.

POST OFFICE

lights

these—

out ot its

which the paper is seut.~i»ar

tain the

utterly

serious

Age made

were

Subscribers are requested to take notice <*f the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance.
15 May 74lmeans that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

treats of the national

say, without

we

charges against Mr.
Hale
We don't say whether the charges
wore or were not true.
We only know
that the Age publicly made them. They
the

$y*BATKS & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.

Light Breaking

this,

It canforfeit-

who look to it for counsel and guidance.
Two years have scarcely elapsed since

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

Is

Arkansas Affairs.

Into

ing public confidence, and wronging those whose government lies under the suspicion

desiring their advertisements published in the .Journal will please so state to tfie Court.

to

at work for his re-eleotion.

fully

Administrators, Executors and Guardians

THE

Looking
The

affects net to

Republican, has the appearance ot an unfixed principles. Especially does the pub- willingness on the part ot the
Republican
lic hold that it should have a semblance majority in congress to accept the I’re siof consistency, enough to endure for two dent's decision in favor of Baxter. The
years. It cannot denounce a candidate as resolution was passed by a party vote—
utterly corrupt and unworthy of public t-b ayes to 81 noes. This is the lirst ease

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

state

or

the point of our enquiries concerning
its support of Mr. llale's claim to a re nomination. We will endeavor to make our
meaning still plainer. A political newspaper is supposed to be guided by some

—BY—

4**In sending money,

avoids

Prog. Age

see

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

■

Wanted.

Information
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./.oi

Now* of the

City

County.

aud

The Meiuocrats of this city tire requested to
meet at the Court House on Friday, June
IlMli. at 7 o'clock, p. m.. to eliot»>e delegates to
attend the State Convention to he held at
Per Urder.

Portland.

Tom < ollin- i- in t<>\\
inkers

l

Fifty
ment

u.

the latest

races are

amuse-

the street evenings.
invasion of our streets by bandpcdler* and fiddlers has begun.

rk

"

r.-Mined at the -hoe

;i-

factory

Mon-

The Eureka Slate Company, of
Monroe, have elected the following officers for
the ensuing year:—S. A. l’atten,President; A.
Chapin. Vice President: C. AV- Folsom, Secre-

tary; A. AV. Chapin.Treasurer; F. M. Chapin.
Agent: A. Chapin. A. AV. Chapin. AV. S.
Knowlton. C. Denison and
tors.

1

A.

Miller. Direc-

day.
time t>>

\h'»ut

think of

and

excursions

pi* nies.
Mr. Riuiplmo: lake- hi- daily exercise
-ioeipede.
I’he rush

a-here thi- year will he

;

than

greater

ever.

There is t >1 givat slaughter .among
Mavis i- here from Chelsea.
Fin

on a

steamer

Pioneer i-

mi

pickerel.

Mycr*- railway

overhauling mid painting.

: *r

H. Hazeltiiie ha- gone To >1 o-ehead Luke
li-hing. with a party of riend-.
The evening Train now arrives at 7 :.">() p. m..
’.ifieen minutes rater than formerly.

mdnighr sight di-turhed Main street on
iturtiay. an«l -nndav brought out some scarred
A

Hie

'ting,

miller of a pink coral ear-ring, in
w i! ideas.- give information at
**•*."i

v
!»

!«-r-

This

ni-wiih

Mindiy.

m

ailed :»? the on*- Indian
i whi’I a good day for

cither.

Those

voi\e*e>n-

current

have

worms

fin tie* few hushes that remain.
terrible pest

conn*,

They

an*

l'M- i- Mos-om wc,*k. and the apple trees
Faded with white and pink bloom-, the

promise

autumn's fruitage.

of

To-day

legal

;v

Hou-e

i:

»:idu>

it

the

Belfast

< U—

from his toil,
and wipe the sweat from hi- aching brow.
■tn

•vilmoi:

they
!. t

Barnaba-

wer»* -o

low

as

as

an

rc-i

this year. Last
abttndant as to be -old in

an*

-,

arc«

two!’.

When tin

,•

and

summer
our mar-

half cents per pound.

a

takes place
ne>e ,>
proecs-itm of girls to I lav i-‘saloon,
teKo-d linn
<’yru- deals them our with
childlike -mile.
Iliirh

Thoul

recess

walk that extends from Church
High street, by the Methodist church, is a
It is
tir for neither saint nor sinner.
ing covered by plank.
i le

1

Waldo.

'Pli,. Democratic County Committee of Waldo County met at Belfast, June 2d. and the
Chairman being absent, Russell A. Treat, ol
Frankfort, was chosen Chairman, protein. L.
H. March, of Belfast, was chosen Secretary.
The following Tow n Committees were appointed, with the understanding that if any
town has elected a committee other than is

given below, tbe

pointed

one

elccted'superscdcs

the ap-

one.

Elected—Geo. E. AA'allaee, Henry
Belfast.
L. X.ord. Amos Storer. James Holmes and Jos.
H. haler.
Belmont. D. A. Greer. C. A1
mminghntn.
.1. A. J. Lincoln.
Brooks.
Alonzo Roberts. Gideon Braley.
AValdron Prime.
Burnham. E. I. Doe, M. P. Hutch, Geo. K.

it

1>. X. Ewell. E. 1’.
Frankfort, elected.
M. A. Merrill, li. F. Rowe. M. Trundy.
Tims. Hum. Felix Rooney
Freedom. Join. li. Fuller. Stephen Tilton.
Charles (Hidden.
lslesboro.
C. AV. Sherman. F. I!. Kellar,

gold Treat,

•nice.

•.

Democratic County Com. of

Berry.

f e-es.

r *t

.'lark

renuieion.

Jackson, elected. M. >. Siilo. C. Y. Kimball. F. H. Boody.
Knox. Ale_x. Stevens. Henry Hateli, Fairlield Sanborn.
Liberty. Alvah Sherman. Davis Woodman.
Freeman Litiekin.
Lineolnville. W. H. Hodges, J. A. Brackett,
s. G. Wyman.
Monroe.
Timothy Mayo, David DollotV.
Thos. Baehelder.
Montville. 1. B. Thompson. A. W. Sproui.
Leonard Cooper.
Morrill. Thomas Storer, Uoberl Cushman.
F. phriam Rowe.
N'orthport. F. A. Dickey. Lucius K. Duncan. J. M. Stevens.
Palermo, elected. James S. Glidden. James
Soule, B. R. Tibbetts. II. F. Foye. S. B. Marden.
Prospect. John Libby, Michael Haley. Albert Harriman.
James Fuller. George Gunn.
Searsmont.
C. T. Hemenway.
Searsport. W. l>. Smart. N. Roulstom*. das.

Park,

Stockton. Joel F. Berry, John C. Davis, Lincoln Blanchard, Lyman"Partridge, Joshua K.
Jordan.
Swanvillc. Hollis Peavey, Josiah A. Larrabee, George Holmes.
Thorndike. John N. Harmon. Eli Philbriek,
A. W. Ward.
Troy. A. B. Shaw, G. I,. Tyler, I. M.
Knowles.
Unity. Charles A. Taylor, N. W. Vickery.

mplaint lias been made of the condition of
drainage between :he Court House and the
Angier homestead, and the Board of Health is
Crosby.Fowler.
avc-tigating the matter.
Winterport. George White. Frank IV. KelThe deeondan;- of Mrs. Ferguson last week ley, Jos. Snowman.
Waldo. Jason Gordon, A. J. Clements. E.
icbrated tin i^th birth-day of that venerable
G. Burr ill.
m'
Her birth occurred in the
at City Boint
Voted, that the Democratic County Convenyear with that

tm,*

1

e;,:

the I nited States.

fishermen have

regarded

the Leven-

for a trout brook,
ut a Boston nian la«t week took from it a very
tndsome lot. one of which weighed a pound
stream

er

-a

ys

played

out

tion for this county be held at the Court House
in Belfast, on Saturday. Aug. 22d, at 10 o’clock
A. M.
Voted, that the basis of representation for

said Convention be as follows: Every town
and a halt.
shall be entitled to two delegates, and one ad;u
Mathew- Hi
doing some very line ditional delegate for every 25 votes cast for tie*
ok at their l'acton in the -hape of brackets ! Democratic candidate for Governor in 1872, and
oid fain \ w : j.
They are tilling u large order one for a majority fraction.
>: sashes aim
Mine- for parties in JacksonVoted, that the proceedings of this meeting
be published iu the Republican Journal.
All the necessary business having been trans-

ville. Fla.

Biii.Di.stis. Asa Fauneo, Esq. has]
acted the Committee adjourned.
ommeie cd the building of a dwelling house on
ommittee
All of the eight members of the
H;gf, street. Charles A. Stephenson is building
were present except M. A. Merrill, of Franka house on Spring street on the site of a dwelling occupied by himselt and burned in the fire fort, who was represented by proxy by R. A.
Treat, Russell A. Treat. « hairman, p. t.
■f ISO',.
L. IT. Murcii, Secretary.
We had a heuv \ shown* <,n Tuesday evening,
i he wet weather ha- greatly delayed planting,
of Burglars.
\'i \\

The

Centaur Liniments

Robbins' Murder Trial.

of

Argus says the evidence in the trial
Robbins, for piracy, being all in Mon-

former

ease

shall lie used in this

ing

splendidly.

Miss At beam, agent for Mrs. Foote, i- at the
Vmeriean House, with a large and choice assortment of human hair, which she will be
pleased to show to the ladies of this vicinity.
Her good have given excellent satisfaction to
who purchased at former visit-.

those

midnight revellers, whose linmor will
.-t he the death of them, on Monday night stole
Millinery and Dressmaking” sign and affixed
Soue

d to
not

the awning in front of this office. We are
much in that line, hut if the scamps will

.ill in Imsine-- honvs they can get all the fits
they need.
Some errors occurred in the notice of the
steamer c ity of liiehmoud lust week. We intended to say that the connecting railroad train
Iroin Portland to Boston having been withdrawn, she will in future connect with the Bosand Portland steamers, and ticket from
Belfast to Boston for
Passengers from
Boston for the east can take the connecting
train a- before.
om

Mono Tin:

Wiukvks.

For the lateness

t the season quite a large amount of
hay was
-hipped the past week. Pitcher & Gorham

have loaded sell. James W. Brown for Charleston, s C.
Woods. Mathews & Baker have
oaded sell. Mary Means for Norfolk, Ya. Wnt.
Pitcher »V Son have loaded sell. Charley Bucki
o,r Savannah. Ga.
Geo. F. White is loading
cti. Florida with ice for Jacksonville, Fla.

Tuesday, while a carpenter was at work
house on Union street, he hung his vest
on the fence.
It was discovered by three little
girls, of about eight years of age, who proceeded to investigate the pockets. Finding a
wallet containing some papers and twenty-five
< 'u

"it

a

in scrip, they took the latter, hid the wallet under a board, and went into dissipation on
peanuts and candy. They were detected, and
stored the wallet and remaining content'.

cents

Horace lYrkius has a schooner of 130 tons
nearly ready for launching at his yard on the

entered the

foundry, opposite

the

military

post, and attacked the watchmen, .fames
iajinax and Rodney Roe, and having

singly, bound and
gagged them and proceeded 1o rob the
office. They blew open the safe with gunpowder anil abstracted about $1400 in
money and $3600 in Government bonds.
Lomax states that he was warming his tea

overpowered

Piiisox.

The Governor ami
Council inspected the State Prison last
east side of the river.
She is designed for the week. There arc 142 convicts at present
New York stave trade. Owned by parties in in the prison; more than half of them
this city and to be commanded by (.'apt. Eph- confined for larceny and robbery, 11 for
riam Ryder, and is named the James Holmes. murder, and 10 for life for rape, arson and
One of the convicts, Nathan
This is the first vessel built by Mr. Perkins at burglary.
Richards, is serving his seventh sentence;
tills yard, and is a very fine schooner. We untwo of them their fourth sentence; fourderstand that lie will build others.
teen their second sentence and 12b their
11. F. Wells calls the attention of the ladies first sentence.
Contrary to general belief,
t > his new stock of real hair,
switches, braids, only one in ten of the persons sentenced
and in all forms usually worn, at prices that to State Prison ever commit another crime
cannot fail to suit.
Read his advertisement.— lor which they arc sentenced the second
time. About eight out of ten convicts
lias
returned
from Boston with
Hcrvey
lately
committed their crimes directly or india new and
superior stock of watches and jewrectly under the influence of intoxicating
elry of ail kinds.—Dressmaking by Miss I„ E.
liquors. A very large portion'd' the conKnowles, at the Sanborn House.—Auction at victs cannot read or write.
Only five per
Sears island by J. W. Bodwell.
cent, of them had any trade when they,
As the train was leavingtbe station
Saturday committed the crimes for which they were
alternoon, Asa McIntosh, switcti tender, rode sentenced. Of 142 convicts in flic State
out otftbc rear Knd of the passenger ear to ad- Prison, only three arc women.
«#lteh.

in swinging off he missed his
crictflatioiis ami hanging by his hands was
dragged several rods over the sleepers; finally
letting go tie fell through the bridge into the
iu»t

a

■StATI

river, the tide being full.

He

taken on
bore and was found to be badly bruised about
tbe legs, and one ankle sprained. No bones
ere broken.
was

Bowdoin College Comment km ext.
The Press says that the following are the
assignments of parts for Bowdoin College
commencement:—
Salutatory—S. V.

city, .Jum* sth. by i*ev. A. II.
Bockland, Mr. Frederick Vv. ITatt. and

Centaur Liniments will not reno swelling they will not

S.

Sargent.

They have produced more cures

of

Special

Sweetser o:
Miss Carrie

In Burnham, .Tunorth,bv liev. T. Lord. Mr. Labar
A. I cinald of Troy, and Miss Martha 31. Lakeman
In Kllsivorth, yotli ult, 31 r. Wallace
Itnyinoud and
3U»t Mary L. 3IcQuinn, Doth of KUsworth.
Tn 311. Desert, yotli ult., Mr. .John Clement and
Miss Olive K. Higgins, both of 3It. Desert.
111 Cherryfiehl, ltith ult. Ldwaiil L. Davis and
31 iss Nellie S. Campbell, all of
(.’berryHeld.
In Hope. 31 ay yist, .Mr. Warren i’inkham and 3Iiss
\ lola Met call, both of
Hope.
In 3\ aldoboro, 3Iav 17th. .Mr. Norman Castner and
3Hss Bertha A. Miller, both of Walduboro.
In 1 nion, Mav ‘.’71 h, Mr. Woodbury M.
I’urringt«»n, oi Rockland, and 3Iiss l’atiaC. Alilen. of I nion.
Also Mr. Herbert Shepherd and 31
Li/./ie
Williams, both of l nion.
In Warren, dune Dt. Mr. I’orter F. Richmond and
3Iiss 3Iar\ J. Swan, both of Warren.
Ill liockpon. May
Mr. .Iinaos x. I'. tteo of
1 amden, and .Miss Xuncv Jnekson, ol‘ -Monti illy.
In Cllllldi-li, May ‘.‘7111, Mr. V. S. Kimball of
Hope,
and -Miss I.ala .1. | wi-s of Appelon.
In Hoekport, _Mav
Mr. Uenrv
liajrley of
Ilimdolpli, Ma--.,ami .Mm- I illian I'. Youii-of Km*,

subdue, and no lameness which
they will not cure. This is
strong language, but it is true,

l,dp\YpOE

l):.

In this

<

•.

—.

5c per lb.

dance given
Thursday night at Martin's, in I [ope,
Frank St. ( lair, a young man about
years of age, belonging to that town, and
another young man, a stranger hailing
from this city, got involved in a quarrel
outside the dance hall, when suddenly the
Mi unman s Ass.u i.t. At

stranger seizing
St.

Claire

a

a

piece

a

<>l

plank

struck

murderous blow upon his

head, felling him insensible to the ground.
It was nearly an hour before he was
brought to. It was found that his head

dreadfully

was

cut

and the surgeons

ex-

Country Hide—7u7 l-2c per lb. Country fallow
5c per lb.
Calfskins -15al7e peril). Wool Sheep Skins .•$2.50
ad 00, J.amb Skins 5ue. Sheared Sheep Skins 35c.
Working Oxen —We quote sales of 1 pr, gth Oft
0 in, $155; l pr. 0 1-2 ft. sl'Ai; 1 pr, 7 ft. $225; 1
pr,
71ft 4 in, $2l<>, 1 pr, Ott, 1" in. Si:
Milch Cows and Store*—We quote extra at S.V.aFu
ordinary $25a50 per bead.
Sheep and !.amb*— I hose from the West were all
owned b\ butcherW estern >heep ou-t landed t
Brigh^ii 7 1 2a*' !-2e per lb.
Swine -Store lb/Whule*ale, .a.-lge perl!.. ;
tail, 7 1-laS l-_v »»*»j- lb. ; ) » J|..■
li>,»;• h» in market.
-0 Mad 1 2 per W-.

the

the information reached its, what wa; the
of the assault; but it. w as rumored
that bad whiskey and a woman had something to do with if j dockland (ilobe.
cause

foregoing

ages

I In is strong not to do but, to 1 iv.
not in his arms but in his heart ; not as an
agent, but as a fact
[Kmerson.

ripen.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

beefsteak like a loromotiw ;
of inucli account without it’- tender.

ii- t

;•

ease

may be traced

Simple

Cold

neglected.

Break them Up.

the system free from them.
Keep the
1 ungs Sound,the Nasal organ*
healthy. « iothe
the body with that impenetrable unm-ur wlu.h ..
single tlu<» uf that great reinedv

Kill*

SANFORD’S
.1A M AR A

GINGER,

1 brow* i*>in it.
Ni■ i!i.iii ■• xi*t * in medicine o
akeii in full du*« * on ret n in*.
gt a: .-till and efleri i.
f*>r the iii/lir it will break up the -evere-t
.•

COLD.
the
l»i

■•.!.,

« u

Poverty i- bad. but the worst kind of poverty
ipoverty of the blood; this makes a mail
"poor indeed," for it takes away his strength,
courage and energy: butenrielfthe blood with
its vital element. Iron, by taking the Peruvian
•Syrup (a protoxide of iron, and you will feel
rich and “as

good

as

anybodyTry

ANAlvESiS i- without doubt tbe most infallible, easy and seientitie are fur PILES ever
discovered. 20,000 grateful patients attest itvirtues, and physicians of all schools endorse it
unequivocal}-. Lotions, ointments, and electuaries arc only a waste of time and money.
ANAKESIS relieves pain at once and cures
absolutely. It i- the discovery 1st Dr. S|[.sui:i:,
a seientitie physician and lias been
]froiiouiiccd
the greatest contribution to medicine of the age.
Price $1.00. Sold by Win. i*. Poor & Son lirllast Me., and Druggists every where.

"Boy, is that a licensed dog?" asked a Detroit
policeman. "No" said the youngster: “he's a
rat terrier dog, and I'm taking him down to
have bis teeth tiled."

New York Physician, of many years practice in the treatment of lung diseases, writes as
follows to Messrs. Waller Baker & Co., of Boston. regarding their pi-operations of Chocolate
and Cocoa which received a Medal of Merit
from the Vienna Exposition:—
"Experience from many years’ practice in the
treatment of lung diseases has convinced me
that as an article of diet for those suffering n-it/i
any form of consumption^.Chocolate is far preferable to Tea or Coffee; in fact, the two last
mentioned articles are injurious in many eases
while Chocolate, being an aliment and analeptic,
is particularly serviceable where digestion lias
been impaired by disease. Having examined
several specimens of Chocolate, I lind that
linker's may be conscientiously recommended
to invalids."
A

Impertinent dandy (a stranger.) -'May I
have the honor to accompany vfiu, miss?" cool
young lady. "Certainly: but keep behind in
your proper place. I discharged un last lootman for impertinence.”
WARRANTED.
Foul- to
bottles of Dr. Pierce’... tintdru
Medical Discovery are w arranted to cure Salt
Rheum or Tetter and the worst kind of Pimpleon tbe face. Two to four bottles are warranted
to clear the s_\ .tejn of Boil-. Carbuncle: ami
bores. Four to six bottles are warranted to
cure the worst kind of
Erysipelas and Blotches
among the hair. Six to ten bottles arc warranted to cure Running of 'he Ear and
<'orrupt or
Running l h ers. Eight to ten bottle-, are
warranted to cure Scrofulous Sore and "Swelling-. Two to six bottles are warranted to cure
Liver t mnphiint.

lurking

*i ni| !

ol

.in

;hat dreadful torture.
a

vd.l from
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he

LUNGS
A

nothin*/ •■!*♦*

Semi- the

can.

BLOOD
r.uiineine t hrungh the sy*t« ni, open- i!..
PORES
\ti.l

w

a;

the

m-

body

from head

f.•

PAINS
of the Ih.'/e* and Muscle- *uh*id..

ih

1’ndy

BELFAST.

OF

B!'.

!

■■

<>n stud after June 1st, Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will be run as follows: Leaving Bangor at
('» o’clock A. M.,
all the usual landings on the
River and Bay (excepting Lincolnville,) arriving at
Portland at the usual hour; touching at the Wharf
of the Portland and Boston Steamers. Passengers
will he ticketed through to Boston, by City ot Richmond and Portland Steamers, at reduced rates. Baggage will be checked through and State Rooms secured on board tlie Richmond. Passengers will be
Tciketed through by Railroad at tin* usual rates;
but owing to tin* withdrawal of the six. o’clock
Steamboat Train going West, passengers will not arrive in Boston the same evening. Tickets will he
good on any train following arrival of the Steamer.
Doing Fast Passengers can take connecting Trains
on the Eastern or Boston and Maine Railroads, leaving Boston by Eastern Railroad at G.20MVM., or Boston and Maine at C> o’clock, connecting with the
Steamer at Portland. The CITY OF RICHMOND
will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, at 10.30 same
Evening, or on the arrival ol the above Trains, making all the usual landings on the Bay and River (excepting Lincolnville,) arriving at Bangor at the
usual hour.
Freight taken at Through Rates to
Boston by City of Richmond and Portland Steamers.
No Trucking in Portland.
Fare from Bangor,
Winterport and
Bucksport, to Boston, by steamer from Portland,
$3.00
Fare from Sandy Point, Searsport and Belfast
to Boston, by Steamer from Portland,
.\'i)
Fare from Camden and Rockland to Boston by
Steamer from Portland.
won
Fares by Railroad from Portland at usual rates.
For further particulars, enquire of

observed among lire birds in a shade tree nrur
ihe residence of Hiram O. A Idem Robins and
sparrow s were assailing with loud cries some
black object among the limbs, which was at
first

thought

to be a eat. But soon a crow
sailed out of the foliage, holding in his beak a

Nominations

Goveunoii. The
Governor liasTnadethe following nominayoung robin, and pursued by a cloud of the
small feathered tribes. He paid no heed to tions, which have been confirmed bv the
Council:
them, but just attended to business, wingiughis
Trial Justices—John A. Patrid<rc, Searsway to some secure spot in which to enjoy his
port; Bedcr Fales, Thomaston.
supper. There is somewhere in the outskirts
Justices of Peace and Quorum—W C
an encampment of these
black rascals, that Fossett,
Bristol; J. M. Carleton, Whitemake a business of
robbing the nests of birds field.
in the city, coming generallv in the
Notaries Public—Joseph Williamson
early morning.
Belfast.
nv the

attention t<> their

elegant

1ST E W

making

K-medal attention is calh il

Black
j

Siiks.

hairs.

]/\ |I
~A~\
■

their stock ot

t<•

•bin-

J.

.....

PINE

popular brands.

ALPACAS

In Colors, for 25c per

yard.

BANKRUPT

Striped

WOOL SHAWLS

In

Grade,.
Fine DRAPE'D'ETE for LADIES' SACKS.
all

PARASOLS AND SUNSHADES!
IN

SANFORD’S

JAMAICA

GINGER

Washington
Bouton, iiea'I Agent.<i.
S. A. HOWLS & Co., Agent*.

WEEKN A POTTER. 190

Dr. SCHENCK’S
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic,

vKitv

V \i:i!

n

I-adie

call and examine

Bankrupt.

GOODS! Black

New Goods Received
which will

be .soL!)

1*UH1>

at

I’hcM- medicine.' have undoubtedly performed more
<Jonsumptiun than any other remedy known
to the American public. They are compounded of
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which
can be injurious to the human constitution.
other remedies advertised as cures for Consumption, probably contain opium, which is a somewhat
dangerous drug in all cases, and if taken freely by
consumptive patients, it must do great injury; for
its tendency is to confine the morbid matter in tinsystem, which, of course, must make n cure impos
sible.
Schcnek's Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to contain a particle of opium 11 is composed of powerful
but harmless herbs, which act on the lungs, liver,
stomach and blood, and thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel all the diseased matter from the
body. These are the only means by which consump
tion can be cured, and as’Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup.
Sea Weed Ionic, and Mandrake Pills are the only
medicines which operate in this wav, it is obvious
they are the only genuine cure for Pulmonary Con
sumption. Each bottle of this invaluable medicine
is accompanied by full directions.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principle of
lice, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, and at the Quincy House, Boston on
the following Wednesdays, dune loth and -tth, only
and •-'•,'d, and August f>th and l'.'th.
cures ol

SI I J

to

W holesale
'V.

Retail!

or

eonlhb-nt

suv

ha\

uv

Hoods and

Fancy

To bi* found in this

Trimmings
city.

Bi-lfVt. M:ij

&tli
Thirty

any
I gave u]i all hope last apring of living tbe summer through.
1 received one of your Account
Books and told iny husband after reading it
• hat it was too late to
try lurther, but he said it
was never too late.
He went and bought two
bottles and I found it, was helping me very
much. Since 1841 I was troubled with Catarrh
ami Sore Throat, and was almost entirely deaf
ill one ear and my voice was as dull as could
be. There was constant pain in my head.
Now my head is as sound as a dollar, my voice
is clear, and I have used ten bottles of your
Discovery, it has cured me of Catarrh, Sore
Throat. Heart Disease, Spine Affection, ami
Torpid Liver. My liver was very bad. My skin
When 1 put my hand on my body
was rough.
it was like fish scales. Now it is as smooth and
soft as a child’s. In conclusion I will say I have
been well for three months. I am a wonder to
myself and friends. This is but an imperfect
statement, half has not been told.
Yours with respect. HESTER I.ACKFY.

of

Experience

Years’

an

Old

Nurse.

Mr3. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup is the
prescription of ,m‘ 01 the best Female Physi
cians and Nurses in the I'nited States, and lias been
used for thirty years with never failing safety and
success bv millions of mothers and children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
corrects acidity of tlie stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com-

fort to mother and child. We believe it to be the
Best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases of
DYSENTERY and 1)JA R RIDE A IN CHILDREN,
whether it arises from Teething or from any other
call"-.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
None Genuine unless the fac simile 01
CL IHTS & PERKIN'S is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealer;
iyi?p

HousEiorr^sy“

all persons suffering
from Rheumatism, NeuTo
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lalgia’

Cramps

tin-

'‘mbs or stomcah, Bilious
Colic, Pain in the back,
bowels or side, we would
the Household
Panacea and Family
Liniment is of all others

f»ay,

tJ“*

romecly

internal
It

>'ou want for
and external use.

lias cured

complaints

I i M I liil C M T
L I N I IVI L ll I

In

the above

thousands
There, is no
m5stako about it. Try it.
|
Sold by all Druggists.
°f
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(i. W. Burkett & Co.,
Ifayford

Block,

Cliuivh

BELFAST,

n.

o,

SiVit us a Call and we wili Sarcvjiitei

in the Business.
w oi

<traw
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!

Mistake
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Pound Pr ini
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Hosiery,
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I lie
ii-nle W ith I'-hnk Broadcloth, very
he:e.
>il
ii iiitnnnr-, the full length of 11.
co\ er
in-id*- lined,
very Neal and ilaiui ome Myle.
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PIECES.

lit NDIJF.U

AND

VALl'KD

HAIL

I.H II 1

A I

$8,000.00

FRANCIS J. HUNTER & CO.
Belfast, Maine.
Mugle Tickets $1 each, or eleven for SlO. For
at

M. P.

WOODCOCK’S Bookstore.

'-ini:

JUST

I;

BOOTS,

I

offered in tlii:-

TO

FIRES.

Neighbors Say

or
rca

upon

BEST

in.

of them.

F. IS HLKKBY HI VEX, to the Stock.131 holders in the Belfast & Moosehend Lake Kail
Hoad Company, that the annual meeting will be held
at the Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, July
1st, 187-1, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
tlw following matters, viz
First. To hear the
of the Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
Si:« <>xn. To elect nine (0) Directors l'orthe ensuiny year.
Third.
To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Per order of Directors.
JOHN n. QUMRY. Clerk.
Bellied, June 11. ISM.—*Lv4‘J.

rj-i

a

Large

which

\v«*

CHIEF !

CHEMICALS,
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C.,

and

o>

-elling

at

-tore

-nil cu-!omers,
::

R. H. MOODY'S
Cor. Main and High MtraeC
Who has also a large assortment <

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
lie oilers mt\ cheap i
cash.
Please call and examine l.ehnv
purehing elsewhere.
t' which

Ai.

.tt

>iiMAI .01 Palermo, K\ In mortgage deed
dated Jnmiurv id. L,
recorded in the Waldo
Kegi<m 01 L>ee(t nook lf.o, page ii conveyed iti
to
me
certain
mortgage
parcel ot real estate,
ntaated partly hi Palermo, (.’minty of Waldo, and
in < him., at the < ounty .of hinnetc-e. and be
me the farm c mnioniv known asthedohn Small
farm,
fin* condition- ot aid mortgage have been
broken t
ream whereof I
Whin to forclose the
same.
L». HI IN I t 1 I I li
tin 1
:w 11
Albion-. \ia

Be ITe Clothed i
—-v>-

li i
TTT
f

AT SEARSMONT.
I-.

A. Know lion &

Searsmont, Juue 4th, ls;-b

CAMADia
0AT7
received

Have
aha

just

< ».v 1

x

which

Unodv, Fred. A.
II. \V INC.
rhveowls.
1.

Co.,

Knowlton, Agents, ltyjiimt.

White ( aseed or feed.

_ttltt

WATCHES !

A-si IRT.M1VT OF GOLD and Silver
Li(>lit and Kxtra heavy cases, American and
Imported Movement-!. Stem and Key Winders. If
you want a tmod 1 inn r mitv is vour chance
Trices
very low at
C. HFliVF.V’S.

AI.AR4.il-:
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INi i Nl'i.Mi Al.Vl A
* 'i»ouv
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tliinp in his line, ha tin- ji
inform his friends and tni.ii..
that he ha now

ever}
to

The Best Stock
or

Clothing Material
that he has ever been able to nflVrto the
Also a Rood Assortment or

I t lt\INIll\<;
I.

puhli

CtMHis!

ssnaa;,saasKaiBR«

...

•>inos:t'.»

w. pitcher* son

a good supply pure
we < Her for side for

WATCHES!

I

CUTIS. TIIUlB.

Ulst,

WOOL CARDING !

till

V

We Shall be at Rockland
With from ‘JO to 40 bead of Hood, \nuug, Sound
Horses, which we -hall sell at Public Auction to the
highest bidder w ithout reserve. Sale at 11 1 o’cl’k
A. M. Can be -een at lterr\ P.ro'-:. .stable, one w eek
previous to Sah-.
m:aim 1: jt 11 a 1.1.,
'*l S\
Hvi;
t Dedham Street, lto-lon.

.nr.lidl.

eompoundeil.

J«

MAY

■

lyPhysieians’ prescription

SIZES,

atv

iul.it-

Stock

BLOOD!

This N|ilctii<li«l Stallion is nine
years old, stands 1G hands high and weighs
1100 pounds. He was brought from \ ermor.t by I). F. Lucy, and his pedigree is as
follows
Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill,
Jr., he by Young Morrill, and lie^bv Old Morrill, he
by Woodbury Morgan, lie by Justin Morgan. Old
Morrill’s Dam was by Harris Hambletonian, Morrill
Chief’s Dam was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan,
he by Sherman Morgan, and he by Justin
Morgan.
Morrill Chief's Grand Dam by Sherman
Morgan.
Jr., he by Sherman Morgan.
Morrill Chief will stand at my stable in North
Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. On Saturdays he will be at Belfast.
TERMS:—To warrant, $10.00. By the Season
$8.00. Single Service, $5.00. Colts holden for service of the horse.
F. W. SF.AYFY
North Searsport, June -Itli, ISM. 4w4S-

ZVrar*-

-e.

PURE DRUGS

Notice oi Foieelosure.
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Patent Medicine

11

hand

at

'HIE PLACE TO P.LY YOLK

ALL.

IS THE PLACE FOR ALL TO GO.

on

free:

price-

partly

OAKES ANGIER.

1HO1UULL

at

No. 13 PHENIX ROW,

(

convenient apparatus tv. r nu« nted
Flower* slid y'/m;/ ■, lor Wndiinij
-, &c.. Sprinkling W alk- and

THE

city

SUIT

Family
deii etvd
lion-•
1TS<>Iv
J
-enable rates.

Bl u AS I, .May at, IV.'(.
W. have used t lie above named Pump and wit ne
edits efficiency at tires, and unhesitatingly prououwv
it the best thing we have ever seen fertile price and
purposes for which if is recommended.
Cox & Field, his Agti>. Hauadi n,
a. I>. <11AS1-:,
(
H i:i:\ 1,
W.M. O. Pom:,
W
II. Hi 1:111 1
\\ .u. I*.. S\\ \ & Co.
For Sale by
, "1

GET

A N I)

SLIPPERS Tiu.nHi:i»

Extinguisher

See what our

The Above Will be Sold LO

SHOES

at

watering

A T

-T< m K OF

COAL Ot1 ALL

Aim, valuable for throwing Alkali,
&c.
'urrant Bu -he

ON

AT

N, G, PRESCOTT & Cfl„ J.
C. THOMPSON’S,
i'll
liK.-l

Constantly

COMBINED.

Auction.

B. & M. L. R. R. Co.

IKT

it \\

AX D

BORDERS

NOW LOOK HERE. JUST RECEIVED

Win. Pitcher <fe Son
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mo t

BLOCK.
ALA IN BLoixiilT,
(.lid. lu.LLorx.

C O A Lj !
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PEIRCES

i

i
cpii
1 lor

A X 11

IJv a close attenl ion to hil-iiiess WO hope To
n-l it
share of your patronage, Give us a rail before
purchasing elsewhere. Lean mher the place.

“nos

ft I
■f:5g?
II

Fire

and

Cane

of all kind- on hand and made to order it short no
tie,
Si. 11■!m:i: and AA \u I’m ki t- made to order.
\u. hix/>> or nri'Aimsc dost.

dniosH?

Mum Si.

n KsDA f ‘jump loth at one o'clock p. M.,
ut .Scurs Island, ut
dwelling Louse near the Bur
will be sold by auction the following property, viz.
1 okes Oxen; 1 two Horse dower; 1 one'Horse
dower;
llorse Rakes; 1 lla\ Cutter; l Set Double
learn Harnesses, Lot of Hor
Collars; 1 Sleigh,
Ploughs, Harrows, Cultivators, Ace.; 1 Horse Curt
and Harness;
< )\ Carts;
ov Wagon;
1 two
Horse Wagon; l Killing Wagon. 1
Carryall; 1 Set
()\ Slings and Frames; I Pair Bellowes, Anvil, Vice
and other Blacksmith Tools
Drfiy and Drag Plank;
l.ot <1 Farming Tools, Forks, Hakes. &c. &c.; Lot
ot Pork and Beef Barrel; Lot of Draft
Chains; 1
Iron Koller for I.and;
Hoot Cutlers and many
other articles. This sale i- without reserve. A rare
chance for farmer-: and others to buy at their own
price valuable property. Terms Cadi.
d. W. P.ODWI.LL.
C C. CHAKY, Auctioneer.
B.
It torn,, -ale will be
pn-iponed to next
fair «lay.
lwl'.t

Cloth (.nulls chamher Suit-,

a

Will be di.-tributed among the holders of ticket s to
said Ball oil tile day above named, consisting of
\ nice House and Lot, F.legant chamber Set>. Parlor Organs, Family Sewing .Machines, a Ladieand (m iit>’ (.old Watch-, Decorated Toilet
Set*. Silver Butter Dishes, Mattresses
splendidChromosin Walnut Frames.
( orner Brackets, Sets of
Knives and Fork'. Fancy Kerosene Lamp', silver
Napkin Bings, Silver Fruit Knives, Silver Ladle'. Fancy Lava Flower Puts, Parlor Spit
toons, (.la.'S Sets, Bohemian China and
\ ;<-•
1 am
Walnut Picture Frames
and ( ASH.
\ lull let ot tin- PBLSFN 1 S w iii 1m- found on the
I ickets.
KiV"The House and one-half acre lot to be given
away i' pleasantly 'ituated at the HFAD of the
I 1DL \ ILI.AOF, North Belfast, d-1 of a mile from
< if
> Point Depot,—is one and a half story
i' ll, lvv-.’o, contains ten rooms, is
perfectly sound
and in good order, recently painted and D suitable
for two families,
fhere is a good well of water on
tin- premises; al.'O, about Id Apple frees. A good
title wdi be given. Distribution of Presents will
commence at s o’clock. :i. in. Wednesday, dune 17.
i’hose entitled to LIFTS who arc not pre-eut at
the distribution will be duly notiti* d.
A correct register of the number of the ticket, and
the name, and residence of the holder will be kept.
Those out of town who wish for tickets can obtain
! hem hv addressing

Sale

CO.,

AA'ood >eat ( hairs of all kinds, Lounges in
Lops and 1 kimask, Bedsteads ofnll kinds. (' \>ki is
and! •>!
in
made a specialty.
Ln rriti Frames

FEESEHTS!

a

&

Oroliestm! ill kinds of dimiiime.

EIGHT

|

BLODGETT

A

BY

EXTINGUISHING

Reports

Cotton
! 1

1 1 a

«

Puffins

Windows Carriage

'\T»|iH

IIDldh

Manufacturer- and Dealer- in

\\isifr«‘is*s

New and Rich Patterns, with
Fiue Geneva nr.d Amerieau
Movements just Received at
C. HERVEY’S Phcenir. Row.

Property by

I7AJ

No

MUSIC

Ladies Lold Wat (dies!

Valuable

ALSO.
1

U /} I i

OMvFM‘.
a

LINTS

9 U« «’oiv« d, ill lli-iiiin.
1
tjualitv, Slighth Dnpurf«-<-r. >•. !lin;
1
to
W.lrth Ih.til.l, {>■■
...

i* \ 11 \ r Ain \i.i.n' i>i ki \i.
asi>
Water Frooi. a complete protection to the body’
No man lias e\ er L.ed long enough to know how
long 111 v u i'l d. t\ tin n 4 ami decav of earth

HAYFORD HALL

AVI I'i Ills al

A

or

WOUTH
I in**

\ 11 rood
or no pa\

goods

D. S’.

F*»l.*

STOKE.

Linen Hdfehs,

BALL!

At the very LOWEST I'BICKS that cm he
had in NEW YOBK <>r BOSTON’.

*

I’.OY'S WICAIi. MT.HW:
'■-P-ctc-el^a Large- Asseirtme-nt of c.t.s s7 1/7 .'/I
our
STOCK
ami Title/.'. will K
tru>ting
: \ »
X
1/7 A A7> hot'ore- T C It c II .1
/ / S /; ir U T ft I
AND

No, 11 Phenix Row

13

CONCERT

MI N

BLOCK, BELFAST.

RATS, CHIGNONS,
FRIZZETTS, LINEN BRAIDS
And every dereripl i< u of

<

OLD

Cloths.

Woolen

Wednesday Evening, June il 1874. NewF ursiiture Store
AT I’ElitCE'S

10.00. and the very best at 15.00. Also

i and made inf,

THE

s

: 11: r.

REAL HAIR,

<

> 1.1.1.! N *
IlKAM*
llli; HI 'I
ntton- at
/.0 117.7.* Tlt/cj.
heTore*.
<i*n»te-d
Owing to tlu* iTi't nt i.t-rli'!<■ o:
the-se- *.oo.l-, w- have* pur.-ha-.d an liiia.-n
/..!!!(, J.
s'l'ttCK and iut«-ml
n
them out at a S.M.U.I. M In
\
<> V
I* i: *» V I 1

AID.

Of

B EI.VAST.

Front Braids from 50e to $2.00
Switches for the Back Hair
$2.75 3.00 4.00 5.00 G.00 3.00 9.00

Deceit

AT

I

—

CHARLES 0.

j

hair'

A XI)

rise Sumner ( askrt.
*

III*;,

«
>

Bleached tfc {>r*>\\n Cnlluih

COFFINS!

I

J(AVp1t\ SIoi*c.

flannels,

Shirting

I-; I.

—

AND

LADIES!!

ecived from N

k)i

CASKETS

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
House Square, are prepared to re
deposits, placing the same on interest oh the
first days of June, July, August and September. and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, tlie’fir-t Mondays of June
*
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except or, Sundays and
from
to 12 A. M.. and 2 to I P. M.
Legal Holidays,)
Saturdays Bank closes at 12. noon.
John H. (ii imuv, Treas.
W\ FAI N'CE. Pre-t.
»i
Belfast, June sth, is; I.

i*\ s

»\'r\.M

< I

u w y
Yl»> MOIM-; «»!' Ill* *>l
fl 9 KD Shirting l-'lanm-D IN
.'••lliii.' at 1' l-'-V pt-r yd. worth

\\J
>V

in Custom
HAVE
ceive

GIFT

rn.i. um-: sr.i.r.i77.71
/■'Isom Tin: in:sr maki: ns.
If yon v :r;i a
>,,i 1 thin" rail at

n

Checked

H. H. Johnson & Co,

Bank.

Savings

KIM*' AND LH'-WJ I II
I.V A K!!I \ IN*;.

VI.I.

In-

<•

(»!

have given my minor son
remainder of his time,
and that 1 will neither ipay any debts of his contracting nor claim ativ of his earnings alter date.
JOHN M. MORIN.
W it ties.-,
OTIS II A RIMMA V
Stockton, June 2d, ISM.

(3

i

have 111-1

Dress Goods.

BEST SELECTED STOCK

is to certify that I
rpill>
JL Eldeii M. Morin the

IIIA

Scissors, Shears and Knives!!

I

•

the

NEW

M
Ri.llRNT.n FROM P.OSfoN
with a full and complete assortment of all goo tin m\ line. Call and examine.
C. HF.KVFM

Ml:-.

LADIES!

W

Every Boat.

TIMI'.S. either at

Freedom Notice,

Belfast

Alpaca Sii

omim'i; to m;u. tiiom: eavor
in; BRANDS Ot' AU'ACAS S MoHAU>
WEIGH I aiui
ele!»rat*-d for tln-ir G()(tlt
I I '/'HE. at PRICES -o LOW that thev
cannot he met by COMPE NTH >'«

\Tri;

>

mi:!.I.

s

we are obliged fo receive a I'll!
HAby each Steamer.
M UGS are our SPECIALTY and w*
guarantee the HE. ST ISSOHTML A
and LOWEST EM* ES in Belfast,
fin* ENIVERSAE VERDiCT of the Radio
stantiate thi* statement. Do not forget to lo
at our S PI.ENDI I
ASSORTMENT o!

SIR

To the Ladies.

HEIIYEY

THE CONTI NEED DEMAND or

TO

OWING
Hamburg.-*,
ASSOll'EMEX'T

Choice and well Select-

our

MTEEJNEIiY

DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.—At Portland, in said
District on the 20th day of May, A. D. ISM.
Take notice that a Petition has been tiled in
said Court, by Joshua Treat, of Wiuterport, in
said District, duly declared a Bankrupt, individual
ly, and as a member of the firm of Joshua Treat ,N
Co.,) under the Act of Congress, of March 2d, l>f>;,
representing that he has settled with all his credit
ors, individual and copartnership, and praying that
the adjudication of Bankruptcy against him mav be
acated and the proceedings under the Petition tiled
against him to be adjudged Bankrupt, may be superseded and said Petition be dismissed, and that tin*
2Jd day of June’Tiext, at 10 o’clock, A. M., at Bangor, is assigned for the hearing of the same, when
and where you may attend and show cause, it any
you have, why the prayer of the said Petition''should
not he granted.
\VM. P. PREBEE,
2w4‘>
clerk of the District Court.

Hm

FOOT I.
\genF M
aT
Atli.-Jin,
American t i *»11. wiili the[)umdsoinest assortimnt of IF van li ui: • er offered in this cits.
lectod by .Mrs. Fooie her-.-!f \vhi|. :n F.urope. I.mlies
are invited t.. call -arly. :i- her
stay i limited.
W'ork Ihum. orders l'r.nnnth Attended. Keceives
tfto
call' from 1 to s I*. M.

<

HAMBURG©.

«

In t'u Diatrirt ('ain't o f tln‘ ("nitnl Stairs fur I'm
District of MTIhir.
In the'niatter.of JOS1II A TREAT I
In Hunkruytnj.

x-uK.-.n.

and Mandrake Pills.

P‘>.or
L Dross

HAMBURGS

Notice that Bankrupt has Petitioned for Supersedeas.

A

e

THOSE JAPANESE ST RE.
Goods dust Rec.-iv-d.
wide, Selling at 15c* pur vard.

A i \"
*t"

—

Silver Grey & Steel Mohairs in all Grades.
Silver Grey & Black Stripe Silks & Poplins.
Paisely Shawls &. Striped do.

NOTICES.

New and Rich Gauds

thick log
h\
-learner 1’rox idence,
Horn New
lull; tor tall Rix.-r
lb
approach of
th-'earner ua
b. aid
bx th.•
,m
t-oa-ii the
••cl"io“ei aleI
horn kept ouu.iiu<r, w hich however,
ua- not beard on board the •.,iaer.
Both ,»---els
xvei e -tainting on murlx the -ame eour-e
md tinsteamer -'truck' the diooncr ,:t, the Litr*
main
i'ooni entering the C am-C haxv
.*mp.- ;.i,M break
ing in three piece-, J. :r. ina a piec- of the end -ticking, in the haw-ejiij <•. Pa-- ing foru ard, -he broke
Ho- ouaiter jail and
;• III -t ancli ion-.
'during tht
deck bou-. bi-.-akiiic the main gall', taking the main.
sail, clear from the sclioonei carrying awav tin port
"hroiid- from both ma t-, breaking the
port bou
ml. two tanebion- and bulwark-, -plittiug heel ot
ho xx lull, and earn ing awa
iv guv- on port -oh
:'I'.L. Burge--' xx a at the u iee! at the time of the
collision, and \\ ilb.am < oomb
aman. xx a- -tand
ing near t>. in the act of blowing a imm. Roth u.-t.
knoeke.l 1 Vo III their feet by tile eopcn--ion, <'a|i
s !ie:■ 11
isurgt-ss
tr;g;nw a rtngbol: upon the Jerk.
Coombs’ head the mai>,-In et tVfiveih i. jioth were
knocked sen.-eb| be captain recovered after a
time, but Coomb- xva-found to be s,, l.mllv injured
Hint In- w a-- taken below
Meamrhiie the "schooner
hud drilled clear ot tin
;• amir, and on board the
former it wa found that tin., were thrc-i men mi••iug. Alter all hour' -.-areh, the -teaim found the
•chooner, when i: xxa- ascertained that the three
>"i'-ing men had elimbed on hoard the -(earner at
the moment ol colii-i.m or
on alter, they
having
be, n asleep and com.-on deck with the
impression
that the schooner was -inking
1 b
were returned
oil board, and tiet'-am.-r j,r
j«-d on her wav.
I he schooner arrived in Neup .rt harbor at o P. M
■Hi inst.. where-lie .ill remain !•■; n-m.ir-.
\ oiix
-ician u a- called fur h>- injured -unman.
SC.

Japaxxese Goods,

ed Stock of

L. I K.N'oWLEs would inform the ladies
that she would he pleased to antheir calls for DRESS MAK INi and PLAIN
SEW'LML Can come well recommended, und having hud experience thinks she can give satisfaction
on reasonable termApply at
lwlr
SANBORN Hot SL.

in

V‘Z. KID (i LOVES .MM RECllN!
/ 1 and J Button in R'aei. and t o],,:
>*'
i
at 67c per pair, worth S!.;
BA! It W ARRANTED

& Cashmeres

Alpacas

In the most

finis I*ATTEHSOI, Agent nelfa.vt.

-wer

-.2
C
II ail
I
b- Iw.i-o
apt | a.i, Burge--,
ii'oiu I■ 11o’.id• ip 111a foi l*oit-in..tub, .v ||
with a
'"•r11 of coal, wa
run into about 2 o'clock
morning
of the .-th in r
between Block
land and Point

Judith,

•v'»Hing

Brlliiantines. Mo-

finis STfJRIDIVAl’T,
General Agent. Portland,

of Belfast
Miss

SA1 LID.
diver. .Rune-on. lame-on. Nor
foil;.
Nathan < iitl'ord, ( arter, bland.
ol. laidy. I>.ix, Bangor.
ad' Wilcutr. Barker, Nortolk.
J'dia Newell, s*liej.ard. Rockland.

Gloves.

Hid

Hampden,

DRESS MAKIN GK

<

—

Stock of

^*•>1

Bangor.
»*ri«>11, (> born. | anktoi t.
Mary Mear-, Parker. Rockland.

-vsieiluilb'

12I

Discussions—M. W. Davis, Bethel; E.
O. Howard, Winslow; C. I. Kimball,
Portland; W. H. Moulton, Portland
Dissertations—Elbridge Gerry, jr., Portland ; E. S. Hobbs, Biddeford ; J. S. Locke,
Biddaford; Wm. M. Fayson, Westbrook.

Invite

A T

—

H. K. Johnson & Co.,

of Richmond l
Gity
NEW ARRANGEMENT!

■

nebunkport.

Goods! New Prices!!

Dry

STEAMER

are

Are itof medicine. Kun no more dangerous risk*. Look
well to the care of your lungs in this ever changing
climate. Partake when the symptoms of danger approach that great revivi viug compound.

Mt.,

nrn-xMo

'«d Lddv, Da\. Pori land.
ulia New ell. shepherd. N. 'i
M. 1 .Hi-. l ergu-on. I'.llsuoith
Ho
Lddv. Cottrell, Bangor.
1
P Men iain, < lark. Boston.
Martha \
P.rewer. McLailaud,

■

MIND

Composed ami at He '..
SLEEP,
< ientle, Natural. Healthy Sleep.
COMPLETES THE CURE.
Surprising and Most
WONDERFUL
result ami unequalled in the whole catalogue
Ami

it.

Jayuesvillc lias an educated pig called Ben.
Butler. There is a rliancc fur a libel -nil—nil
tin* part of tlie pig.

-w.iptumol

NEURALGIA.

Habitual consumption lead- to the following
results: Jnflamation of the kidneys, sick and
nervous headache, biliousness, dyspepsia, indigestion. piles, loss of apetite and strength; all
ot which may bo avoided by
being regular in
your habits, and taking, -ay one of Poranns'
Pvvtjoti/a* PM* nightly for four or six week-.
talk le-s in February than in
Because it i- the'shortest

cry

11 lift

M h\ •- a London milktiiau like Pharaoh's
Becau-c he take- a little profit mil
of tin* wafer.

women

everv

FEVEH,

RHEUMATISM,

daughter?

other month?
month in the year.

of

■'!.*iii

\

Johnson's Au<«hn\, /,/>,imrni may he u-.cd
advantage where any Liniment is 'desirable.
1 1 ca-e- of severe cramp- and pain- in the
stomach, it is undoubtedly tin* bo-r arti.de that
< an be used
internally.

Why do

-,li;

CONSUMPTION

to a

-igrirar”nriiinrvaiii

x kws.

AKRIYI.I'.

•Hi.

In nearly every

t"

aiv

PORT

Pli

lb.

P

si m>

!

Pills, Potions ami Pungencies.

Why

.-•«

—

opinion that he would not
survive the terribly blow
We were not
able to learn at a late hour last night when
pressed

^.{ ■: -.r- c.••

..

Cole, X Cambridge,
Mass.
CHILDREN often look Pale and Sick
Orations—A. G Bradstreet, N. Bridgfor no other cause3 than having wwnn
in the
t..math.
ton; L. H. Kimball, Bath; 1). (). S. BowHR'> WN'S VERM1FUGE ( bUFITS
ell,
.1
DenmarkC.
.1,
Port
land
Palmer,
A woman in tin
of
Union
street
had
vicinity
will tie troy Worms with out injury to the chibi, be
K. Wheeler, Kennebunkport.
a bonnet, which she
kept in an uncovered banding perfectlv W it ITE, and free from all coloring of
II.
EmPhilosophical
Disquisitions—11.
other injur ion
bo.. and regarded it as tbe
ingredients usually u rd in worm
apple of her eye
Portland ; IV. T.Goodale, Saco; Chas.
preparation
ery,
she had also a female eat. That eat,
Cl'RTTS & BR< > WN Proprietors,
being in a 11. Hunter, Pittsfield; II K. White, DresNo. tilf* Fulton Street, New York.
ingh state of maternal solicitude, and looking den.
'■•d»t by Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
ibontfora retreat for her
Medicines
im
,1 v Frvi (T \'tat
\ Rax.
offspring, discovered
W
11.
lyl p
HemmenA
WoXDEll To HEItSEI.r.
Literary Disquisitions—
the bonnet, and
deposited therein five kittens, way. Garland; II. Johnson, Gardiner;
t o.,<March
Tanktown.
1
teleware
OUSE
gn, |n„j
the wrath that ensued
Painting,
may be imagined. In Thos. Kneeland. Harrison; 11. W. Phil
To Dlt. It. \ PiKJtci:, Buffalo. N. Y.:
I
Paper Hanging.
attempting to lift tlie article out by the brim, the brook, Brunswick ; T. C. Simpson, NewYour Discovery needs only a fair trial and it
crown of the bonnet, came
will do all you recommend and more too. When
Graning & Glazing
out, and then there bnryport, Mass.
I was fifteen 1 caught cold, and for
®
was more trouble.
I lone in the best manner by
The result was that the cat
twenty-eight
Disquisitions—J. J‘. Bickford, New- years
I have been a
wreck of disease,
uid kittens were put in a sack and thrown
A. L. Perry, Gardiner; C. E, and all the medicinesperfect
M. A. CULLHAN.
and doctor’s lulls have
off burgh;
<»rtl*-rs left ut the house, Corner of Miller & Cross
the wharf. I.et all propagating cats beware of Smith, Monmouth: G. B. Wheeler, Ken- run iqi at times to two and three hundred
Streets, promptly attended to.
skm-ll
better but worse, when
dollars, and never
the best bonnet of the woman of the house.
< m
Friday afternoon a great commotion was

Notice.

..

them

in the office when the three men made
their appearance outside, one of whom
demanded admittance, at the same time
forcing open the door. lie was billowed
by the other two, and all proceeded to
question Him regarding the whereabouts
of Roe. Having ascertained that the old
man was in another part of the building,
they seized Lomax, strapped his hands
behind his back, crammed a bat! in his
mouth and tied it with a cord behind his
neck.
They then tied his legs together and
tied him to a casting in the entry. They
then went and secured Roe in the same
manner and botli were shut up in the
safe-vault. They soon heard the masked
men breaking open the safe, which was
on the other sideot the room, and suddenly they were warned to look out for their
lives, as there was going to be an explosion. The crash soon came, but neither
of them were injured. Soon after all was
silent, and the affrighted watchman managed to crawl out and unloose their bonds.
The sate was blown almost to pieces.
Scattered about the (lour were papers,
books, packages, a crowbar, cold chisel,
etc. They immediately sounded the alarm
but the villains had made good their escape and no traces of their whereabouts
have since been discovered.

which the

rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burns,
Evidence was introduced as to the in- I salt rheum, earache, &e„ upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, gall-. &c.. upon animaljuries of Camp, the murdered man.
The Rockland Globe states that C. A. in one year than have all other protended remSpofford, Esij., one of Robbins' counsel, edies since the world began. They are counter- j
was in that town
Saturday, and procured irritant. all-healing pain relievers. Cripplea warrant from lieder Tales, a trial justice
throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
against Robbins lor the murder of Solomon poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the
Camp, claiming jurisdiction for the State, wounded are healed without a sear. The reunder a provision of a statute of the State
is published around each bottle. They sell
that when a person is poisoned, or receives cipe
as no articles ever before sold, and
they sell he port.
a mortal wound on the
and
seas,
high
afterwards comes into the State and dies, cause they do ju-t what they pretend to do.
the county where the death occurs shall Those who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
UIED.
have jurisdiction ot the offence. The war- or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use pbticor;/ notices, l>f rod t p
I'atc, fane and A op
Centaur I.iniment. white wrapper. More than
rant has been placed in the bauds of an
watt be paid for. j
In
this
June
Mi
1st,
Julia, wile of Milos
officer, and a demand will lie made on the 1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including <)' Leary, city, is.
aged
United States authorities in Portland for frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, runIn this city, :;d inst.. L -trlla A. Richards, aged 11
and C» month-.
l\is deliverance to the State authorities.
ning tumors. &c.. have been received. We will years
In this city, 7th inst., 1 mi (>.. daughter of otis
send a circular containing certificates, the re- K. Ryder, aged year', ami 2 months.
In Lincoliiville. 2d inst.. Annie O. Thomas,
The tornado at Cambridge, Sunday afaged J
cipe. etc., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
ternoon. caused much more damage than bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment i- years and 7 months.
In Knox, (1th in-f.. Mr-. u an Clement,
age ft SO
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses years.
was at first reported; in fact tin1 whole
In Seur-monr. sth it
business portion of the village was destroy- and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stock.Mr. Alonzo Newell, aged
owner-—these liniment- are worth your atten- about 22 yeared. and the streets are literally piled tion.
In Palermo, March -•"th. I.iia
No family should he without them.
youngest child
with the ruins. The following buildings “White wrapper for family use;” Yellow wrap- ol M liitield s. and Carrie M. ireelev.
ageil 1 rear
10 months.
and
were destroyed : Nathaniel Hooper's barn,
.">0
Sold by all Druggist-.
per for animals.
In Portland, May 27lh, Ilaitie <b.
ot
daughter
per bottle: large bottles, SI.(to. ,1. B.
Laurels and Maria Morrbon, aged f> year-.
completely ruined; Rev. 1). Lancaster's cents
Broadway. New York.
In Lulu, Montgomery
ountv. Illinois. Mav 22d,
shed, badly damaged: ,J. C. Bunker's IIosk y Co..
Mrs Agnes R. widow
t :!ie Lite Jacob II. Bagiev,
barn, entirely destroyed, house badly damCam'okia i- more than a substitute for Cas- formerly of Belfast.
in
North
and
\
orchard
iMr.
tor
Oil.
Il
the
in
existence
article
J am 2d. Mr. Simon Cross,
assulhor.»,
only
aged,
entirely uprooted;
<‘>s years.
Martin's house, barn and shed twisted ami which i- certain to assimilate the food, regulate aged
In
June
:d. Mi. William lernald,
Lincoliiville,
the bowels, mre wind-colie and produce natural
nearly ruined, and Mr. M. himself carried sleep,
aged r». year-, month.-.
ii contains neither minerals, morphine
!n LI Is worth 2 7th u!t.. Mi
a distance
of til'ty roils into an adjoining or alcohol and iLva Murch. aged 1.2
pleasant to take. Children \c:m-. 2*th ult.. Mi-, Martha P. IVrrill,
aged 72
lyis war-. 2'dfli ult., Ci-orge William
swamp, without, strange to say. any seri- need not cry and mother- mav rest.
•''argent, aged is
ous injury ; Masonic building moved tilJotli ult., (,eorge \V.. oldest son of
year'
George
A. a.nl Lllen s. Bonsey. aged !7 year- and 10 mos.
teen feet from its foundation and unroofed ;
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
In Sullivan 1-t in.-t.,' Mr-. Phil'om«-lia. wife of Dr.
house occupied by Mrs. Hamilton leveled
f'orrectnf Weekly for the Journal.
Nathaniel Johnson, aged
years.
to the ground, she barely escaping: Mr.
In Rockland, .hme 2nd. Josephine, daughter of
Ul l.l AST. Wt'ilnesilnv. .limp 10.
Rut’uand
Catharine
R.
i:i.00
Kouiul
ageil 21 viars. 2
lnaoO
5>'.».00a
Thomas,
Flour.
Russell's shed, damaged slightly : Daniel
Hog,
and day.
Meal.
:?l.oo| I Sear Salt T'ork, 6 -MaOO month
Mitchell’s barn destroyed: spire blown Corn
In H ope, May istii, Mr-. Boxvlex■, aged so years.
s!.-5:il.::n Mutton per lb.,
Kve Aleal.
10a 0
Iu 1 : >ma>T-m. Mav 2 .:h, »)ti-'Co\. son‘of John
from the Union church ; two blacksmith Kve,
sl.ooal.lol Lamb per lb.,
Km 17
II. and Susan Walker. ag. d J year.-, > months and 1
Corn.
.’oa<>o
J'urke\ per lb.,
$1.00]
shops belonging to John Russell, destroy- Harlev,
1.10a 1.20 thicken per li*.,
-uOO day.
I :i R. deport, Mav 271 h.
ed. one containing overthirty new wagons, Heans,
1 »:i 1 s
*J.r:.a3;25 Duck per lb.,
Sophia, daughter of James
M & ( ornelia P. >pear,
1 -ta I »
aged 1! year-,2 month- and
iron. Ac.; Daniel Bailee’s barn completely A1 arrow fat I’t as !.J5al.50 Seese per lb.,
21 da;.
;oa?5 Havperton,
617al'.»
Oats,
ruined and hotel badly damaged: R. (i. 1 *ota
In <'aniden. Ma; Him Mis. < ’iiarlotie Mills, age.I
soaOO Lime,
toes,
61.:i.>at>.C0
•»2 year-.
K'aOO IV ashed Wool,
K’a< 0
Whitney A Co.'s store, moved from its Dried Apples.
( aniden.
In
•'.« aCO
noaOO Unwashed Wool,
.May 2-Uli. .Mr.-. I'.umia I'.. Bramlmll,
foundation and dropped into cellar; store Cooking \pples,
" ile
n!
I./ra Bramlmll, and daughter of James
-’’.a'Ja Uulled Wool,
4oaCO
Hotter,
owned by David Daily and occupied by Choose.
Swan, aged 21 years and
month.-.
•.’OaOO Sides,
7aO0
In ( anuUMi. May 21th, Carrie Theresa, infant
15a 10 Calfskins,
<J. B. A Geo. Mitchell, damaged slightly, Kggs,
llauO
uuughter of ('. N. and L. I>. Osborne, aged 7 week-.
HaOO Sheep Skins,
Sl.OCatf.CC
and one occupied by Quimby A Rogers as Lard,
In Wnldoboro. May 21th, Nettie c..
sail Sard Wood,
Beef,
$0.0CaS.C0
daughter of
Allen \\ .-It, aged
a boot and shoe store, badly
years and I months.
Annie-. •. .eao.Oo Soft Wood,
64.00a0.C0
damaged; Kaldwin
In Waldohoro, May 22(1, Mr-, -arali, wife of Pred;a0
Veal,
4i0
Dry Pollock,
grist mill and shed somewhat damaged; Dry Cod,
7aS» ■draw
$S.C0al0 erick Benner, aged 7 1 years.
the large and new barn of John Russel
In friendship. May 22d, Jam.
\VMicheubacli. Jr.,
aged | ; years, ! month.
was completely destroyed
and several
In \\ ashington. .Max v."»i!i Mo-e- I'.dsom. a^ed f*0
3RIGHT0N CATTLE MARKET.
small buildings near by L. 1 >. Wentworth's
years.
•
W i:i »nksday, June 3.
Iu S< alii Thoinastoii. Ma;
house badly damaged. Several barns to the
J'.'ih, Mrs. >arah I
At market fur tin* current week— Cattle 331K); Shet p
north ot the village, on Sugar Hill in Har- ami Lambs 223s; Swine 11.run, number of Western wile ot B. II. ( la;, aged 22 years. 2 months and
days.
(bitfle 3205. Northern < attle ami Working Oxen an d
In R" ’kland. May 2>th. Lucia M.. daughter of WiP
mony, were destroyed. It was the work of Milch Cows,
125. Lastern Cattle,
*oi in
Laud Marx C. < M in ton. aged 2 year- and I
an instant, hut it destroyed lor many the
Ib ices of lieef Cattle, per lootbs. live weight. Lx
month-.
work of a lifetime. The loss falls heavily tra quality $7 25a7 .’.71-2; first quality $0 75a7 12 1-2;
In Rockland, >rh. Mrs. Nancy.!.. \\ it,- of Ldxvard
on the town.
It is wonderful and provi- second quality $5 S71-2 aO 50; third quality $5 00a5 75; : I. ( ollins. aged
years, ! month.
poorest grade of coarse oxen. Bulls, Sec.', $3 75at 50.
In Portland. Mh inst., Mr-. Lydia s.. xx ife ot
ant.
dential that no lives were lost. [Whig
Brighton Hides—7a7 l-2e per lb. Brighton Tallow J- P Hatch, a: 2
year- : month-.

it rich and various man! thou
palace of
ight and sound, carrying m the senses the
and the night and the unfathThe exploits of a gang of masked morning
omable galaxy: in thy brain the geomeburglars at West Point toundiv in Cold
try of the eit\ of Cod: in thy heart, the
Spring, early Monday morning, indicate a
of love and the realms of right and
revival of the outrage perpetrated by power
An individual man i a fruit which
those outlaws who ravaged the suburbs of wrong.
it costs all the
to form and

New York last Fall. At abouto’clock
Monday morning three masked men

MARRIE

pain

no

lieve,

case so

far as applicable, and either side may put
in such additional testimony as is pertinent and admissable.

Exploits

and only the farmers having well draiued
land have lini -hed. But the grass crop is look-

There is

The

birthday, some coming as far as from Virginia. day, the complaint against Robbins tor the
On assembling they made the unhappy discov- murder of Solomon
Camp was then taken
It is agreed between the counsel upery that Mr. D. was but 89—hut they enjoyed up.
on both sides that the
the occasion just as well.
testimony in the
Monroe.

in order.

summer

ore-ms,

W

next

foot

cent

on

I'lie

conic

The numerous descendants of John Durham
had a sociable entertainment at liis house on
the east side, Saturday, in honor of his 90th

BRIGHT, NEW.

BIRD

GAGES!

GREAT

VARIETY,

spring Perches, Gravel Paper. Bath
Dishes, &c &c.,
.Inst Received at

WM. 0. POOR & «5llNS

Morgan Stanwood.
i'opa
IlY

II

inn, 1

IK AM i: II II.

Morgan .stanwood. patriot I
Little

i> known ;
hi" home i> left

more

Nothing

of

But the

door-step,

Morgan stanwood,

stone.
to

our

thought

^ ou return onee more :
Once again the meadows lift
Daisies to your door.

again the morn is sweet.
Half the ha\ is down.—
Hark! what means that sudden elang
From the distant town?
Lamm hell and rolling drum
Answer sea-borne guns:
Lamm hell and rolling drum,
summon Freedom's sous.
mower think" to him
ry both bell and drum.

Vnd the

Morgan

stanwood" need no
Bell and drum-bent call:
He is one who. nearing onee.
Answers onee for afi.

mare

Ne'er the mower murmured then.
•‘Half my grass is mown.
Homespun isn’t soldier-wear.
Each may save his own."
Fallen scythe and aftermath
Lit1

forgotten

now;

Winter need may come and lin.i
But a barren mow.
Down the musket come*. "Hood wife.—
•
Wife, a quicker Hint!"
And the lace that questions fat <•
Hath no color in ‘t.
"Wife,
am late to-night.
Milk the heifer tirst;—
Until, if I’m not home at all,—
Worse has come to worst.”
it

1

Morgan Stanwood sped along.
N t the common road :
tKvr wall and hill-top straight.
Straight to death he strode:
I

iug In-v to hear at nigh!
t read of burdened men.
I’v the gat.- and through the
At th*- door, and then—
--a\

«-t

•"!•

*\\

!y coming

fee:.

> unwood'" ror»f i" gone:
t h
11dom-step lie* ;
hi
mh\ "tand thereon and think.For tlic th night will ri*e.—

M.-rgun
<

Wel t- w < where the meadow w a*.
Mow ing grass alone.
M .nihl w -* go the \\ ay le w ml,
From thi" ven "tone?
\\

r.

we on

th. door-step here,

Farting

Would

for a day.
we utter word"

Parting

w m

as

for aye ?

though

Younger ?
Y..linger': yes, !*m then not clung to
With tin love that fo.ds you now—
i'll n when those eyes lirst I sung to.
Win n unlined was the dear brow.
!i a perhaps that step was lighter:
I
l'iine take all it can claim ;
•'t l! our 1 <»\‘<• but burns the bright, r.
''till mir hearts are all the same.
‘ldt-r

but only dearer,
deeply with each da\ :
;i>. your beauty grows but clearer
As it' radiance fades away.
»‘lder? dearer with each morrow.
Hearer through all joy, all pain.
Heeplier loved through smiles and 'orr«*w.
And hopes sliarcd, if hoped in vain
vos.

Roveil

more

\

Julia

Hawke*

Murder.

1 lie 15 -ston Journal says: ••The mystery

which on-.- week ago enshrouded the death
f the uniortunate woman whose body
was iv .-vr-red from the tide-water in Tore
L

Weymouth Landing,has, through
active and persistent exertions of Chid

ei

Mo-

at

Tv ynton. Detectives Tinkham and Philbrick and State Constable Femald, been
well-nigh dispelled, and a chain of ciramstantial evidence has been linked togc'tlu which is t'a-t closing around the
,-gi-d murderer of Julia Ilawkes. The
questions iii the minds of the officers were.
Where were Julius llawkcs amt James
II C,i-i’.\ between the hours of half-past
t w- • T ,M on
Wednesday and ten O’clock
I'lmrsilav morning, and lion was her body
'■
: veyed to the hi
dge from which ii was
ilavwr. into the rivei .' Costley was known
!
haw
,ie in a buggy through lleaeh
street on the afternoon if the 9th, four
•lays p;i.,i to the disappearance of Mrs
Hawke--, and very indication pointed to
a.tail that she
was conveyed to AVevaiutli Landing, living or dead, in a vehicle
Tin- next most and important step,
therefore, for the officers to take was to
discover, c. possible, if any one answering the description of Costley had hired a
buggy in this city during the week in
jue-tii c They pmsc-cuted their inquiries
n Saturday, and on
calling at the liver,
•table •■! Mcssr*. John 11 lteidei ,v <'o'.
■

Van liensselacr place, the photograph
(
o-Ley u a-extiibited and recognized
the iikeui
of a man who, giving that
n into, on tin
9th of May hired a pianob \
buggy and a dark bay horse to go l.>
Wevnnmtli Landing. The officers ascertained that < osth-y returned about midnight. cringing with him a large leather

heavy article
articles which he was permitted to leave
some

there until he should call for them; that
early on the evening of the lJthof May he
hired another team at the same place, giv-

ing the same name again, and again saying
that he desired to go to Weymouth Land-

ing that he returned after midnight having
taken away the mysterious valise when he
departed: that the watchman at the stable. mi examining the buggy about live
cclock the next morning, preparatory to
brushing out and otherwise cleaning it,
found in the bottom thereof a lady's shoe
of the 'Newport tie' pattern, which lias
aeon found by comparison to correspond
with or rather to be the mate of the only shoe
found on the feet of the murdered woman.
There was also found in the bottom of the

venting the light from falling on its own
westerly side, and casting sharply-defined,
pyramid—haped shadow thirty miles long
ox er the \ alleys at its base and the moun-

California

^HjNew

and. Nice Rooms

W Call and Examine Speciincns.jflj
J Corner of Main Ik High Sts.

Wharf to Let!
Ill' w.-ll known Wharf at which tin- Portland
Steamers
will be let for

ers'

Magazine.

Los- in
British War Vessel. The
British war steamer Niobc, wrecked on
the ‘21-t ult. o:i Cape Blanc, Miquelon
Island, wastin' vessel under the command
of Sir Lambton Lnrrain, who arrested till

Virginius prisoners

massacre of
ago do < 'aba.

at Santi-

—

AND

—

COFFINS
Of every

Style

\o better location fora
Corn and Flour business

factory

uml Size

SHORT

•

J.

FOR

Price*

NATIONAL Pl HLISil 1 \(i ( ().,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

THE AIERI3AN LOAN AND THUSTCo!
KANSAS.
■I
LEAVENWORTH,
CAPITAL,
U

*500,000

>U negotiate Loans on Improved Real Estate
worth at least twice the amount loaned thereon.

$15 SAW SUMMER

FDPP

SHARPENER!

,-ati-

erected

it

x

Reasonable.

s

VI

t

1,

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

Ii

l<iivilit

hi

tl

room

ot
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets, lias all the latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in

improved
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

No.
;

.1.

(

( A

Belfast,

K

to

the

new

Having Superior

Suit

Good
Will let
«>

on

and

storing sail*,

to

lni'iness,

public patronage.
thing intlo JINK

>

and OLD Ml I \ L line
emo-:H

B. lfa>t. Feb

a, W

t

Makers

responsible parties

take the

muk<‘.

goods

to

their

POTF & QUIMBY.
Belfast, March 10, 1*74.

Belfast

Savings Bank

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

tfid

“A Penny

BELFAST

Saved is a

Penny

Earned."

made on or before tin* 1st of any
month, will he placed upon int. r<-~t every
mouth, except May and November) and the interest
computed upon the -ame in June and December.
Deposit* received daily at the Banking Boom, from
0 to lJ A. ''I
and J to 1 P. M
Sattirdavs from .• to
BA. M.
John 11. (li nti*.v. 1 rra*.
\s \ FAtM I- Pr. *r
Belfast, duly l::, l>;o.

DKPOSITS

FOUNDRY CO.
Mauager of this establishment announces to
its customers and the public that since the lire he

Autlior of
Th< Minister *

f lie/'

iron

planing

inches, and

to 20

turn

shafting

up to 10 feet lengths.
Orders left at the office over Oeo.

F. White’-,
Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLE, President & Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
til .'
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873

Plienix

Reduction

ot

1 N

—

Spring S; Suntaer Clothing!
Owing

to

the

backwardness

season, we must
dose out our Stock of CLOTHING at PRICKS that
cannot fail to suit. Read our Prices for the next 20

days.

oi

tne

scotch &

cashmere pants
All
Only $1.75, $2-25, $2.50, $300. and $5.00
lined

MARKED AT $3.75, $4.00, $*.50,
$7,00, $10.00, and $12.00, former prices,
$5.00, $5.50, $8.00, $11.00, and $13.00.

COATS

$5.00,
$1.50,

TESTS.

A LARGE LOT OF MEN’S & ROY’S.
Men’s only $1.00, and $1.25. Bov’s onlv 75 cents
and $1,00.

Y

MEN’S

SUITS, COATS, VESTS AN D
Pants only $8.00, former price *10.lx).
WILL SELL A FIXE ALL WOOL Till
cot Coat for *9.5u.
FIXE DIAGXAL COAT OXI. V *9.00, Ft Oder price *11.00.
RECEIVED, A LOT OF BLACK COATS
selling at fti.oo, never before sold less than *9.00.
IF YOU WOULD SECURE BARGAINS

SLITS.
WE
A
JUST

0ALL

A.

ANDREWS.
Ilayford Block, Belfast.

C. P. KIMBALL.

Carriage

Manufacturer,

Portland.,
I

Maine.

AM XOW PREPARED TO OFFER THE

LARGEST

AND

BEST
—

OF

ASSORTMENT

—

$500

Ten

Prizes

$100 X

—

EXTREMELY
With
the

a

AT

—

LOW

determination to

reputation

so

more

RATES.
thun

generally accorded

me

ever

for

STANDARD CARRIAGE, I have added new
improved facilities to my factory and shall con.
tinue to improve the quality of my carriages in every
possible way. Long experience of myself and work,
U.

enables

u«

to build

carriages unsurpassed

in the

S, for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

prices.

In addition to my very large stock I shall continue to make the Kimball Phaeton a
specCall and examine whether you want to
purchase or not.

ialty.

All carriages besrlag my

Ihorosffhly
3m°s44

1 > 1' \ 1.ER

name arc

warranted.

C. P. KIMBALL.

In

A

Furnishing Goods.
Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,
Sheet i..oad.

Fancy Goods.
Holiday Goods, Clocks, &c.;

Recently burned out, has started again with a new
and complete stock, in Western Corner Store,
upperside of Main St., Stockton, Me.
1’rices a-' l.»*\V
at Sight.

a

the

E<

>\\ I.ST.

Repairing don.in nth:

IT. A\I)

"A

GENERAL RENOVATION
-AM)

I vnnniM

the household, young

or

old.

It

rPHE Co-partnership which has existed between
X. tin* undersigned is this dav dissolved by mutual
II. H. JOHNSON,
C. E- JOHNSON.
April h’Jd, 1871.

consent.

Co-partnership.
formed

day
partnership for tin*
of the Dry Goods business under
WEtransaction
of H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
the
a

name

Having opened a room with special reference to
WHOLESALE TRADE, we have purchased the

ami

ai

1

t-

.vv

Imninr

-v -aim

hi.

action

e

di

-,

ii,,.:

I,

n,

t'Ain l>

to some

j their

C. AYER &
M

N

>

■'

mg wlm-li Him tin l.-wi-mu will
:l
Ala 1,,
A
i.i'.u, m-tpuil o;
\|
Kor I art lor pnrtinilar:
impiir. at Railroad \\ ha
(>
..

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
General Agent.

WAIVE (EVTRAL R. |{.
WINTER

whom

t

ON

;

Al, I || i; u l-

Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Johns-

now

Fund Gold

M

If you
once and

arc

and
not

secure

I he

11

aileii
apt. r.
MI A 1111. \\
kiml 'I

Y,». I Hilton IMm
So

Flower-piece,which

enrolls.

i

tk-

ai

f

i»

i>

1.1 ,*
l*i.

\ 11: \

k

Dltl..;,.!

id

! I-

p;
po

>.

..

> I' U

||

in

P

ti
>

io-e
having any
ii ml him reaiiv to

v

M A

*

(JONS U .M P

I1 1

l or-ale bv In-ulors ic the lra*ie
n. ralh.
I mmim for Blafchlev

i
limp,
t

m"

ami

i< ■:

mi

own, seiUl am vt

our

CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY.
M anufacturer,

>

iu

Philadelphia,

M.,

mu.'

WHITE LEAD.
!

t

*..

In

Well
Will II" I

LEAD TAPE.
tain

St

irk'.

LEAD RIBBON,

on n

t

u

«i' for |{uiM.

LEAD PIPE.
At !..\vi

iii-

't mark-':
-r m
V.UlrV l.l .M 1.1 lin

A

ail

Mlitoi

pmi quulifv

o|
n

>

"aimn, Mu-

BARI
TOS,
BASSES,

TONES,
Ah-1

km

!

CORNETS,

I'.tinl

1 iWtmnuiU".

Violins, Violas, Violoncellos,
In
Basses, uml all <»:•■•!,»• tral :,>i
Splendid Large Music Boxes,

Double
ori.meir

I'r• ci— from
to f:in.
s
li. r'
lit. hr,
I »i: I M." \\l» till- i.
.'
I
liuirar
far:
l
I
AIN
for
ni
musical
j
u the Lent material
instruments iu common u-importo.l or maun fan lire. I .ml of r> a-unable price:o
lost pun> of in
Also all thine' ne.
pl.a
V e >1 in uml < nil at
n
an i i*l .M usi«--i
st rumen!
I *r -a!<- '•
Meivhamli
.1
II A \ nj ; > X.
»>
•
« on!
mi H
m
Ho'i-.ii
»l |

Y

■

Ml i:i-

N

\

S11

\

i

*»i;i;14.

pa i i

\

n i

Hy EDDY

These eelcheated Hitters

F. W. KINSMAN,

berries, and are so pee/uired as to
retain all their medicinal (/Utilities.
Theg inrariubh/ cnee or
greatly relieve the folloirimg complaints : Dyspepsia. .laiimliee,
Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Lilians Attacks,

I’rice
ami
$•'*,<>00 for II
will not cure.
FOR

s

> centbe Her r«

i /./.' /; )

Proprietor

aler oiler:,

l.ar
•!;.

im

i:•

*t11

■

;:I,oi.:i

I/./, hltri.t.

NEW l'I{0\ I SHIN
A N 13

with

Hitters.

*•,

and fitted it up, announce- to hi
friends ami the
public, that Its will keep a choice .-lock *1

I'm-

at

R. H

WANTED!

LA Book-keeper to
Store and Vest Shop.

LA

tme

Apply

keep hn,k-: in

a

\

aruty

to

s. 1.. DoTuil

Brook-, Me.

AI

U.\

oj

•

Bleaching.

I''II I is to no'.itx h,' .Id cc-toiner-, and au\ i]ua
JL lily of new one-, that 1 am readv to receixi

II A 1> and IP >N \ | I
ii: at,
m[ A All IV ••hi
made into the I A I I s l
I \ [w itli M Vl \KS>
ai d DlSl'A I t II
I tin Straw W ork-.
At
Mi
last side of tie- l;i
i.
A
-.
UKAPK
*m*»o
Belfast, April s, ISM.

FOR

v.

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE a perfect
in all the irorst forms of
I’lLl'.S, also tiro to'Hi
l.i:i'KOSY, S< Lul l.A, KuKFMATISAI, SALT
l.'iu.i m, ( ataki:m, Kiilnky Disk
asks, and nil
diseases of the Skin, ami the
greatest Humid Pi 1:1
it'll over discovered.
Entirely vegetable. Send to
me and take bark you,monii/ in all'cases of failure.
\ one for hi yrs.
M. 1>. FOWUl, Chemist, Boston.
Sold everywhere, si a bottle. Send for < irculars.
hno-ciTeow

1

1

Pile and Humor Cure.
II

that

apple-.,

Bonnet
r

GALVANIZE*.

WIRE RIGGING FOR VESSELS

FOWLE’S
;htt

s

trust

■>-

by
i» i,,n

invehto;

.•

MOOD Y

for Helfast ami

a-surii,}:

1

S. Flint .V Fo.

wholesale ami retail

iii

m.i.

a

Id Kkl late om s’r ot Patento\ er i I i I K t \
Mr. It II. I 'Or', ha n ad. la
lor Pan
having In-, n successful in
applications
alino.-t evi t*x ca->* >iicn iiuiiii-taUtthle proof ofgreut
talent and ability on In jiart leads tnetorecommend
nix. lit'
o
app' to him to procure tlicir pa
max I"tie
"I hax in;; tie most faith
tents, a
1 upon tlieii ,uitd at x «-i
tTil attention h.-t c
i.-asonahle diaro.
.JOHN |Au.AIM
IhistOtl, >1111. 1. Is, |
1 v,

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

tionery,

nip'o'

cannot

Id».M

incurable disease) after
bottles of the Quaker

Prepared by Dr. H.

Meats, Groceries. Fruit. ConfecAnd everything usually kept in a first da
I'm
vision Store.
Having had long experience in the busine-and
understipididg it thoroughly, he has no doubt that
lie will be able togive satisfaction in
every particular.
I banking his old customers, who have dealt with
him fur twenty yeal-s past, he will he
glad to see
them at the new stand, whl-l-e they will he used as
well as in the past.
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Kidney Diseases, Female Ditliculties. Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact.
everything caused by an impure
state of the Illood or deranged
condition, of Stomach, Lirer, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Hitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one ran remain long unwell (unless afflicted
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li will not make new lungs, hut will prevent the
disea-e from spreading throughout th. whole mb
stance of th*- lungs, then-fore
faeiiitnting recover\
It is prepared from Vegetable I .xtrnet and Harks
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Just Arrived
AND FOR SALE
GOOD YOUNG SOUND HOUSES,
Suitable for Stupe Driving and Hard Work.
Can be seen at ha \\ est Dedham Street, Boston.
Hn46
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Address

Tincirculation of the Christian Union
has been built up by active canvassers. No other
with it for quick and profitable
compares
publication
1 he public eagerness for Mrs. Stowe's new
returns.
story, the popularity of the paper, the friendly support ol thousands of old subscribers, the artistic
premiums for immediate delivery, light outfit and
complete “instructions” to beginners, assure repeated success to agents, and otter active,
intelligent
persons unusual chances to make money. All who
want a safe, independent business write at once for
or
send $2 for chromo outfit to J. IF FORD
terms,
& CO., New \ork, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati or
San Francisco.
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DR. FLINT’S

J. B. FORD &. CO., Publishers,
27 Park Place, New York.
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sells in art stores

Conks sent />ost paid on receipt oy’lOc/s.
Money must be sent by Postal Money Order,
Check, Draft, or Registered Letter, otherwise it is
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Thousandshave been changed
by the use of this remedy, from
freak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; and
in rat ids can not reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Sec that each bottle has
PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass.
Famplilets Free.
: 1-TH W. I'OWLE 4
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Protect-

from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction. but arc permanent, infusing strength, rigor, anti new
life into alt parts of the system,
and building up an Ieoh Con-

low
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Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases
originating in
a bail state of the blood, or accompanied by debility ora low
state of the system.
Being free
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curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils,Nervous Affections,
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flic form of the paper. 2-1 pages, large
pasted and trimmed, commends it to all.
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riclied and vitalized blood permeates every part of the hotly,
repairing damages and. waste,
searching our morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
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ed Solution of the Protoxide of
Jeon, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
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JOHNSON,

to the* above, the undersigned would Inform his friends and the trade in general, that thankful for past favors, he cheerfully recommends the
new Firm to his former patrons who, with
enlarged
accommodations and facilities, will be able to meet
the wants of the community promptly and at satisII. 11. JOHNSON.
factory prices.
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Or, with large premium French < >il Chromo,
"The Lord is /Useit," a beautiful Cross
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Tin* subscriber informs his old friends and
tin* public that he has r. -umcd the management of the American House, and that he
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
to bottom and refurnish it with
entirely
new furniture, and in all respects make it one of the
best hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
he flatters himself that travellers and guests who
patronize the American House will tind a good table,
good rooms and attentive waiters.
II N. LANCASTER.
Belfast, Nov. •?(;, 1873.
j-jti
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Mortgage Sinking

omprise all the
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$7fTT’or less than one cent a day, it gives ret ry
treck reading matter enough to till an ordinal*}
$1 27 hook of over 200 pages; mn.l in a year 72
such volumes. /.
si>ty-tin dollars' worth of
To each is thus annualh
matter!
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Or.

Stock in Store on such terms as will enable us to
give good bargains, and shall open this week a New
and desirable Stock of Staple and Fanc y Goods.
We would call attention of the ladies to our
Spring Fashions in MI ELI NEKY GOODS.

l
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FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

ami

Carriages ami Matched Horse with
Harness, yvorth S1 ...no each1 fw,.

The Lamoille

standard in Religion. Literature. Poetry, Art.
.Music, Science, News, Politics, Household and
Family Atlairs, with Stories, Rhymes, Puzzlefor the children, etc. Nothing is spared 1
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EDITOR.

S. A. RENDELL.

merit
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the
and

men

Corner .MAIN and CROSS Street?, Belfast, Maine,
beg leave to inform their friend? and tin- public
generally, that they are now prepaied to wait upon
them at short notice. All orders l» mail
promptly
attended to.
A. A. HERD,
tf;; 1
.1. \
rooMIts.

April

•!'

Tickets $40.00.
( ireulars containing a full list
ofpri/e-, a de-crip
t ion oft he manner of draw in/, and other information
in reference to the Hisn ibiiti,m, will be ent to any- I
one ordering them. All letters mu-t he addi
l to
main ofFi« I
L. D. SINE, Box 8ti.
101 W. Fifth St.
Cincinnati, O.

make it acoMn.KTi: Xctcapujier forth' I'omiConfectionery.
Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,
ly, pure, attractive, wide-awake, and up with
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine, the times—a
journal interesting to every one in

Sugar and Molasses Corn
Cakes, Corn Candy,
Cocoanuts, &c.> &c.

j

Single Tickets $2.00 ; Six Tickets $10.00
Twelve Tickets $20.00; Twenty-five

Plain and Fancy

Dissolution of

EVER EXHIBITED IN MAINE,

,

Hurd,

*

ADEN IS WANTED tuSEI.I. TICK I I
Liberal I’remiums will be paid.

and both short and serial stories, from the foremost writers; it aims to maintain the highest

Wholesale Dealer- in

-Manufacturers and

■!: i-J,

r.i"<

Number of Gifts 10,000 I
Tickets limited to 50,000 I

spicy complications of neighborhood associations, aiul such follies and profound domestic'
miseries as have led to the widespread VWnpri'onci movement of the day.
Mrs. Siowt: i- now in the prime of that
genius which wrote "Uncle Torn," ripened
by years oi‘stud\ and observation. Her novels
are immensely popular.** Unci'
Tom's Colon"
alone out-selling by hundreds of thousands any
edition of any original woi>k ever published—
sore tin Iiiiile.
Her hook two years ago, "My
H7b ond I," outsold every contemporary,
'siii'h a pure and ennobling story as
117 ond

Sewing Machines, Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, Ac., Repaired.
Abo

Irtish?

deliver, of
i

3 65

Biii of Lading
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I hi>ina't<>i.,
p l.'iuii;•
" :ililol»oro.
Dun

.iewelry,

( id,in,"
W’ooiny," .1//, H7b. <>nd I,"
and other powerful stories, aeh the literary
sensation of its period: and this story promises a like genuine and O'holcsome sensation.
It beats directly on social topic's <>t interest,
embracing the romance of youthful companionships, the brightnc-- of happy home-life, the

this paper i- Fvangelical
religious
and unsectarian; in political atlairs, independent and outspoken. It contains the best articles,

Sewing Machine*,
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are
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HENRY WARD BEECHER,
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Weekly Family Newspaper.
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Iron in the Blood
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shuttle*. Bobbin*. Screw driver
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$.\000 in Silver!
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Iwo Family
Silver-mounted

A’eio/d'ors" should be read in every home.
This ivw Serial is now running rrrhisicrl y in
the
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and invites
We would give notice to all parties understanding
the making of BOY’S SUITS, or, desirous of
learning, that we have gone into the manufacture of
that branch of Clothing, in connection with our
Vest Business, and want a large number of

building
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To be drawn
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Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting
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ih* ilet- rniination

health

TO BE DISTRIBUTED IN

Foreign ami Domestic Fruits,
|| Xuts, Fig-, Dales. Raisins CunnedJI^
Oysters, .Jel-1L
|y Fruits, sardines, l'ickles,
Confectionery, and a line assort *
|lies,
tomcat of Meerschaum, clay and Drier*
a
nice lot of Imported and,*
jl'ipt—also
Id}..un-stir Cigars at Wholesale and/®
Retail.
Don’t forget to call and
|| cony- Cigar Holder, one een\tr\//fr^
//j
each.
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and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

give
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the above as can he had in the city, and hope b\
strict attention to business t-> merit a liberal share ot
your patronage.
bcilt’s .-alt-boot*, sewed or pegged, made to order
on short otic
Kepairingueatly and promptly done.
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DENTISTRY"!

On Manhood, IVoiiianhooil, and «la*lr
TItitual Inier-Kctations Low, iin Lana

Poner, etc.
Agent' ar«y sidling from If* to
copies a day.
•Send lor specimen pages and terms to Agents, and
“'■r whv if sells faster than any other book.
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PURIFYING THE BLOOD!

SEVENTY-FIVE GOOD VEST MAKERS.
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SARSAPARILLA!

to a

TRIMMED

can now execute

I*aint-iu.al a* kt 'Finn* pi •*<■«*.— Unless the
bowel- do their duty with 1 he regularity of clockwork, perfect health is impossible. 1 hereto re, when
disordered, control them immediately with Takikvnt \s Ki rr.iivi>t i:xr Ski.tzkk Akkkiknt, the
most genial balsamic and effective laxative and alterative known to tin- medical profession. Sold bv

Simpson’s Wharf,
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term of years
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Exchange.
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Slie carried five guns but
these were of heavy calibre. The engines has leased and fitt*-u up the Wilder Foundry, at the
were three hundred horse
power and she Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with
was i.oo tons
register and 1x74 tons bur- superior tool-1 of every description, Lathes. Planers,
den.
She experienced a thick fog during &c., and is
the )i i--age from Halifax to the Cape and
Prepared to Fill all Orders
came to anchor on the west side of
Sandy with promptness and to turn out FIRST CLASS
Neck, joining Great and Little Miquelon,
WORK.
but linding the anchorage not a desirable
Mr. Abbott, .Mr. Chase, and all the well known
one, c.ipt. Boyle weighed anchor and
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will
steamed N. \\
At. |l :1b on the morning
be found at the new place, ready to wait upon cusot the gist the vessel struck on the
cape tomers.
on the north side of
Miquelon Island and
Manager’s office in Plienix Row, over < i« *» 1
became a total loss. Three men were
White’s store.
washed out of the boats bv the high sea
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turn
while lauding, and one was drowned. The
ing, in any amount and style. Having just put on
ve- >-l i- now l.icir.if
stripped by the crew. some new and expensive tools for the purpose, we

illeln Jbbcrtiscmcnts.

-i.i

iSi i rro iviti on I,-nil- :r> iiin-ral and fur orable H> iii‘]K,.;tors as am >a,iues lb,,,;, in thestate.
t'lfiw hour from '.'o'clock A M |., o',tuck 1‘ M
IA.M1.S
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I
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WAR!

LOWELL.

Sheriffs Sale.

good tenant. It
good facilities for laying the largest slaps alongside, with two large and convenient Store llou<i
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Splendid Skylight.
fMj
Wk Elegant Instruments,

By The

IJOSTO\

SALE! ABRAMiESEXTS

in
IpilL

Sale.

he

Wood-Choppers,

It i-ii tin* iuggiug-eamps tliat a stranger
will be most interested on this coast, for
thi re lie will see ami feel the bigness of
A man in Humboldt
the reil-weoils.
County go! out of one tree lumber enough
to build his house and barn, and to fence
in two acres of ground.
A schooner was
tilii'il with shingles made trom a single
tree.
(hie tree in Mendocino whose remains were shown me made a mile of
fives fourteen feci in dirailroad tieameter have been frequently found and

FOR

FOR—
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I. M. BOARDMAX.

CASKETS

tain range hex mid, all outside of this dark
purple shadow being in sunlight, as we
looked woii.leringly below. We met the
lirst direct beams ot the sun as we reached
!h. fo,,i of
rater Peak, and now began
to realize the
n-k\ roughness of its slopes.
< h crland for Max

Interest 12 per Cent. Per Annum.
hammer, the designed pur- ('nllectinn of Principal
buggy
and Interest Guaranteed.
of
which in Costley's mind (if Costpose
ITiueijiai anil interest payable in New York it desired.
for
send
circulars.
h y was in
Addeess,
any way connected with it) is J
(ILo. A MOORE, Sec’y, Leavenworth, Kansas
vet to be developed.
It is supposed that
the
bag which Costley left at and took
away from the stable contained the tailor's
goose attached to, and the carriage blanket in which the head of the murdered
\\ bile
woman was enveloped.
engaged
THE NEW
FLORENCE.
in searching the hotel at Hanover on FriPRK E, $2© below I any otherfirst-class
Officer
of
Philbrick
attention
was
the
day,
above i Sewing Afachine.
VALLE,
JjWO
arrested by a slight crevice in the brickSAVE©, $.»© by buying the Florence
work witli which the kitchen fireplace in
the hotel had been closed up, and breakEvery machine Warranted
in^lBipeu a large hole, just below it on the
Special terms to clubs and dealers.
hearth inside they were somewhat astonSemi for circular to the
ished to find an envelope addressed to
Florence S. m. Co., Florence,
mass.,
nr 7114 Washington St
Costley, at some recent date, from Boston
Beaton.
evidently, but the post-mark was too ob0-0 0-0--0-0-0-0*0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-n-n.n.f,.n.r,.ft.rt.«
scure to determine when it was sent.
On
opening this their surprise increased on
AND
finding four metallic cartridges which corA simple and durable machine—easily operated,
responded exactly with the one found in and
8x1-2
from
inches to 12x1 inch.
wheels
running
Costley‘s pocket, 'while all five of the balls
Tunite Cinerv Wheel*, with beveled, double
arc of the same size as that found imbedbeveled and round face, from $2.12 to $7.3&, acmachines, $70 and
ded in the murdered woman's brain. cording to thickness. Heavier
$100. running wheels up to 24 inches in diameter.
Further discoveries were made which
For illustrated pamphlets, address
THE TANITE CO., Stoudsburg,
may have a significant bearing upon the
Monroe Co., Pa.
murder. Upon a platform outside of and
a
near the office door was found
ragged
cheviot shirt, which had been used as a
sample bottle of Adanuon’a
ntL Bouuic Balttam at all drugmop. A pair of india-rubbers which had
ists’. Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
evidently belonged to Mrs. Hawkes and a
Large bottles, 35 cts. Dr. F. W. Kinsman, Propatent leather valise were also found in prietor,
Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a case it will not
ne o! the chambers.''
cure! Try it.
a
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BRiniETTC,
9
anil .Ylnnairer,
Public Library Building, Louisville, kv„ or
TKKOS. II. HAl AiVt O., Eastern
001# Hroailwaj, Hen York.
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II. 1>. II A KKI .MAN PLAri,
1 'ro-psef, on the Swam iilI road, about fifty rods lroni the I*, o. 'Lh• farm etui
s
tains abi'iit loi l\ acre.- of land, fifteen of which an
under cult i\ at ion, the remainder pasture and wood
ALDO, SS—Taken on execution
j.,
n ;;;
land,
lie builditig- wltich are nearly new. con
sold at public auction on the
d;
of
-i-d of a good one and a ball story home and ell,
in he for. am n.:n
duly, A. I)., IS? j, at eleven
and a barn thirty i\ teet -juare, with cellar ami
at the. oflice of W. II. l og!, r. in Belfast, ii
County, all the right iu equity which 11 ai: i« ; Wi'm- cistern under the same. It m> fawruble t.» pur
I
further particulars, applv t->
worth, of Waldo, iu -aid County, had on the ,-i•*lit 11 < ha-M.r.LK 1 IIA Kl»* I MAN.
day of duly, A. 1)., I*?:;, \\ hen tin same was attached
on the original writ, to have a com e\ aiio l.v k irtm*
Kro-pect Ferr\. Me.
;-.w I
K.
In' [.
of a certain contract, made with .-aid llarrii t l.v 1..
pen. Ma\ !
K Boyle, late of Belfast, dev a- *d. dated q;,
!s?;t, of a certain parcel ol' real estate situate in said
or
Waldo, and bounded northerly by land of ipla
Shorey and Hiram Parker; easterly by land of
Thomas tiurney; southerly by land ot
Wi!
1 will til the Farm on which I now
>on; and westerly by the road leading Horn the sau
li\ e. oj will exchange it for city or
horn Mill, so called, to the Whitcomb road, and I.
vt
s-el propertv It is sitiliited about
ing the same premises conveyed to -aid Harriet
mile* from the I*. O. in Illi__il
Wentworth by John Coombs by deed dated April
at tin- intersection <>t tiie Litth- Kiwrroud.
cit;-,
19th, 18W, and recorded in the Wahlo County Begi>- called, w irh the road
lending through Northpoi ‘to
trv of Deeds, Book 11a. page I
Lincolnville t'orncr. it lontain- go acres of tin
SA.UCKL Xnin »X. sheriff.
be*t of land, divided into
tillage and pasture i* un.'.w4s
Belfast, June 1st, 1-71.
der good improvement: is well watered and wdi
lenced; has a young, bearing orchard of engrafted
tipple and pear tret-* and an abundant! of small
fruits upon it.
Tile buildings are a story an,i hall* bouse, with ell
wood-house, chrringe home ami barn—all eomiected.
VVT A LDu. NS.— Taken on execution and will be timshed.
sold lay public auction on tin* >ixth <la> of
painted and in good repair f or plea-ant
▼ V
July, A. If. Is?-I, at ten o'clock in the torenoon, lie*- ol situation ami coim-iiieni.v thi-place i* mi
( all and see.
at the office of W. Ii.
surpassed
in
in
aid
Belfast,
I'ogler,
I M
liu A 111»MAN
County, all the right iu equity which Hugh J.
Kelfa-t. Vj.ril
In I
He.
Anderson, Jr., of I'remont. in tin* < oiintv of Han
cock, had on the eleventh dnv ,.t i-'ebniurv, A. if.
1>?1, when the same wa- attached
n the
original writ, to redeem a certain parcel of land situate in
in said Belfast, and hounded a follows to wit
IP
ginning on the westerly side of « ongres- street at a
stake and stones at tin* angle of said < ongres- street
-Full
and Pine street; thence south .1 degree.-. a -t bv aid
Congress street five rods to a »ake; thence south
fifty-six degrees we>t sixteen rods to land ot the
heirs of John Hamden; thence mm h thirl v-om* d.
I iii
('oinpoiunl of 1 hr
gress west by said land of -aid Hamden- heirs, jiv.
rods to said Pine street; thence b\ -aid Pine street
v
tablr altnati v »*s. har
north fifty ->iv degrees
t to tin* place ol beginning,
jI: I *,.■ i
aparilia. 1 >• i.
with the buildings standing t In r. on. Said prnni
are subject to a mortgage given l.\ -aid Anderson to
aiu! Maiulfakr with tin
the Bellas! Saving- Bank dai<
dannan 4?h i-. !,
I»*11111. ,.! t
a
inlii and
and recorded in the Wabi
SSt
mi
.1
i;.
tr*
.| lit
«•
V*
p
li'.ni Jnak
i; -.1
ill..
'■A Mi I I \i •!! I m\,
h- ritV.
nal run- of .•
ri«
«>i
-. .v -is
Belfast, bin. 1st.'-.I.
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carpet-bag containing

at Law!

Counsellor at Law,

Searspori

ull < 1I.N 1.1; A I. i.laM
i A K.M now
Hum'-"111 in .liim- iu;r. In I'nmnl in
occupied lr.
X II'/.«kiali I .evensalcr. -ituatit IZa my stable tliis s..:,
!
I partlv m Lincolnville and partly in
I believe In in to be the i,:u,t lalunbbsearsimmt, i*
-luck lior.-t
For term* apply to tin 11 mlcrsigm-d at
lor .-ale.
in Ibid suction of the Suit, l-.i b.
null, lm-in.
‘.
in
Kelt'a"flic
\V.
<;.
<ip
travel, couibmeil.
j
■tomMs colts, ,,, akin* for tlieutsch. can be i ,1 uti- 1st, is; L- a l
examine.1 .. i.n.-tiiv
.lav.
II,,,- ir.- Iian.l
some, powerful and fleet.
|
Warrant yju
:inl"
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PUBLIC LIBRARY OF KY,

lava bold. U" could see the lirst light of
the -am on the lofty crest of Scott Mountaii in the west. Shasta before us being
still in cold gray, ils enormous cone pre-

Farm for Sale.

fL-A J!v Morgan
p!x

iii

G, J STODDARD, 0, D, S,

down: the saw-logs are often split
apart with wedges, because the entire
mas- ,- too large to float in the small and
narrow -treams, and I have often seen
them blow a log apart with gunpowder.
What have years the power of taking:
A tree four teet in diameter is called unWhat lias time the might to harm;
l u these fond eves it is making
dersized in these woods, and so skillful
Aught it changes lose a charm!'
are tin- wood-chopper- that
they can make
f.mched alone to something rarer.
the largest giant of the forest fall jus$
Reautv into beauty dies,
where they want it, or, as they say, “drive
<
'hanged to what is holier, fairer,
a stake with the tree."
Hearer to these doting eye*-.
The chopper- do not stand on the
an I in those eyes be gazing.
ground, but on -tage raised to such a
And see not how years have given
1
of earth for my fond praising.
height a- to enable the ax to strike in
Rut. oh: how much more of heaven?
where tho tree attains its fair regular
Softened with a saintly fairness.
thickness, for the red wood, like the seMore divine look, lip and brow
quoia swells at the base near the ground,
Yll transtigured to a rareness
lhese trees prefer -teep hillsides, and
Yever seen, dear wife, till now.
grow in an extremely rough and broken
A Prayer.
country, and their great height makes it
necessary to fell them carefully, lest they
I .1 iic-r. 1 will not ask for wealth or fame,
Though once they would have joyed my should, falling with such enormous weight,
break to piece-. Tais constantly happens,
earnal sense;
1 shudder not to bear a listed name.
in spite ot every precaution, and there is
all
wealth
soledefense
Wanting
myself my
little doubt that in these torests and at
Hut give me. Lord, eyes' to behold the truth
the mills two feet of wood are wasted for
V seeing sense that knows the eternal right;
A heart with pity tilled, and gentlest truth;
every foot ot lumber sent to market. To
A manly faith that makes all darkness light:
mark the direction line on which the tree
c.ive me tile power to labor for mankind
is to fall, the chopper usually drives a
Make the mouth of such as eaimot speak ;
-take into the ground loo or lob leet from
lives let me be to groping men and blind;
the base of the tree, and it is actually
A conscience to the base-; and to the weak
common to make the tree fall on this
Let me lie hands and feet: and to the loolish,
mind:
stake, so straight do these red-woods stand
And lea 1 still further on <neh a- thy kingdom and so accurate is the skill of the cutters.
To fell a tree eight feet in diameter is
counted a lav's work tor a man. [HarpThe
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mid we? Heart, the hearth i> dear.
Meadow math i" sweet;
Parting he as parting inav
After all we meet.
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-tic.

after that to heal
h.-n tin- grass i* s\\:.
1 nr.'Ugh the gate and thr.mi'li th.- niglir.
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at Law!

Attorney
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•Morgan Stanwood. where art thou?
Here th* invaders eome!"
**
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Night on Mount Shastfti
I k n | t Q doing housework, cooking, or any
G. E. JOHNSON,
i- n U l K_ O work that
roughens, discolors or
this time neai'h one-third ol" the
clutps the hands, can always
atmosphere which men breathe was below KEEP THEIR HANDS SOFT, WHITE AND
U-, and the exertion of bringing wood and
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
BEAUTIFUL,
u ater to campand spreading our blankets
under all circumstances, by using au invaluable artiOffice formerly occupied t»> K. K. Hovlc.
the
will
scud
50
cents.
for
which
I
for
cle,
made
us
:
Thus
By
t,
the night
the
recipe
pant.
this means that great preparation can always be kept
of
stratum
atmosphere above was thin and at a txry trifling expense or trouble. Address
GEO E. WALLACE, *
Tiie early stars as they came out HALL &CO., P.O. Lock Box No. 3, Lancaster, Penn.
clear.
were unusually large and lustrous, and
later, when twilight was quite gone, tile £*» A Jpr/SDAY GUARANTEED using
heavens seemed as populous with bright
WELL AUGER & DRILL
H,\R.\M\ BLOCK, Belfast, Me,
points, and as luminous, as in southern
good territory, Endorsed
latitudes. After nightfall, the temperature
*tv All busiiu" entrusted to him will n o ive
by Governors of IOWA, ARrompt attention.
of the tir was at the
KANSAS & DAKOTA.
freezing-point, and
a- the snow eea-edto melt, the roar of the
Catalogue tree. W. GILKS, St Louis, Mo
F. S. NICKERSON.
torrents stopped, and no sound broke the
.awful solitude of the mountain after we
took to our blankets, except the occasional stamping of the horses on the clinking
lava.
7 ri.MlilLKTnN
It was not easy to sleep in such a place,
lvOO.M 11.
HiiiHS
ItOSJ'oX.
with that brilliant heaven above, and the
massive trout of the peak projected like a
shadow against the eastern sky, save FIFTH & LAST GIFT CONCERT
where its long streaks of snow gave it a
IX AID OF TKF
ghostly pallor. We olten woke, and gazed
u e :< t i s r
at
the
vision
or
overhead,
glorious
long
Hayford Block, Church Street,
on the severe outlines ot the peak.
At last
tr
BELFAST, ME.
Sisson arose, declared day was abont to
break, and began making a lire, it seem- JULY
31st, 1874.
ed impossible the night was so near gone;
ELMER SMALL, M. D.,
LIST OF GIFTS.
yet there in the east, right over the shoulder of the mountain, was a pale silvery One Grand Cash Gift,
§250,000
One Grand Cash
glow that appeared to herald morning It One Grand Cash Gift,.1**0,000
75.000
Gift,
Maine.
Beifaat,
50,000
brightened, but with a brightness like One Grand Cash Gift,
25,000
that of tin moon, and just then the planet One Grand Cash Gift,.
Oi l'll K
HKSIDKNi I
5 Cash Gifts, $20,000 each,
100,000
Venus, large and lambent—“tike a rich
Over I AI.I'WKI.I.'- li.rnk
( orner.Miller fcivdar
lo Cash Gifts,
14o,ooo
14,000 each,
Main
15
St.
Cash
in
an
ear”
—rose
above
the
each,
150,ooo
Store,
Sts.
Gifts,
10,000
\f
jewel
Kthiop's
20 Cash Gifts,
5,000 each,
lOO.oOo
fantastic outline of the mountain to the
25 Cash Gifts,
4,000 each,
loO.oOo
:?o Cash Gifts,
3,000 each.
90,000
right Attributing his mistake to tiie sin50 Cash Gifts,
2,000 each,
100,000
gular purity of the air at this altitude,
100 Cash Gifts,
1,000 each,
lOo.ooo
sisson was tuiu to seek another nap.
It
500 each.
120.000
240 Cash Gifts,
500 Cash Gifts,
100 each,
was not long until daybreak, however,
50,000
MARINE
50
Cash
19,000
each,
950,000
Gifts,
and we had an early meal, shivering until
This dispatched,
wanned bv the hot tea
Grand Total 20,000 Gifts, all cash,
$2,5o0,o00
v\,
began the ascent of ('rater Peak, wearPRICE OF TICKETS.
Office, Mo. 23 Main St,,
ing nurthiek woolen clothes, and carrying
Whole Tickets,
§ 5u 00
25 00
iron-shod and spiked alpenstocks, a tin
Halves,
BELFAST.
5
00
or
each
Tenths,
Coupon,
ilasg of,..Id tea. and some food, a man
11 Whole Tickets for,
5ou uo
behind
to
care
for
22
12
the
horses,
Tickets
for.l.ooOOO
remaining
For Tickets or information.
Bank.
beaching a m.M-e elevated part ot the red
Address
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JNO. A. ROEBLING'SSONS,
Manufacturers*, Trenton, N. J>,
111 Liberty street. New York.

The

Charcoal

Wire

or

Rigging

hy the Messrs. Uoehlinio, is guaranteed supe
rior to any other make.
timosSs
made

